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EDITORIAL

At the outset, Iwould like to apologise for the delay in bringing out

the present issue of the IndianJournal of Distance Education. The delay,

in fact, was caused by some unavoidable circumstanes. Even then it was

resolved tobring out the Journalwith the limited resources and meagre

infrastructure at the disposal of our Department. Thus the computer

type-setting of the Journal was done by our staff --- Mr. Jagdish

Gandhi and S.P.Singh. Printing and binding was also done by our own

staff.

I shall be failing in my duty if I do not thank all the contributorswho

have sent in their useful and thought-provoking articles. I would also

wish to thank the staff of our Computer Centre, Copy-printer Operators

and the binders. My very sincere thanks are also due to the executive

ed.itors, Dr. (Mrs.) Meera Malik, Dr. Vijay Rattan, Mr. Swaran Singh,

Mr.I.S.Ghuman, Dr.(Mrs.) Surinder Kler Shuk1a, Mr. Jagdish Kalra and

Dr. Ravi K. Mahajan for havin! gone through the contributions carefully

and preparing the final manuscript for printing. Mr. Hari Ram Sharma

and Dr. N.S.Malhi deserve my special thanks as they read the proofs.

Dr, Malhi really took a lot ofpains in the production of the Journal. My

thanks are also due to \[/s Gestetner (India) Ltd. , Chandigarh for

offering to print the title cover of the Journal.

I sincerely believe that there might have ocsurred lots of mistakes

for which all concerned will bear with us.
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Chief Editor
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FUTURE PROSPECTS OF PTSUNCE EDUCATION TN INDIA

BAKHSHISH SIJVGH

Iritioductio4 : , :....., , .,

The higher education:problems faced by our country are colossal.and in.thefutore they,alebou'nd

to be more formidable.In a democratic socialistic society like India, every person'eonsiders it his/her right
to have higher education. The Government of India and state governments tried to cope\uith this pr,cblern

by establishing more and more universities and colleges. Still a large number of aspirants of higher

educatioir are not covered. With our limited finances, it is impossiblc to meet the everinrxb:isingdemarrd

for highel education throqgh the convential systom.

'

Growth of Enrolment in Higher Education

Atthetime of ourindependence, we had lgconventional universities. Nowthenumber of universities

has risen to L48 and the number of constituent & affiliated colleges is 7.10 thousand. Ttital enrolment in
Higher Education in our country in7975.76,1982-83, 1988-89, 1989:90 and 1990-91has been :

1975-76 24W3L9

1982-83 3330648 i

1990-91 4425247 1 ,_.

, Grorvth of Enrolment in Distance Education

The enrolment in Distance Education during these years has been :

1975-16 64210 :

l

1982-83 L97555

1989-90 45zl000

199O-91 600000 approximately

With 148 conventional universities,.2g deemed universities, and 7.10 thousand colleges (1990-9L

states), India has reached a satfuration point. Our limited financial resources will not permit establi.shment

of more conventional universities and colleges. Moieover, iiny proliferation in'this're'gard wiil lead to

further dilution of standards. The Government had foreseen these problems as early as sbrties and on the

recommendations of Kothari:Committee the U.G.C. encouraged part time and own,time education

through evening colleges and correspondcnce courses institutes. Delhi University was the firq.rl4iversity

in India that established the School of Correspondence and Continuing Education in 1962.
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International Acceptance and Credibility
Distance Education has over the past two decades, earned wide international acceptance ardcredibility as an academicallyas well as 

"cono-ically 
viable alteroative channel for imparting educationto all levels and of varied rypl.. rr".";;"".";-r; ffi;',"'

Accountability

one of the importaat factors that goes in favour of distance education is that this system hasaccountability because the course materiJs are open to public scrutiny and criticism. This puts on alertall those who are connected with course-writinc 
",i.r 

a"""i"ffiilor."ript, for Radio, T.v. and Audio &
Iihffi:ff:,:i:#;'iffi:X;Xjl::f: ,"""i"'-i"'#'conventionar svsrem can set away with

Econonric Vability

with their limil.d financial resources, many countries cannot afford to open new colleges andconventional universities to cope with the euer-inc.easi.rgae**"oo for higher education. DistanceEducation alone can meet the future demands ar much lower Io*. * .o-prr";-;;;;i"rtioour ,y.t"-.
Academic Viability 

, ,

As stated by the Kothari cornmittee, a nroperly organised distadce education instituteltpenuniversity can attain better standards and bring uuout quutitui* ilo.ou"ment in education.

Sociological Impact

Sociological impact of Distance Education is one of the main advantages of distance educationsystem' The couventional universities and colleges are virtually eiist institutes because they have limitedseats and therefore admit limited number of i.udents wi*, rrigt, *".ts. Thus, millions of students who arekeen to go in for higher education are denied admission. Distance Education institutes because oitheirlarge intake capacity and open admission policy arlmit students evenwith minimum eligibilitycondition.open Universities generally adrnit even those who have no qualifrcation. of course; such learners areusually required to pass an entrance test and.do ,o,n" uriaglrpr"f*uroo courses. Moreover, rhere isgenerally no age bar for admission thus enabling a.op-o,it, 
'uoi 

uaum of all age groups to join themainstream to continue their edrlcation. The G".r, alo ,tto*. n"*,iirriy;';:";-rretion rime ofcourses' The greatest sociologicai benefit is that the students in di.rur"" education system can learn andearn simultaneously.

Multi - Media Approach

*-o'rrlil?ie 
E'ducation institutes are supposed to adopr a mulri-media teaching-learning technology

- Self-instructional course material

- Radio talks

- TVprogramme

-- Audio cassbttes

Video cassettes

Computers .
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- The self-ipstructional course material is-written by subject experts, individually or as a team. It isthen subjected to content editing,language editing andformat editing. ir," prirt"J;; material hasbeen' is andwill continue to be the mainstay of instruction in the dis-ia?";;;;i;;;.;;

Electronic Media

For any distance education programme for the masses, electronic media play a very important rolein supplementinginstruction imparted through the co*."rnu,".iui. ir.o*" 
"rses, 

particularlyin countrieswhere TV, Radio, Tape-recorders and videos are easily availablc ro rhe p"opl";i';;;;Jil; media couldbe made an integral part of the printed course material. F{owever, in developing countries like India, itmay take quite some time to reach that situation. we should therefore, fo. tie,i,n" u"i*g, .p, for sopeselected blectronic media as a supplemental part of the disrance eaucatio., 
"";;;;-";ited counrriesare using some very highly sophisticated media for reaching out large numbers, but we have to be contenlwith some judiciously selected electronic media like Radio]TV, or?io & video cassettes. u";; f;;;;;;

we shall have to provide adequate playback facilities at rhe srudy centr;; ;;;i"",l;,"JoJ"r, to an thelearners.

Student Support Services

It is necessary to provide ailequate and well organised stu<lent support services to guide ind helpthe distance learners in their studies. This can be done by setting up study centres which sllould providefacilities for counselling, personal contact programmes, regular evaluation of students assignment andtheir return to students in the shortest possiblcturn-arouoJtime, facilities for the play-back of audio &

A Sophisticated System for Imparting Education ;, : i

These plus points and the good deal of thinking that was done, individually, collaboratively and at
the world conferences of the lnternational councitior oi.r"rA'ei."rA;iiii-iilil#) as also ar anumber of Regional Associations for the improvemcnt and ftiifhcr development of the correspondence
Eduiation system resulted in distance education becoming a rea.o.rabtf 6;;,t;iiJ#t"r-tearning
system of imparting education to large numbers of learnerslwho could never benefit from the conventional
class-room system comprising schoors, colreges and the universities.

SOME STGNI.FICAI{T 'bEVELOPMENTS 
-- AbrOAd ANd At HOMC

Commonweatth of l*arning
Recently there have been some very significant developments in the field of distance education whichaugurwellfor its futuregrowth and popularity. The most imporranr is the esrablishment 

"f 
c";;;;;;1,;

of Learning at vancouver, canada in 1988. This would grearly promote the very much needed staff
development, production and sharing of course materials among distance education institutes, student
mobility, and wider course- offerings for learners within the comironwealth courltries. The clol- aims at
bringing about effective netrvorking among these institutes.
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Research

Research in various aspects of distance education had been a neglected area, but during the past twodecades, considerable work has been done inthis direcrion uvimiirr*. rike the Fern university, Germany:lnternational centre for Distance Learning, Milton x"vrr"., wi.consin ,rir;;;; and some in_stitutes/universities in Australia, New Zealand, u.s.a., Swedin, *or*uy, Netherland , etc. This has addedto the st'ature of distance education which has now come to be recognised as a distinct discipline. However,there is need for open universities all over the world to establish a special cell on Research in DistanceEducation in order to encourage their faculty members.

Establishment of Ihdira Gandhi Nationar open university (IGNou)
The establishment of IGNoU at New Delhi in 1985 has proved to be a significant milestone in thedevelopment of distance education in India. It has providei a ceotrat organisation for guiding andcoordinating the activities of all distance education irrsiitutes 

^nd 
rrrr" open universities in the country.It has popularised the concept of the open teachingJearrri.rg .yrt"_.

State Open Universities

lndia now has 4 state open universities :

1' Dr' B'RA-b"dku' open Univer5ity, earlier called APoU, was the first open university to beestablished in the country in 79g2. ;

2.KotaOpen University in Kota (Rajasthan) 
;

3' Yashwant Rao Chavan Maharashtra open universitl, at Nasik, and
4. Nalanda Open University at patna (Bihar),

Distance Education Council

The recently constituted Distance Education Council under the aegis of IGNoU is a very significantstep for the coordinated development of distance education in India.
Section 5(2) of the IGNou Act charges the universiry with the duty to take all steps necessary forthe-promotion of the open university and distance education system in the country and also to determineand maintain standards in this system. The operationalisation of this statutory provision has been underdiscussion since:1987, Initially, IGNou had set up a coordination council consisting of its vice-Chan_cellor as chairman, three vice-Chancellors of the then existing state op", orriu"r.ities and a representativeeach of the UGC and the Department of Education, Minisiry of HRD as members. The CoordinationCouncil held several meer.ingland recommended: 

vrr' r'v I

a' Establishment of lhe coordination council as Sratutory mechanism under the IGNoU Acr.;
b. Ner*'orking of ail open universities and distance .du.ution ir.,irr,i"^ ;
c' sharing of programmes and courses as well as student support systems among the members. of the nerwork, and .

d' Assessment of the programmes and courses prcpared by Distance Education universities andinstitutions by an Accreditation committee f or admission ,o ih" ,r*,*ork and the development ofsystems, norms and procedures for the efficient functio,i.g of the nerwo;k. 
- .^' - "'-
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Based on these fecofirmendrr;^h^ r^Lr^,,
aurhodrv"f f h";:;":",:'#T:::";""?:!i?"Jty'i:",ff 

#'r1.*rt$11ff .ff::fl f an:x(DEc) shall within-the r'u-"*o't oitrr" p"ri"i". 
-agoia"hrio raid down byrh"-;;"rd of Manage_

ment' be responsible for the pto-otloo-La coo.ainariin;i;;o0"" 
university and distance educationsystems' and for the determination of its .turraura.. 

-ii" 
or""-crrancellor, IGNou shall be its

Chairman with representatives of Ministry yf I-,RD, uCc, 
'i,o. 

open universities, Institutions of

":;;:'J;:ffi ffiTil[#:f 3;*1*:,Ty*X*i1"i,,o"o,,r",-J^#,rsi,iesanda,so
The Need and popularity ,

The need and popularity of distancs educ'ation programmes can be j,dged by the proliferation of
distance education i's&rutes ;oBr"r 

""iversiries "ri "r:;;;;rrrd. Already there are 376 1 
distance

education institutes- and over 

"-'il".-rr,iuoriti". "ui"rt"*'l ,n" needs of mirlior" or leurners in the#J:1iy"trlf,:f"d#;,f ;:kl,*:*;[:;[#*;unhiesinparticurai,thisis,heonry
In the Asian region' there are about 15 open universities and 61 distance education institutes a. ofthese, India accounts r- s op"r, urir"rliri-". urro 41 distance education institutes.

Future projection of Distance Education in India
The recent decision taken by the central Advisory Board of Education (GABE) that every state in

India should have an open university as wer 
^ 

uo op"rr-r"iJoirr'u"., rerevant to our country,s future:1ffi:'dHTil;ffi;:lf*' r.;;."i a"",.rffi;;;; 
r,",,ingro eirsure proper deveropmenr

The present enrolment for higher education in India is approximately 5 milions. of these about glakh learners are studying rht"ff;i;I"" eau"uti"r. T#;;;re projection in the Eight Five yearPlan envisages an additioi of r dllt;;i;ers in higher 
"d;;rti." by the end of the year 20o-. 60vo of

these are to be covered by distance e;;;;r. Thus,-the totut nriri", of distance education rearners to
be during the period will be ,O,r"rt*"rrr"ro ruOn. ., f.+.iiii.*..

However' if the open universities launch some programmes of continuing education, staff deverop-ment and vocational'/professionavte"h,,icui 

"ourr" 
*t"h u.* ,"ry -uch needed, the number of distanceeducation/ OU learners will increase f-,"tfr"r. 

-programmeV"ourr,"r-oi.ed at covering target groups likerural women' youth and adults *itt uttru"iluirly taige rrJ;. ;; can therefore eas,y expect 2 m,lionlearners to be covered by distance ;;;.;u, by the end of year 2000 A.D.This makes it imRerafve tiat we gear up the existing distance education institutes and establish more
:f:"t":[:'s 

and open universities 

'J""p"i"iru,n" 
r*r"'iar"rt]fra r,""a. of the various sections of

Streamlining of Distance Education in India
The first step in this regard shourd be the 

-streamlining of existingeducation institutes' rhese inJtitut". .i"rri-u" helped parricurarry for :

correspondence / distance

:ado_pting multi-media teaching_learning methodology
L

4 " i"ir;Lly_T:,1":,:r.,*iii_,"icentre 
for Disrance rrarning updated tlr Feb.1ee2.ICDE Membership directory 1992.
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o,"v ;-J1::ffif;11""':,?{,T: 
Xil,Tiyil#JJ,:?,studv 

centres, rurors, coordinators, ribraries,

.r.r"r, Jll*tion 
of printed course material followed br;;;"".*ent of quarity, forrnat, printing, delivery

-*- autonomy for framing syllabi of courses run by the institutes which are not availabre in the
university teaching depart-"o7t'i*.oar"-r-, 

of need b;;;;.r". for different target groups.:putting a
ceiling on enrormenr, prni".rrrtiyr". pir.ssionar 

"r;;.;.;. ;;t shndards do not go down.frnancial autonomy to the director/head for operating within the sanctioned Budget.

or*o*'u"sing 
the surplus finance for the improvement or tn" institute and not diverting it for any other

Finance

In'view of the wide outreach' social impact, future potential and coverag e of 60vothe increase in
enro'nent for highe-r education inrn.irl;*,*ere is a .ri"* *r"_ for greater hnd liberar investment on
this system so that future 

"au"utio,u] 
ri"rr."qo* 

";;;;;dequarery mer and rhere is quaritative
improvement too in the erlucatio" r'o*La through Jiri** 

"ar"utioo. 
v;ri"*.i"oies on costing

showthat the cost of educating; ilffioughthe -dist*"."i"u*rion 
system, varies from r/3rdto r/6thof the cost in the conventional system. it i, 

"Jnnrr. ;;;;;r viab,ity of the sysrem. According ro
a comparative study of unit costs in the schoor or 

"o.r".pJ;;r"" courses and affiriated colreges of
Delhi universitv, the unitcosr i, ;";;; coreges ,. o.. iiro'"*ainst the .r"a r""^r, *.. *0. ,nur,H,iiffi"T"i:y 

per student i' R';'60. 9,*;.;;1it1i" cost per srudenr in rhe schoor orcostperunitin,n":;::';ilJi*r,:.riTfi ::!:",.;:nifl ***l:*:*:t#fl#fr
ffi:ffi:,i1"""ffi:*ffi:i[g#"' a""" i'o#; ; :#^, mareri ar, e re cr ron ic me dia an d rh e

If we are to uplift' the existing correspondence courses institutes.into murti-media distance teaching-
Iearning institutes with st'o'g ttutl""n, ;r;;, services, 

"1".,.oni" 
,necria and gooo 

"or.." 
*rrerials, riberal

grants will have to be provid"a to tt'e'. The distanc. 
"ar"rrr"" institutes must not be considered:f#A-T-Tr1;::##-rT:**t-,,,", ,r,f .iJJil'I" 

""o,o*icarry 
viabre ro a reasonabre

costs,rheGoiernmentshourdbepr";;;ili:q,Tii::$H[f,*ff"T:rJr"T*ll*nii::[i
system on educating students througn tn" ai"t*"" education sf.** p-* the various studies done on
the financial aspect of d,stance.ea.,"i'.r, r, t"r clear rhat u 

"onrii".lule 
investment has ro be made on the:,::J:lqH1:I.::T::;T#iT#; ;*,f;.. *"tr,ooot-sa'ffiuterisarion 

or various procedures,
numberoriiudentsassignm"'".tiu."ii##:ffi:H:",1T.T:fl 

:f,ffi ;l.t"m:*Axl,i.:'llilin enrolment for higher education to b" 
"ou"."d 

by distanc"-"Ju"oion and open universities, the,::;,"J,T:::[:i'ffiff""g"*i* Jlu'"'"n,u." adequare financiar supporr tu di.runo educarion

5. Studies in nirt"r". nA*utiol-AIU publication l9ll8



DISTANCE EDUCATI0N: A STRATEGIC TooL FoR DEYELOPMENT
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A. ROCI{A TRINDADE
The Evolution of Higher Education Systems :

Democratization of the.access to higher eclucation, which has been achieved in various degrees in anumber of countries.and which is still a significuot p.iority io;;;y regions of the world, has led ro theconsiderable expansion of existing co.ruerrlio.,al higher education irrti;i;, ;;;;;;" rhe crearionof many new ones of the same nature. :

In many countries of Europe, higher education has been mostly taught within the scope of publicuniversities and, at a slightly lower academic level ltrr-,rgh p.ogru**"I. ,f ,ho;;;;;iration) by thecurrently called polytechnic institutions. In some countri"r,"gnu"rolents tried to cope with an increasingdemand for qualifications by opening'the higher education Je"to, to the private initiative; in some cases,however' significant increases of input did not yield corresponding good results in terms of.quality of theoutcome.

A different approach to the same desideratum led to the onset of a new type of institution, designedto take care of large number of students unable to attend conventional lectures in classrooms along theacademic year, and using instead distance education (or indepenaent learning) methodologies. Thecorresponding operational mode has been pioneered uy:trr" n.iLiopen university since the early ?0,s;similar "single-mode" institutions have been created since that time in all the regions of the world.
Another tendency has been observed, 

1*ul, countries, to try to improve the sscial response andto increase the quantitative output ofconventional universities ty itei, providing access, besides regularstudents' to large numbers of extra-mural students 
""d t;;;ng them through 4istance learningmethodologies' These "dual-mode" institutions (using conventional crassroom approach for some studentsand distance education methods, supported by telecommunications and information tech,ologies for theothers), represent a half-way approach to the quesrion of massifi""ri";;;;;ffi;;,;r""-r.ared borh rothe pure presential rrnive rsities and the "single-mode", open University-type approach acting fully in adistance education regime.

we believe that a further convergencq of the two conceptually-distinct types of institution - theconventional universities and the dedicated distance education ones - will leud io a more hybrid type ofmethodology, based on the posrulate rhar the pure "indepe"a.* r"urri;;;;;;;ffi;;."o for thosesubjects, courses and parts of courses, for which such an 
"po.orJ'p.torii"J;ffi;:.,*h rearningefficiency; while the remaining courses will be dealt *itr, i" *"rlJ"ii.rtiorrut *ays - antl this for the wholepopulation of the students, without distinction. This hybrid or "mixed-mode,,operation will become thecommon paradigm, we berieve, for both old and nervhigher education iostitutiorrs,l;;;. ,;;;;;;.

There are many reasons for this evolution, related to a relative loss of the educational priority thathave been given, since immemorial times, to universities as national institutions assigned to the task of
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creating and diffusing advanced knowledge. The former "elitist" point of view of providing top-level
education to a few chosen has been changed into a "democratic" perspective, aiming at extending the
benefits of higher education to whoever wants to take it - and this means providing not-only basic but also
secondary education, to the whole population of young people. This leads to u rt ift in pri,orities of State
budgets from highsl to general and technical secondary education. Furthermore, while in the past,
State-supported universities only had to cope with very limited numbers of students paying modest tuition
fees, or Io fee at all, in the present most governrnents are becoming unable to supjoit t*s burden when
student populations increase manifold, thus having to increase tuiiion fees closer to the level of actual
costs. In this way, the conceptual distinction between public and private universities will become less and
less obvious.

We qqay even reach the point where government yield to the temptation of abandoning this most
important sector of public services by postulating the privatization of fubfic universities, following the
same rationale that has already been applied, in many countries, to airlines and railways, public health
systems and telecom-unication networks.

Another issue relates to the situation of quasi-monopcly that higher education institutions ( and, in
more lemote times, only the public ones) had, in respect to the power of awarding academic --and
sometimes even professional"accreditation to their students: certificates, diplomas and Icademic degrees
were taken at face value by employers, both public and private, thus opening the doors to the work market.
This is no longer the case in many regions of the world, wherein enterprises, as well as the public sector,
have a growing tendency to distrust academic accreditations, possibly due to the unequal credibility of a
large number of awarding institutions

The observation of current practices shows employers submitting candidates to procedures of ,'ad

hoc" examinations, irrespective of type ofdegrees presented; enterprises postulating a period of in-service
intensive training, subsequent to admission of new staff; even, the creation of an auronomous infrastructure
of higher education and training within the enterprise itself.

Another important question relates to the relevance of higher education programmes: the specific
needs of phe marketplace in terms of new qualification profiles tend to moue faste. than higher education
institutions can adapt to it by creating new curricula, objectives and output profiles. In tti. conte161,
enterprises have a tendency to underrate the more basic academic diplomas, which seldom fit exactly the
qualification profile they require

Duration of degree Programmes may also become an important issue for countries where university
tradition impose many years of studies to obtain each of the different levels of qualification in higher
education. The general tendency seems now to be a convergence towards the anglo-saxon format, with
short duration steps leading from bachelor, to master, to doctoral studies, while students are still in their
early twenties.

Given the above trends --clearly visible in the more developed countries --the long-term survival of
universities, in this context of massification of students, of shrinking budgets and of ."I-utine devaluation
of diplomas, may lead them to search for new ways of increasing thelr productivity --while t""pfrg
adequate standards of quality --so as to be able to face competition fr-om a non- institutional private sector
of higher education.
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' The answer may be the forced adoption of a 'mixed-mode" regime of operation by most universities,
- comfining conventional and distance education methodologies, rtn Ueing atte ,r 

".p"J;l;t";;n
Another possible solution to cope with these general trends may lead to universities giving iir'ore and* .lrore ,attention to the nou-higher edncatioa,sictoq as they did ia 

"'L.y 
rait* pari Ji";T *F uri;rr",r,

was the generalised source of all knowledge within its sphere of influence. To support this argument wL
should'look into the presenf pammma of'aeeas ia the fieldl,of,vocational riairrirrg ,"J la*i"ri"g
education, urfiere universities might be motivated to intervene irr a more systematic wayl

The Changing Roles of Higher Education Institutions

Theprevious analysis mayleadus to conclude thatUniversities will have to adjust to a changing social
conte:( of education and training needs, as well as to a shift of priorities in the allocation of public b*dg"t.,
so that they can, not only survive, but also make even more obvious their socidl usefulo"rr. A. a kind of
final synthesis, we may conclude that:

- To cope with the pressure of an increasing demand of qualifications, most universities need to
adopt more cost-effective models of operation, the "mixed-mode" approach being the more pragmatic
one.

- The relevance 6f highsl education programmes and contents needs to become an even-present
task for university, faculty, and department authorities, by adopting the concept of adjusting theirsupply
function to the outside demand and not the reverse one. Diversity, as well as flexibility of curricula, will
be major assets in this process.

- Massification of higher education cannot imply a significant sacrifice of quality of the outcome.
Research activities aimed at updating and upgrading course contents and increasing their relevance, as
well as at fiading the ways to increase the efficiency of learning, should receive adequate priority.

- Tied with the reinforcement of the research activity in Universities, increasing the capacity and
creatinB new advanced programmes for the training of top-level specialists and scientists will receive
higher priority, as modern societies will require increasing numbers of these highly-skilled professionals,
to work within and outside educational institutions.

- Taking into account the foreseeable expansion (or even e4plosion) of the new cultural industries,
universities need also to be considered as the "natural" conceptors of learning materials for education and
training at all levels, irrespective to lhe fact that some other type of organization may take care of huge
numbers of persons seeking qualification, educition or, simply, updated and structured information. The
function of "authoring" all kinds of learning materials will become a most interesting ,'niche', 

of oppor_
tunities for the universities of the future.

T9 cope with all these kinds of adjustments, universities need to establish alliances among
themselves, within region, country and extended geographical, cultural or linguistic area, by takin;
advantage of present facilities in mobility of persons, productso information and ideas. Other powerftrl
allies will be found in the productive sector, mainly among enterpreneurial lalge organizations in
permanent need for upgrading and updati.g staff qualifrcations.

, - Transnational telecommunications systems and networks are very special, strategic partners for
universities to try to associate with, for they will provide the key to widening the scope of intervention of
higher education institutions, as well as to the modernization of educational technologies; they will be,
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* THE INFORMATION HIGHWAY: TilHAT PERSPECTIVES FOR
EDUCATION AND TRAINING'IN EUROPE AND IN FRANCE ?

BERNARD LOTT,IC

Introduction:

An ade{uate startingpoint on the subject could be a series of question-rnarks:

What is ain "Information Highway", sometimes also called "Data", or "Electronic Highway"?

What do we want to know about it? As teachers, educators, trainers and tutors, do we want to

know as little as possible on the assumption that we refuse to be technology dependent and prefer to have

a pedagogy-driven technologl rather than a technology-driven pedagogy? , ,

Or on the contrary, don't we want to know as nwch as possible about the IH because,we feel sure

that in the long run, it is going to provide in a large measure the shape of things to come in eilucation

and training?

I.. SOME GENERAL DATAABOUT THE IH.

1.1. ATTEMPTS AT A DEFINITION

Launched by Vice-President At Gore a year and a half ago as a sort of "New Frontier" for America

and for the world, is the IH just a catch-phrase, a metaphor, a modern myth? What part of it is realityf

In fact it depends very mpch upon who is speaking, and upon the time referred to: today? tomorrow?

the day after tomorrow? Do we refer to the ultimate goal to be reached in 10, 15, 20 years time, that massive

global broad band network (GBN) integrating in a single system all the information technology available

and carrying trillions of bits in a matter o[ seconds?

Or else do we refer to the Information Infrastruclure of today, already at work rvith a global system

like the INTERNET, and which can provide according to each country's equipment, rnany of the

elements of an IH in the making:

- fiber optics, satellites, microwaves, video cables..- for the wide area backbone; '

- computers, TV sets, smart and mobile.phones, Set-top boxes.... for the terminals;

- protocols and more and more sophisticated software to navigate the networks?

In this paper we prefer to address the present day situation, with a prospective outlook, aware that

crucial parts of the future GBN are still missing or urider development, among which:

- the on-and off-ramps to access the highway;

- the necessary software to enable switching and full interactivity amongthousands of com-

munications exchanged at very high speed; .. :

- the fully multimedia terminals available in everybody's home.
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1.2 THREE MAIN POINTS TO PUT THIS DEFINITION INTO PERSFECTTVE:

The IH concept is very strong and pregnant because it always refers to wide'area communications

and sheds a new global light on the fast developing world of information and communication.

present day technology is still heterogeneous and cumbersome but it will soon become more and

In the meantime the main issue lies in the worldwide competitircn engaged between the two possible

approaches to the IH: -the access by video cable, the TV set (with its set-top box to make it interactive)

becomi.g the centrallome terminal of the IH;

-the access by telecom lines, the personal computer with multimedia functions becoming the main

home terminal of the IH.

The industrial war waged between the champions of these two different approaches is all the harsher

as the econornic and financial issues are gigantic'

13 THE IH AS THE MARKET OT'THE F'UTURE.

Integrated into the [H, the technologies of information and communication (audiovisual, telecoms

and informatics) will be the major market of tomorrow'

In Europe it already amoutrts to 684 G$ (billion dollars) in 1993; with its enormous capacity growth

it will be 3500 G$ in the ycar 2000.

This promise of prohts is an incentivc for industrial and commercial competition. It is also an

incentive for R&D, and for regional organization in Europe.

In this market so far, the share of educational products is yet small but the expectaticns are great if

the world 9f gducatign and training becomes aware of the part it can play in the field.

1.4 AN II{YESTMENT ON PRTVATE FT]NDS.

The,idvestments that will have to be made to implement the IH are difficult to assess preciselS but

they will eertainly be enormous if access is to be provided for everybody, both in terms of ramps and of

software development.

,Japan computes that it will cost some 450 G$ to connect all its homes in fiber optics; it intends to do

it over the next L5 Years.

For France alone the expense is estimated at some 600 GF (billion francs) = lfi) G$; 1//4 being spent

on the fiber optic connection of every home to the network and3l4 on the accompanying software.

In all countries and regions of the world, the motto is "the market must pa/'; it is agreed everywhere

that the IH cannot be developed on public fuuding. Both in Europe and in the USA, a minimal part

only of the investment will be.financed on public funds- L Vo at most-to launch experimental operations'

It will be e ssential tbr the edricational sector to be present in these experiments and a strategy

must be developed to insure this presence.

yet in such a market-oriented landscape, the prospects for an early development of education and

training programmes on the IH look at first sight rather gloomy, at least in countries and systems where

the funding in that sector is mostly state- supported.

Another negative aspect is the great gap between the developmeut of technologies, and the rather

conservative approach and practise of most educators and institutions. It is a perfectly understandable
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attitude since they don't really know what to expect from a techaorogy perpetually in the making ratherforeign to their culture, gelerally too expensive to acquire, and whose zupport'ing industry is not yetinterested in the ',market" of educatioo ,od truinirrg.

But things ffs ghangln$, and the leadiqg part played by Distance Education in the introduction oftechnologies - together with the overall paradigm *t irt f.o* teachingto learning - will have to be claimed,acknowledged and reinforced.

1.5 VIDEO.HIGI{WAY OR TEXT & DATA.HIGHWAY: MORE A BOUT THE GREAT COM-PETITION.

Thelandscapeinwhich the IHisbeing developedis thus dominatedbythegrear competitionbetween
cable companies on the one hand, and talco and computer companies on the Lther. rhis dual approachmust be kept in mind 16-slderstandwhat is going at all levels, glo'brl, regional, national and even local. Itcould re$glt in tle deveropment of two purull"l high*uyr, ,t i""urt in the first period.

The strategyof the cabte operators is:

-to use the existing cable networks already connected to the homes and able to carry broadbandtraffic;

-to buildjoincpartnerships and even to absorb programme producers when they can (ex paramount
bought bv viacom for 10 G$) to invest in the ser-rop Lox technol,og;rt, 

";;;-;;;* ,r* ,o ser into anintelligent instrument;

-to take advantage of the compression technology (MPEG2) to increase the quantity of programmes(the satellite companies have a similar strategy).

They prepare the Highway of ttrc video.

on the other hand we see the tremendous effort ofthe computer compauies to increase the powerof their machines which become more and more accessible, convivial, flexible, intelligent, multipurposeand cheaper, and to make of the pc the universal terminar of the IH.
connected through the telecommunication networks, they prepare the Higltwalt of the tett artd data,or lelco Highway. r

Eventually they will also carry motion pictures into the home, but their main functions a:heady areE-mail, computer- conferencing, services wiih graphic interfaces etc.
So as it happens, we could very well have wo highways instead of one, at least over the years to come:

-one with the TV set (becoming more and more intelligent) mostly devoted to leisure, games,
commercial services, aimed at the largest audiences;

-the other with the micro:computer as a telematic instrument for the end-user, at home bul also atschool, in resource centres etg already multi-uses, multimedia, il il;;;;l;;;;r"r"'
The strategy of the educational community should be to keep in crose touch with the movement, andprobably in most cases chose to connect with the "text ond data Highway,,, or',telco Highway,,, that of

lele.rnatics' 
Yqt in some cases, if implemented with 

"au"urio.rur-.".oi"". 
from the srart - as is the casefor instance in thellBl PROJECT jtstbeing launched in euebec - the ',video- Highway,, should be chosen.
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1.6 BROADBAND USAGE FOR EDUCATION

As a whole, the use of broadband telematics is still remote in education und 11aining, but probably

more so beeause of the lack of available tools than from the lack of teaching and learning situations in

whichthe exchange of interactive motion picturescould provide muchmore efficient pedagogicsituations;

it would certainlybe the case in geography, physics, economies, biology, medicine etc'

Such instruments will come into use,'connected directly to powerful servers for simulation purposes,

or to satellites for observation purposes. In may be 10 to 15 years time, TV and PC will have largely

merged into one another to create a new multimedia powerfll instrument.

In the meantime, the educational community should rather rely on telematics, more flexible and

evolutive.

2. THE SITUATION IN EUROPE.

It will be examined in the tight of these first remarks and, if one may jump to conclusions, show that,

contrary to that of the USA, the European situation is probably better suited to the development of the

"telco Highway''rather than the "video Highway".

2.I CABLE NETWORKS IN EUROPE

Whereas in the USA 60 million homes are connected to a cable network, they are only 52 million in

Europe for a population one and a half larger'

The cable networks are very unevenly distributed: strong in Germany (13 million homes), Belgium,

Holland, the UK, they are weak or even nil in most other countries, even in France with only 1.5 million

subscribers for a potential equipment of 5 million' '

The investment to turn the cable networks into real IH would probably be smaller than the one

required for telco networks, but still very high: it is now estimated at 100G$ for the European Union'

yet the very 'dense satellite coverage of Europe could become a positive element in favour of the

implementation of a "video Highway".

22 THE TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS.

They are as a whole of good quality, with already a lot of fiber optics installed, more evenly distributed

than cable, and can easily Lecome,the backbone of the future IH.

Most European countries have a fully operational ISDN network; in January 1994 a general

agreement for a Euro-ISDN was signed between 2'5 national operators, for common standards in file

11ansfer, visiophony, faa high quality sound..

Several countries also have high speed service networks for research --- connected to the INTERNET

- such as RENATER in France, SUPERJANET in the UK etc'

Mobile telephony with the GSM cellrtlar technology is in full development, and the present 10 million

subscribers are expected to become 50 million in 2000'

23 THE EUROPEAN I]NION IS A STRONG ADYOCATE OF THE IH

2.3.L- One conclusion of the White Paper of Decedber 1993 on "Growth, Competitiveness and

Employurent" was to accelerate the intplenterttation of the data higlways, in a partnership benveen the

private and public sectors. r;

Amongtheobjectivesputforwardwasthatofliftlongleanittg.
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Developmentnumberoneidentified4priorirySectors:taleworking,,:,"***,:?:,tele.medicine

and tele-administration. In tele-formation it was proposed to create in 1995 a European network of 100

universities and higher education institutions'

2.3.? Asa follorp ,ap, $e nargemarut Report, prepared by a group of 2I) prominent industrialists of

the high tech sectors, recommended in June 1994:

-to accelerate the libralisation of the telecommunication sector;

-to take measures to implement the IH and especially create-aTask Force to prepare the high speed

Europeannetwork,nextstageaftertheEuro.tsDNhasbecomefullyoperationalin2000.

In terms of educatiort and troittirtg,many concrete measures are proposed in this report such asl

-launched projects for lifelong learning in 5 countries in 1995;

-cr6ate distance learning systems for t}voof the sMEs and public administrations by 1996;

-connect 3ovo of theEuropean universities to the university network by 1997'

2.3,3|ntheBangemannReport,thenetworkreferredtoisclearlythatoftelecommunicationsand

telematics. No f*tU", poUlic investment is admitted except by refocussins u:tfu!8 expenditure; but

Martin Bangemann thinis that the new opportunities offered by the tllecommunication dereg.lation and

the opening of new markets will be an incentive for industrialiSts and operators to take their share of public

se.,ice,es|ecial1yinopenandDistanceLearning..

2.A. EUROPEAN PROJECTS PREPARE THE.C^OMING OF IH

2.4.t.llprospectstendtogenerateactwityinthe.informationsectorandinthecreationofnetworks

otEuropeattlevel:-theEBoNEnetworkinterconnectingtheresearchnetworks;

-theRAMAprojectinwhichL2Europeanmuseumsinterconnecttheirdatabases;theywillbe20

by the end of 1994 and 200 in 2000;

:olivetti and Hughes are implementing a new satellite telco network called HoTSTAR;

-technologies of tomorrow like ATM (for fast transmission and switching) a-nllost- (for the

connection of end-users) are also at the core of network projects: ATM ler:jects,METRA*' 
t"tl'

BETEL; ADSL in a European forum composed of 30 major industrialists. Major telecom operators like

BT, France Telecom, Deutsch Telekom, STET and Teleionica have created a forum on IH called ACE

2000 etc.

2.4.2.severalprojectsof.theDELTAProgrotttcantreconsideredaspreparatory,intheirtechnology

and contents, for the coming IH: under the ieading of "Telematic Systems for Flexible and Distance

Learning,,, 10 projects are directly concerned, -ost oT th*o' using ISDN it European level' some of them

satellite trairsmission

withthem,t}tetelecomtypetechnologieshavemadearemarkablebreakthroughsincel99l.in

European educational Programs'

They will be followed in the period 1995-99 by the programs SOCRATES (for education with a

budget of 1000 Mecus) and LEONenoo lfor uirtt uro professional training with a budget of 8ffi

Mecus).
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2.5 THE ACTIVITY OF TELECOM OPERATORS IN EDUCATIONTRATNING.
The main telecomrhunication operators have implemented important training programs for theirstaffs' and developed at the same time an e"perie.,ce of the apprications of thei, 

-ou* 
t""t rrologies toflexible and distance learning (FDL) which could be very profiruit" ,o the educational world as a whole.They have also developed projects ar European tevel (enOS).

2.5.I EUROPEAN TELECOM OPERATORS AND FDL
D'TELEK1M (Germany) has an enormous production of training programs for its own staff: 2Million hours a year spent in computer-assisted learaing; 4000 Iocal stations for self-learning (g000 in 1995to include former Eastern Germany); 150 dedicated netrvorks.

SIP (Italy) is a subsidiary to the ltalian Telecom for its staff training created in joint partnership withIBM' olivetti and Apple' It offers 600 000 hours a years in computer-assisred learning; 3000 work starions;downloading systems on the network, and rocar tutors. 
s rvq!.,r8, Jl'ju(

B'T' (United Kingdom) is engaged in numerols European projects; it has an educationar subsidiarycalled cAMPUS 2000 for Distance Education with some s000 ;;:;;;il;ffi;;ii';"". the world.0.5Vo of its profits are devoted to ,,community 
projects,,.

FRANCE TELECOM has a strong national training service (sNE) and has devoted large invest-ments to implement inner systems (vIF) for training and i-oformatiorr. some of its subsidiaries are activein rhe apprication of terecom technorogies ro distal.";d*;;;;i&;;,"d;^;;t*).
Thus in Europe, the know-how and resources in education and training are important in the Telecomoperators' This experience is little known. The Distanc" ;;;;;;;", sysrems and instirurions shourd rryto develop new parrnerships with rhe rerecom operrors;" 6;i;r venrures,,.

252 THE EPOS PROJECT.

EPos is a European consortium with 5 partners, the German, rtalian, French, Spanish and swisstelecoms; tbirnplement a coirmon software and multimedia architecture for computer-assisted learning.It will also include tele-tutoring 
vvrrrPurwr -qnir

It is fust aimed at the training of the ir staffs but the operators intend to exrend it to butside users inthe world of distance learning. 
v^rvrru 

'r ru uu

3. PERSPECTTVES IN FRANCE FOR TIIE IH.
3.1 THE NETWORKS IN FRANCE

weak in cable TV but endowed with a strong and modern telecommunication network, Francealready has the backbone ofa dara hrghway.

The French telecom netwoik is being completely redeveloped in fiber optics: 1 million kms offiber are in service the final goat being 2 Mkirs in ZOOO.

Mobile telephony is developing fast with 3 opertors.
The ISDN service is fully operationar with g0 000 corporate subscribers
The RENATER network (medium broadband at 2 Mbits per second), connecting to the EuropeannetworkEBoNE' is dedicated mainly to research, but seu".al ur,iversities think of usingit also for teaching.
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32 THE FRENCH TELEMATIC SYSTEM

Developed over the last 15 years, the French telematic system - TELETEL, Minitel -is an important

and original asset to reach the goal of the Information Highway'

Although slow (L200bps : bits per second) and not very flexible, the system is popular and

widespread: Z -ittio" minitels give access through ordinary telephone lines to about 25 000 various

se.vi.es, completely interactive. ZAVo of thehomes are equipped with it. In L993 people logged-in for 100

million hours and paid 6,7 billion francs for it'

It has been little used in education (a few services only have an educational content) so far, except

for international connections with schools and colleges abroad'

But the TELETEL system is now being upgraded with a new generation called TVR, 8 times faster

(9600bps) which could provide good applications for education and training'

Meanwhile, FRANCE TELECOM is also proposing access to INTENET on the Minitel, and access

to TELETEL by ISDN, thus gradually paving the road towards the Information Highway.

3.3. A FRENCH REPORT ON THE INFORMATION HIGHWAY.

The report written for the French government by Gerard THERY, a former Director General of

France Telecom, has just been made public-

It considers the intplenrcrilatiort of tlrc IH as a nrujor issttc for Frerrch econom\', as were electricity,

the train or the car in their times'

Thus it recommends to have a full national data highway built over the next 15 years. It should be

based on the existing fiber optic backbone of France Telecom which should take part in the hnancing'

Homes, schools, libraries, hospitals and all the economic agents of the nation should be connected

in frber optic. 5 or 6 experiments should be launched immediately, to try various services, at the cost of

about 200M francs each.

3.4. THE IH AND EDUCATION IN FRANCE.

Within the framework of this report, my recommendations bore on three main points:

3.4.1. Give expeintental piority to uttiversities and to the level of higfier educatiort and training; lake

advantage of the system to develop distance education in and among universities, where it is too little

developld. Coherent with those of the European Union, this recommendation would also aim at a better

retrievaloftheenormouSamountrifknowledgeproducedintheuniversities'

3.4.Z.Theeducational sector should move towards the IH issue with confidenie because in the long

run it will become the main provider of programs and contents for it: without educatiort and training

programs on its channels, the lnformation Highway would run the list to remain 
T:.11y 

empty. The

pro[uUrc next evolutionary stage of the Infonrntion Higtway is that of the Eduearton'Iliglway.

3.4.3; With such a perspective, the educational sector shouldbuild a new and close partnership with

the telecam sectot,not only ior a better awareness of technology development and applications, but for a

corrmoii approach to the tognitive revolution induced by the use of new technologies.
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*. THE STRUCTURE ANq]SANTGEMENT OF DISTANCE

E. PARVATITAMMA

Education is populady conceived as an instrument of social change and national development. [tis considered as an'investment for H 'man."ro*.. ,"u"4;;;*nicn *oua ultimately conrribute roeconomic' industrial and scientific development of the nation. Distance Education is u *run, of. achievingthe same objective. Distance Education i. ,r"d;;;;;;;;;; ro comprise all partern of srudenr_centred learning process in which the teacher has only rl*it"a .oi". Tt" ;;J;;;.rr.i,r* 
"nrracterisric

of DE is the physical distance between the reacher 
';il;d*;' 

,DE i, a serf-paced rearning processwhere in the students can frame their own time-table according to the time at their disposal. Further italso makes use of media as Iearning process in which students are separated from teachers. DistanceEducation covers *tt:_u. types of study at all r"u"tr,*hiirr;;;, under the conrinuous immediaresupervision of tutors' The main gerleral characteristics of Distance Education (DE) is non-contiguous,mediated communication'tThe learner is at distance from the teacher for much, most or even all the timeduring the teachingrle3rlns process'. (si-, irrJ i;;;;;;""ts of DE are course mareriars &mediated communication between students & the suppo.tirrg syste_.
DE has been defined in various ways but all of them have certain common characteristics. The mostpopular analysis of,Keegan (1986) projects seven principal characteristics of DE. They are* The separation ofthe teacher_student.
* The influence of an educational organisation.
* The absence ofgroup learning.
* The provision of two-way communication.
* The use of technical media.
* participation in ttre most jndustrialised lorm of education.
+ privaLisation of learning

The radonale behind the adoption of DE was to give a chance .o study who c<lurd not go to forrnareducation system for financiaf 
:o"iul, 

geographical or medical ,"r.oo. by providing opportunity to.learnnot only for the privileued'but also unJer privilege!, who irrrpit" or t uuing necessary abilities because ofsocio- economic deprivation' It is also due to the timit"d resor..es uuuirurrre to choose Distance Education.It is realised that corresponde,ce Eclucation would help in expanding and equalising educationalopportunities' The credit goes to Delhi university to int-du"" bacherors degrec 
"uu.r". 

througrrcorrespondence in the yeat 1962' It has gained its high success ;rlri" no time by enrolling large number
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of students. Encouraged by this success Education commission 64-65 recommended fuller exploitation of

correspondence education for a wide range of purposes. More universities were established in 60's and

70's. Presently there are 41 universities offering correspondence courses in the couutry.

The f6st open University which was established by the govbrnment of India'was Andhra Pradesh

OpenUniversityir lgS2withtheobjectiveof providingaccess of higherEducationto adults andto upglade

their skills,& to improve the quality of their life. The encouraging response to this culminated in the

establishment of IGNOU in the year 1985 with dual responsibilities to provide opportunity for higher

education for larger segrnent of population and to develop the open university & Distance Education

systems in the country to co-ordinate and to determi4e standards in such systems. By L99L open

universities were established by state governments of Rajasthan (Kota Open University 1987), Bihar

.(Nalanda Open University 1989), Maharashtra (Yashwat Rao Chavan Open University at Nashik 1989).

India is the only developing country with five open university.

The enrolment ratio in Distance Education has been changed tremendously. In the year 1975-76

the enrolment in Distance Education was only 2.,6 Vo to total enrolment at university/ college level. But

in the year 1988-89 enrolment raised to 10.3%.

The major objectives of Distance Education are:

* To supplement the conventional university system and to reduce .1he pressure on it.

*To provide "Second chance" education to those who had to discontinue their formal education or

could not join regularly.

* To strengthen & diversifu the degree certificate/diploma courses related to employment'

+ To provide an innovative system of university level education, which is flpxible and open in terms

of methods and pace of learning, eligibility for enrolment, age of entry with view of promoting learning

and encouraging excellence in the fields of knowledge.

* To the persons residing in geographicallv remote areas in which it is difficult or impossible to

provide face-to-face teaching.

* To those who suffer from physical disability or long'term illness,

* To male easy accessibility to large number of students 
:'

* To provide cost-effective type of education rvhich is lower than the formal education which inturn

will help all segments sf the community to participate in learning activity.

* To make study accessible to adult Iearners rvho have a number of responsibilities and social

commitments and little time to spare for studies

* To educate the students who had to discontinue education because of lack of aptitude and

motivation, but who may later on hecome motivatecl.

* To those who have been displacecl (e.g.Kashmiries) and those who move frequently.

*To educate Individuals who look upon education as a lifetime activitv and may either like to refresh

their knowledge in an existing discipline or to acquire knowledge in a new area. (UGC 1983)

Applicability to large groups is a very important feature of Distance,Education. Though it serves the

prrrpor" of education to large group at a time and sovereignty of the learner to study at their own pacc

and time. But there is a general feeling that Distance Education system waters'down the quality of

Education in comparison with the conventional systern. DE on the one hand has limited success and
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popularity, on the other it remained at lower levels in its status and credibility. DE is treated today as an

alternative system and is expected to step where convenrional system can not work. h order to acquire
the social acceptability and academic cerdibility any non-conventional system needs to be structured and

managed efficiently.

Management is the process of getting activities done efficiently and effectively making decisions on

what to do and how to do it and then checking in a systematic way whether that is done or not. ldanagement

has to ta-ke place at two levels. The micro- level or Institutional Ievel & the macro-level or country level.

At institutional level we do not fund enough staff for writing good reading materials. Since it involves

much mental labour it needs to be remunerated properly. The reading material is considered as the basic

input, around which the whole system of Distance Education is to revolve. And at micro-level wastage

and duplication must be avoided. For tho effpctive functioning of DE at both levels manageme nt needs to
ensure that integrated decision making across a range offunctionally distinct areas. This can be achieved

through joint decision making process which involve Acadcmics, Administrative & financial staff.

The structure and Management of teaching and instruction in the existing Distant Education system

are critically examined by the following heads.

* The devplopment and production of course materials.

, * Despatch of course material.

* The response sheet assignment system.

* The supplementary face-to-face contact.

* The other feedback provisions like: Study centre, Library etc,

+ Examination and Evaluation system.

THE COURSE MATERIAL SYSTEM

Printed course reading material is the backbone of any Distance Education programme. It not

only enhances the students learning but also determines the acade*ic credibility of DE. In DE the course

materials expressly serve the individual learner in the study he does on his own. However as these materials

produced on large scale are supplied with great financial advantage to large number of students scattered

geographically. "DE can be -and- often is a form of mass communication" (Holmberg, 1985). Print media

in the form of course reading rnaterial dominates the other form of technological mass communication

media and constitutes the mainstay of DE, since it serves in imparting instruction to thousands of learners

at a distance (Singh, 1985). The course in Indian conteK of Distance Education system is a combination

of three or more subjects leading to a degree or diploma. Fach subject comprises of one or two papers.

Preparation & writing of course ieading material for DE would be a challenging task because the subject

matter of high academic quality written by noted subject experts may not necessarily be suitable for DE.
The familiarity with Distance Education system mity not be there. There are main 3 qualities required to
write for DE. They are subject expertise, teaching ability & writing skills.

The management of course material system adopted in'the existing DE is stereo-typed, lacks

innovation. These materials fail to arouse interest & sustain motivation. The combination of media such

as graphical, figural presentation in text books & its supplementation in the form.of electronic media like
Audio-Video tapes etc. Thus the collective wisdom of both the subject experts and media experts called

for developing course materials. There is an urgent need for fuller utilisation of lnternal & External

production facilities.
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DESPATCII SYSTEM:

Distribution of course learning materials needs efficient staff to work on it. It is both complicated
and difficult based on the requirements of students. If we analyse the present despatch system of DE in
India, one would safely conclude that the biggest weakness of the distribution systlrn fies in its failure to
meet the requirements of individual student with respect of their study pace. But large enrolment compell
the organisation to adopt uniform policies with reasonable pacing. Supplying reading materials
according to the study pace of individual student in DE is a difficult but not an impossible task. tt is a
management problem and there are organisatignal strategies to tackle this problem. The study materials
should despatch to ttre study centre within the stipulated period of time to the right address und to ensure
that the materials that have been reached to the student or not.

The management of distribution of materials should be based on'Assignment related system,. That
means the materials to be sent only after the assignments for the previous materials have been submitted
and checked.

ASSIGNMENT , SYSTEM:

This is one of the important device for non-contiguous two-way communication in DE between the
students and his supporting teacher to serve. Holmberg (1985) is of the view that assignments help in
Distance teaching organisation by the following ways.

* To support students motivation and interest try contact with an eniouraging tutor or counsellor.* To support and facilitate studenl learning by having comments, explanation & suggestion.
* To assess the progress ofthe students.

. In practice the assigrrments act as a feed-back device to support the learner. If the student has any
doubt, he can send back the assignments to his tutor in writing his academic doubts clearly. In this way
twoulay communication traffic through written media can be established between students & the tutors.
It involves not onlY the correction of assignments and send them back to students but also include
comments, since it provides feed back to the students by removing their difficulties & faults. The comments
like what should have been done instead of what has been done etc... Such comments by tutors will help
to form the real educational value as they enable the students to know their faults & rectify them. Thii
kind of feedback serves as the backbone of Distance teaching-learning system.

Unfortunately the process is not being followed effectively by tutors because time allotted to them
is very less and more involyement.of labour. In order to save money and time in getting assignments
corrected & commented, the use of two computers be made available for the purpose of marking &
commenting. They are very cost-effective to apply in Distance Education.

PERSONAL CONTACT PROGRAMME:

Face to face sessions have often'proved to be very useful & successful as supplementing materials
(Holmberg 1988). The term PCP in the Indian conter denotes the collection of Distant learners &
representative of the supporting organisation at a particular pre-decided place for a specific period of
time. This face-to-face interaction sqrves the purpose of clearing academic doubts and removing the
isolation from his fellow students.

THE AIMS OF PCPs:

* To formally teach the contenr to students.
* To conduct sessions to remove the difficulties of the studenrs.
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* To use pCps as platform to remove learners isolation.
* To provide individuarised tutoring & consefling to sr.udents.

PURPOSE SERVED By pCps:
* learning rea.lirg are supplemented by teaching.
* Students academic problems can be removed.
* Students are encouraged to put their problems & ideas.* Report with tutors Al;.,urr"",.*,r".rrJ* *rii*",

VAL{UE OF pCps 1. ,

Though it serves the purpose of removing the problems but do not necessarily serve to redueg a,academic problems since mote concentration is ueirg giren ;;;;; Iecrure. rn order ro make it beneficiarfrom the point of view of learner, *o," ii-" st oulJie ,ttott.a ro, face-to-face interaction rather thanformal lecture' PCP will prove to be 
"t wt"ivalue of supprement to the distant stu6y provided moretime is allotted for discussio" 1tnt"ru"t'i*) 

, 
Supervii;;";;ir""rve visiring rurors when they areconducting face to face sessionsio check on the quality of theieaback given by the rurors. wherevernecessary senior tutors should correct faults and prouii" t.uinirg i, the areas of weakness. The tutor,srole is to support learners efforts to frrlfill objectives tr,ut rrr* rr""i determined by the institution through

ffrltJfi#":::vided 
materials' The ou;ective of managcm;* tr^;. [aciritare rhis procesr and ro ensure

The impo$ant question is why cl<l we have f'ace-to-face inte raction? Thc ansrver to r.his quesr.ion needsresearch based'ornpirical answer' But unfortunately no direct research evidence is availabre. Log{calT nswer to this queslion is that essentially one should 
"lr.ify,;;;r; rvho ioin DE by choice & rhose wh.joinDEbvforce'DEforthef<rrmergr"uoi.lpur,-ti*eenterpri*;";;il;ffi"j;ffidtime 

sparc<rfor studies are 'different whereas 
'r'I 

r"rr'"r i, mostly a fuil time enterprise sirrce thcy arc lbrced to entcrDE It is suggested that the or progru-*.;;;1iilffifi 
ana supporr services be organisedseparately for these hvo groups of'students uc"o.airg toin"ir-r""J. 

"nd 
requiremenr. uniformity should

hffi:f;,trY:l.,'#:J,11ffi?-iililj";;;;;''.*li,."n wiir not.uit to oitur, oprimum

THE STUDY CENTR.E SUPPORT S},STEMS ;
PCPs and assignments.are of the optimum use to the Distance learners. Inspite of that if the learre.is actually in need of help. if that is ,oio'uil"tr" .*rri"r, ,rf .*rutr'in ."au.,io, of learners nnorivation.Added further lack of library ticilities a reeting of isolation ,"*rro. *ntackrcd handicap. In srdenfuminimise these disadvantages the stucly qentres provide ,o*" -.uffo.t services like litrrarv & other mediafacilities' Tutoring & cou,ielting lr* ;*;i; ;e widery recogn;'i;, major input i, supporting Disrance

f"':illiT;rTffii:ii:i,:**xfi:il'ot'n *'hl'e tr'rre-i' ae"oa concenrrario,',,r,r," rearners &ruqrvr r(ti.

* A mini library co.sists of relevant books, ."i*rir"" ,irte.iuts. 
:* Adequate tacilities for sitting reading <t writing work. :. 

:

'* Staffed by a team of f,ull or part_time counscllors/Tutor-s.
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These study centres need to act as both resource & support centre within the vacinity of Distancelearners because there is always possibility df meeting tn" otlre.rerrr* ,"1.r", t, ,rrl'ouay centr6 theisolation gets removed by inteiacting with them. There is no doubt that establishment of ,the 
studycentre is an expensive business' It appears to be a gigantic task and people responsible for theeducational budget dare not toucn tnis iqsue. The stu"ai o*r"s have failed to act as pratforms forremoviug learners isolation and provide library & other *"di" facilities at the time *i* trr"y are reallyin need' A training/orientation pirgru-*" in ihe begirning, h*dli.rg and using media materials may bemishandled by the students u'a t'Jy go out of order.-A noiioul 

"t 
urg" may be taken to use gadgets rikevcR" computers' Photo"opy tu"i'ine and this amount *uy i" utilised for the maintenance of thesegadgets.

SOME OTHER SUPPORT SYSTEMS: PRE-ENRoLMENT GUIDANCE CoUNSELLINGSERVICES: r vururrrrLE L(ruN

It means'providing the information about methods, procedures, materials & requirement of DistantEdrication to all for thoie prospe"tiu" I"r.n".s who desire to take Distance Education course. In order torediice the drop-outs in DE pi"-",,.ol*t guidancc would serve better. DE is the study which involvesmuch straneous work like responding assignments in time, attending pcps, lack of proper iib.u.y materialsfor reference etc' Distant learner."utir"Jtlrt he can no, 
"op" 

,oirnn tn" oe. fh;;;;r" drop-.urs inDE also' Pre-enrolment guidance will resulr in rhe enrorm"ni ororrry-r";;;;; il"il; rrrdents. Thiswould substantially help in reducing the Drop-out & failure rates in Distance Education. It is noted thaihighly intelligent & motivated students will learn even under il,. *"., advcrse .i..r*.iun"es, poroviaedthey have access satisfactory and appropriate learning materials. This way Drop-outs can be arrested inDistance Education syst:m uy ptouiaiig excellent study materiars & creating a preasant environment

,:I":*:"t"rage 
the students foi l',teraJtion with rurors & counseuers in order to mainrain morivation & '

EVALUATION SYSTEM:

Evaluation system plays a dominant role in determining learners to assess their mental calibre. Thereare two types of evaluation' They are Formative & summatii" rruiurtion. Both typcs are extensively usedin Formal as well as Distance Education' Formative refers to evaluation takes prace from time to time.where as summative evaluation refers to evaluation at the end of the course to award the marks/rank. InDE formative assumes to be very usefut as it prays a virar role. Th" .;;;;;';ffi;;iicl"ontinuou.
assessment serves important on the one hand by providing timely feed back'to the Distant Learners t.correct themselves, judge themselves, the value of the 

"noir, 
tlr.v r,uu" put in & to monitor themselves.on the other hand they have been used to derermine the eligibirity 

"rit " 
iJr,rr; il'.# ro appear forfinal examination' Hence the Knowlddge of positive results iits asi r"info.""-ent to motivate to do better.Evaluation is important for number ot1"u*rr.. Thev are

* To monitor one,s performance and with a view of improving it.* To Satis$ oneself to achieve self aims and objectives.
* To adopt the practice of getting internally written materials evaluated externally and vice-versa.
But one thing DE should bear in its mind regarding the autonomy of the .rro"rr, ii" taking theexamination many times' Allowing a number or ,tre,,pts to Distant Learner is no doubt a desirablething and a healthy practice, but certainly not the autonomy and freedom to decide the papers in which
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and when to sit in the fina'l examination. Because the examination is held at schedulecl time at fixed intervalsand may not prove to be cosreffective from the point 
"f "i;; th" concerne6 organisation.

Distance education has been adopted in almost all the countries to equip the.people who havewillingness and ability, competence and confidence. Hence Distance Education schemes.are useful meansof Educational innovation, Technological develo-pmenrs and potii;"at requiremenr oi ri" p.".unt day.Going school or university is not the.ol"'n"ur, oiproviding eiucatiorr. society has produceci many ableand pragmatic people who did not go to school. So Educatiin should be made in such a way that studenttries to take and ultimatelygets self-education, self-direction, self-realisation and self-guidance. It is trueto say that at present there is none so great as the discovery of Distance Education for the betterment ofthe mankind since it has its ow" adui,tages. It is not an alternative system but curminated to provideopportunity for continuing education to thi interested learners through flexible learning system.
Almost all the Distance Education systems have committed to serve the learners with the best qualitymaterials' But there may be many practical constraints in their working which lead to poo, quality. It isobvious that even an open lea.ning system, however open it might be, must insist upon a certain level ofcompetence which one has to bear in mind. In doing so we shall b-e fostering yet another system of majorityas unfit to receive the benefits of a modern kind of education. Disparity exists among conventionalinstitution regarding the educational srandard, *tr"o..lt".in;;;;;if"r-ity in testing and assessing rherecan not be a cause for decline in the quality of DE. It is often froved that rhe quality is acquired by theindividual student in his own individualisei pro."r, of learning is fruitful than ihe conventionar system.Education is what survives the learning pro"".-, and therefore ifis immaterial bywhat process and mediaone learns. " -
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C}IARACTERISTICS OF SELF.INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALSDEVELOPED BY INDIRA GANDHI NOUOil[,'*.-^;iffi*,,.,

S.P.MULLICK
Introduction

self-learningmaterials (SrMs) are designed to impart measurabre educational outcomes in specifiedtarget groups of learners' Irrespective of their format, they h";;"" 
"o,,,*oo 

i;";; They present alimited amount of learning maierial 
"aorr" 

time. The student is required to learn that material and toanswer a few questions on that material. He/sh9 is then r"or*Jr, check his/he, urr,,".. is before goingon to the next segment of learning material. 
]he marerial ..,"y L" p."r;;il;;;';;* or as audiotapes' video tapes or through any othe. nredia *r,i.l, ,,uylJrri", or., of the muli-media insrructionalsysrem' There is a constant assessment of the studen,. p.ogr"rr, u*"0 

""1"u-.;;;;;.es given in the

il:ffi:- 
supplemented bvtutor-marked assign...,tr rraio.;;;;;;,iffir:[ffi::rs 

ro make sure

student derives the maximum benefit from the instructional system.

Psychotogical principles Underlying SIMs
sIMs are developed in accordalie with the principles of efficient learning evolved by psychologistsunder controlled lahoratory conditions. These p.,""rpr"l",noir.o" the need to specify the terminalbehaviour to be developed in the learner -a rh*-d"r;;;il;cdonar process so as to maximise therate: of acquisition and maintenance of t".*i,rut behaiiour. rrri.l. 

""rri"ffi; ;: ioot,""r,". of the

X:T:'o'"t 
of active responfing, te-inro.cb-e.,i;;;"*.*ilr.t" 

orogression ancl empirical vari<ra-

A learner can learn if he actively responds in a learning situation. In Self-Instructional Materials,acrive responding is arransed with a ii*it"a."-o*, 
"iil;;;;;;;"ffi"*1,'d,#re is ready rointeract' After presentinglearning material, the learner i.."qrirZd to respond to questions based on thatinformation'.In this way, the learner is made to pay futl atteniion to the learning material.

The principle o[ reinforcement is used as a 
_conrror o*; ;;;; ilffi; o[ responses.Responses are required as a result of a contingent relationship between the responses of the Iearner andthe consequent event' They are acquired under conditions in which they are followed by rewarding events.For these contingencies of reinforcemenr ro b. 

"jj":!*:,1"*-airg ;.u"nts must fo,ow trle occurreuce ofthe responses being developed in the learner. If this t 
"or,ti" 

c-r,rTfonses may b. rea.or ,"liiJ,""; ffi;* number or,"**"1-lluJ::lf#Jli:'JJil:::",1
so that the desiied responses are strengthened 

:9_:tF ,;*ii*Ilri."c*rence for tile rearner be comeshigh in appropriate situations' ln the case of sIMs, ihe ."ioror"iog event fnllorving a response isgenerally the confrmation of the right answer. The learning material presented in each step is designed
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in such a manner that the learner, more often than not, gives a correct response. In this way, maximum
reinforcemeats are provided to the learner. According to the principle of gradual and successive
progression the initial steps are designed to evoke and reinforce responses that have some approximations
to the terminal behaviour. In subsequent steps, changeswhich are in the direction of the terminalbehaviour
are reinforced. The SIM moves through fine graded steps, working from lower to higher and higher levels
of complexity.

Another important feature of SIM is its empirical validation. Testing its efficacy on a sample of
intended learner ii an essential ingredient. It is revised and improved until it demonstrates what it
purportes to teach.

House Styte of SIMs

Every open university adopts a house style of developing of SIMs. In IGNOU u progrumroe i.
presented in terms of a combination of courses in a particular field of study, e.g. Gdergraduate
programme of BA, Diploma Programme in Management, MA Programme in English etc. Each course is
presented in the form of multi-media package consisting of a number of printed tegs, audio-video
components' contact sessions, assignments, library work, laboratory work, project work etc. Hence each
courss consists of a few printed booklets called blocks which form the pivot of the course. The
block generally consists of 60-80 printed pages. It covers unified theme. It contains a number of units.
Each unit is in the form of an interactive instructional lesson. It contains orientation for learners,
introduction to the content, explanation of the topics covered and exercises to help the students learn the
material. A unit generally consists of 5000 to 6000 words. This amounts to about L5-L7 printed pages of
A4 size paper.

All the IGNOU units display reasonable degree of uniformity. A unit
structure, objectives, introduction, sections, sub-sections, self-assessment
mary. The rationale for each component is as follows :

The structure shows important teaching points. It specifies graded sreps in which information is
presented. It facilitates lhe students to locate relevant content. The objectives show to the students exactly
what they are to do and what they will achieve after they have finished the unit. The introduction provides
linkage with the past learning. It also gives an over view of the unit and places tt 

"-roit 
*iiii" the context

of the other units contained in the block as rvell as its position in the course. The sections and sub-sections
present the learning material in easily understandable chunks of subject matter and facilitate graded
learning- They ensure the progress of the learner from the simple to the complex. The self-assessment
questions provide evidence to the learners as to what they have learnt and whafthey have not learnt. They
also show the learners what is important and also help them practice important responses. They also help
them measure their progress. The glossary and summary help the students to recapitula," i-porrun,
learning points. They reinforce learning and refresh and clari!, important points for proper comprehen-
sion.

Process of Developing SIMs

The process of developing SIMs is implemented through seven tasks as shovrn in the flow chart in
figure 1. These tasks are as follws:

Task 1: Analysis of Syllabus (Programme specfications) and descriprion of rhe target group

has six main components viz.

questions, glossary and sum-
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of,lest iiems including intext questions 
1r asx J : Devebpment of draft-*nits inctuding visual iilustrado"s i, sections/sub-sections as wefl isdevelopment of summ'a"y aad teiiina, ,.* 
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.:* 

***"rI('rs ur secuonslsub-sectior 

ITask 6 : Constnrctioa of gqgigryents and specification of support services ;' Task z : Tff out of Tp:i"rr io"tuoiog-Jeuelopment *a 
"Jii"io. testiog i

Ii'tiwilt thus b6'noteql}"t the streagtt'of ly: developed in IGNou does not lie as much in thematerebutmoreio:ntfr"erigoroupri*r.*r**iu;;;6-&*rraadvaridation. 
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* DISTANCE EDUCATION RESEARCH IN CENTRE FOR
EVALUATION: A REYIEW

G. S RTNIVA SA C IIARYT]LT] *

1.. Introduction:

The Open University system has acquired high 'visibility'inlndia with the esrablishme.t of Andhra
Pradesh open University(nowrenamed: Dr.B.R.Ambedkar open University(AoU) in 19g2, though the
development of. Distance Education (DE) has occurred ou". y"*. in the form of Correspondence
Education Programmss. And yet very few seem to consider this as anything more than a secondary or a
supplementary educational system. Despite the fact that Distance Education is offered as an academically
viable alternative in an increasingly over crowded Higher Education environment, it is yet to move from
the marginal to the main stream of education. While open access and equal oppo.tuniiy are considered
to be values, very little attention has been paid to the matter of how to make these two meaningful in terms
of innovative programmes of study designed to secure socially desirable results. We cannot aiford to take
for granted questions relating to the kind, the quality and the content of open education in our country.
There is a great need to initiate an informed debate on a variety of issues connected with Distance
Education.

It is against this background that the Dr.B.R.Ambedkar open University, which itself is a pioneer
in India in the field of open system of education, has established a Centre For Evaluation (CFE) with the
following objectives:

1. to plaa'and carry out both extensive and intensive research on various aspects of DE.
2. to evolve research-based alternatives for improving the instructional process at various levels;

3. to'strengthen teachiug in academic programmes at undergraduate and post-graduate levels;

4. to strengthen research at M.Phil and Ph.D. levels;

5 to provide for dissemination of research findings in the field of DE and

6. to act as 'a critical friend' ilr the process of formative evaluation of courses.

Though it is too early to trace the trends from:thc select studies undertaken by the newly started.
Centre For Evaluation, the findings give feed-back for improving the academic and organizational
structures at various levels for making DE more effective. This paper discusses the work done in terms of
frndings and 

_a:Pgctl st$ied while also pointing out future studies required. Relared ro rhis is an atrempt
* Associate Professor, Crntre For Evaluation, Dr. B.R.Ambedkar Open Univerity, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-S0o 033.

The author e)r?resses his deep sense of gratitude to Prof. C. Subbarao. Reactor and Founder-Director of Centre for
Evaluation,Prof. P.Ramaiah,Registrar andformerDirector of Centrefor Evulationandprof. M.satyanarayana Rao, Director,
Centre for Ev'aluationfortheirconstant encoumgement,guidanceandinterest intheCentre's evaluation studies.
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to direct Systematic effort in particulal areas, within an accepted framework, in order to enhance the

tleoretical knowledge.

2.0 Rationale of Research in DE:

It is only in the last few decades that the concept of the open university System has enabled us to

wideu considerably the constituency of higher education. In the case of the Dr'B'R'Ambedkar Open

University which is about ten years old, wider access meant initiating the process of democratisation

and de-elitization of higher education. Gone are the days when educationists could say : MORE MEANS

WORSE. How does tnis ioitiatiue affect the basis on which higher education has been viewed from times

immemorial? Does it bring about social change commensurate with the directive principles of state policy

of the Ildian constitution-? Although it is a little premature to embark on an evaluation of the system as

;;h;[i;.rmalty it woutd take anywhere between ].5-20 years before an educational experiment merits

evaluation), it would be appropriate to generate meaningftrl discussion on not only the soCio-political

objectives of this innovative educational experirnent, but also examine the direction in which this is going'

For this reason, questions relating to I

a) the standard or quality of instructional materials produced ;

b) the type of instructional methodology employed,

c) the multi-media support introduced in the delivery system,

O the flexibiliry o. ,i" opposite of the institutional 3r.ty built up,(whether it is sufficiently

indigenous or importld, inclusive or exclusive, enablng or disabling),

these are far too important to be allowed to remain unexamined for more than a span of one decade'

Hence, the urgent need to initiate an informed debate on these basic'issues with relevant data obtained

from the Dr.B.R.Ambedkar Open University'

With this strong rationale for conducting duration for the improvement of DE through Dr'B'R'Am-

bedkar Open University, Centre for Evaluation, which was established as a separate Branch in l'987 has

conducted the following studies:

3.0 Research studies at: the Centre for evaluation :

It is expected that continuous researches can resolve several issues mentioned above in the area of

DE. The Centre for evaluation has undertaken about thirty evaluative studies, of which twenty six studies

have been reviewed (APPENDIX). The Indira Gandhi National Open Ulive::'fty:1 sl1tut:Y-b:qy.t0

coordinate open universities in India, has sent avisitingcommittee to AOU in 1989' The IGNOU-visiting

Committee has observed that the Centre For Evaluation has undertaken certain useful studies; and

suggested the CFE Jonfa bre consulted. before starting any new courses. Distance' Education Council

pEC; has provided grants to lhe Centre for Evaluation to undertake research studies' These ate in

iecoguition Lf tfr" i-p-ortant work being done here in the area of Evaluation of Education Program-mes'

Studies conducted *of* in the CFE have taken into account different aspects of the system- The reports

have been discussed under the following headings:

3.1.- EligibilitYTest

3.L.L Profile of Non-formal Aspirants

3.L.2 Performance

3.'1.3 PropagationofEducationalOpportunities
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3.2. Student Profiles

3.3. Multi-media Approach

3.3.1 Print Material

3.3.2 Radio and otherAudio-Visual Aids

3.3.3 Counselling

3.4. Testing and'Evaluation Straregies

3.4.L Examinations

3.4.2 Assisnments

Distance

Time-Schedule

Peer Group aud Others

Practicals

Socio-Psychological Factors

Study Habits and Self-Concept

3.9.2 Hesitation of Students

3.10 Cost-Effectiveness

3-11 Need-based Academic Programmes

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.9.1

3.1 Eligibility Test (ET): !

3.1.1 Profile of Non-Formal Aspirants:

A study of the profiles-of candidates appearing for ET (SUBBARAo, et al.-a19g9-a ) revealed that
a majority (82%) of the aspiraats are in the age group of 21 to 30. Backward casres(scheduled castes and
scheduled tribes) form only L2-17Vo of the total sample. Among non-formal u.pirunts unemployed
candidates are dominatingthe scene (62'68%).women had discontilrued their previous education mainly
because of marriage- In this non-formal group curiosity to learn, higher educaiio, qrutin"ution of family
members and social status figure in,that order respectively.

3.1.2 Performance: .

The study of the performance of srudenrs in the ET(RAMAIAH & SRINIVASACHARYULU,
L992) reveals that among the successful candidates men. S.S.C. qualified, unmarried, non-backward
castes (other castes) ,unemployed and young students our. number oth"..-

. But contrary to the popular.belief that the performance of weaker section (women, scheduled castes
and scheduled tribes) and the employed groups would be low, as they come from'a ."rutiu"iy pob,
socio-economic background and as they lapse into lower levels of educationalstandards .".p""rir"f1i ri"
results of the study show that it is not true. With a few exceptions, pass percentage of weaker s.ections
was found to be above that of men and non-backward castei. Th€ study also reveals that women over
men, students with higher educational qualifications overthose with lowei educational qualifications, the
married over the unmarried, the backward over the non-backward, the employed overihe unemployed,
the aged above 31 years over tire younger candidates below 30 years performed better.
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From this it is clear that the Open University has realised its objectives by giving an opportunity for

higher education through Eligibility Test in which women (including housewives), working population and

adults fared well.

Though a separate study was not conducted, when the above study was going on, the overall data

showed that there had been relatively a higher percentage of failures among non-formal candidates in

.GENERAL KNOWLEDGE'paper when compared to their performance in other papers relating to

verbal aptitude, which has been a part of the academic aptitude test conducted for admission to Higher

Education throughout the world. The content areas included in the Question papel on' GENERAL
,KNOWLEDGE'as far as testing the candidates for admission to Higher Education is concerned, have

no relevance to the required ability to pursue Higher Education. f{ence, one of the main reasons for the

relatively higher percentage of failures in General Knowledge, as expressed by the valuers of Eligibility

Test, maybe that the content areas included in Question Paper on General Knowledge do not reflect the

intention mentioned in the prospectus that the content areas which are of interest to the educated people

in general are included in Question paper on General Knowledge (SRINIVASACHARYULU, 1990-a).

This has led to the decision of the University to modifu the pattern of ET paper'

3.13 Propogation of Educational Opportunities :

On the basis of a study on "Eligibility Test: Non-formal Students' Response" (RAMAIAH &

SRINIVASACHARYULU, 1993), conducted to figd out (i) the role of print and electronic media and

orher sources of information in propagating the conduct of Eligibility Test, (ii) the study interests of

students in terms of print media and (iii) the source of encouragement, a number of measures such as (i)

selection of media for effective propagation of educational opportunities, ii) identification of new

prograrpmes to attract non-traditional students, (iii) conducting various programmes to dwelop study-

skills, communication skills, arithmetic and logical thinking abilities for making potential students eligible

for higher education were suggested.

32 Student Proliles:

There were two studies (RAMAIAH, e[ al., L990-a; RAMAIAH et al., 199L) on students' profile -

the first one of these was studied in 1989 where as the second one, an updated version of the first one, was

studied in 1990. These two studies show the fotlowing trends:

i) The Dr.B.R.Ambedkar Opeh University is becoming increasingly popular as is evident from th9.

increase in the student enrolment by about 432 per cent over the last eight years, i.e 1983-84 to

1990-91.

ii) The Dr.B.R.Ambedkar Open University has been able to extend educatioaal opportunities to

many sections of the people who cannot think ofjoining the formal higher educational institutions' A large

number of students 
"rr.o["d 

in the university belong to the non-formal stream, who could not join the

formal institutions because of iertain rcstrictions on admissions. To such sections the Open University

provides access to higher education'r- - 
nt) tO"."giooui"'*"aium of instruction(Telugu) is more popular with the Dr.B.R'Ambedkar Open

UniversityStudents than English,. 
:

This indicates that students prefer to pursue their higher studie-s in the mother tongue.
.

i1) 1n view of the objective of offering even non-degree certificate course$ for the benefit of working

population in various fields, courses such as Postgraduate Diploma in Public, Accounting (PGDPA),
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Postgraduate Diploma in Public Relation (PGDPR), Bachelor of Library and Information Sciences

(BLISc) & Certificate Programme in Food and Nutrition (CPFN) have been introduced.

v) Age-wise details reveal that most (82%) of the students are young (16-23 years).

vi) For the last six years, the proportion of enrolment through formal entry channel has been

increasing (from l57o b 3a%).

vii) Though ttre proportion of unemployed students is more than that of the employed, in the Indian

context the proportion of working population is significant $0Vo).

viii) Among women a large number of students are unemployed and are house-wives (887o).

In addition to these evaluatiSn studies on student profiles the Centre has provided Database

Documents on students' enrolment to various functionaries (RAMAIAH & SRINIVASACHARYULU,

194-a to f).

33 Multi-Media Approach:

33.1. Print Material:

When the preliminary study on 'Courses and Programmes' (SUBBARAO, et al., 1989-b), was

conducted it had revealed that most of the students felt that in the PRINT MATERIAL certain concapls

were not explained and that a few ideas were not illustrated and that particularly, the lessons were diffiult

in terms of their content. Later the PRINT MATERIAL wag rewritten in self-instructional style.

Post-Test has yet to be undertaken.

The major finding of the study conducted on counsellors' opinions (SUBBARAO, et a1., 1989-d)

revealed that the COURSE MATERIAL of AOU is appropriate in terms bf content and

readability for learners, accurate, good to excellent and adequate. Examiners reported, in another study

(SUBBARAO, et al., 1989-e), that the print material supplied by AOU is used only partially in writing

the University examinations.

332 Radio and other Audio'Visual Aids:

In the study on Multi-Media Approach (SUBBARAO, et al., 1989-c); it was also found that RADIO

LESSONS were not popular, and the facilities for AUDIO AND VIDEO LESSONS available at the study

centres were mostly not made use of. From these two studies -- (i) on the Eligibility Test and (ii)

Multi-Media Approach . It can be concluded that though studentS' joined the courses with an interest

in learning through AUDIO.VISUAL AIDS, they were not availed of by the majority of the students for

various reasons such as lack of physical facilities, lack of tequired attitudes and skills in coordinators and

counsellors iu using Audio and Video lessons effectively'

333 Counselling:

Relatively more students appreciated contact-cum-counselling classes. Altogether the components

ofinstruction were not effective at the expected level, the study reveals and underscores the need to study

indepth the implementation of multi-media approach (SUBBARAO, -qt .al. 1989-c).

The study on'summer Schools' (Ramaiah, et al., 1990-b) reveals that counselling classes in summer

schools are attended mostly by those who do not possess any form,1! educatiorral qualification' The

non-formal students' experience were different from their expectations during summer schools while the_

formal students felt that their experiences were upto their expectations. In this study the responses of
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observers and coordinators on the'questionnaire reveal that lack of proper c.ommunication to students

regarding the nature, scope and importance of conselling classes, and lack of special effort to motivate

students maybe important reasons for the:absenteeism of the students in counselling classes ou Sundays

and during summer schools. From this study it was concluded that individual student's aspirations should

also be taken into consideration while organising instruction.

The above mentioned studies reveal that print material is the only instructional component that

reaches almost all the students. But it does not mean that print material is more popular than other

instructional components such as radio and other audio-visual aids, and counselling.

3.4 Testing the and Evatuation Strategies:

3.4.1 Examinations:

The study on Testing and Evaluation Strategies (SUBBARAO et al., 1989-e) reveal that though the

percentage varies from subject to subject, on the whole the majority of examiners felt that there was a

need for necessary changes in the pattern of the question paper, particularly in terms of length of paper.

Regarding the performance of the students who appeared for the examinations,6SVo of the examiners

graded the communication ability of the students as 'good to fair'while the understanding of the subject

matter as reflected in the answers of the candidates was graded as fair by 57% of the examiners. It is
interesting to note that none of the languages (English and Telugu) examiners graded the students as good

either in their communication ability or in the level of understanding of the subject matter.

3.42 Assignments :

The following gaps are found from the study on'[s5ignments' (SUBBARAO, et al., 1989-f) in the

implementation of the schedule of assignments :

The assignments , which are supposed to play the role of giving feed-back to the students in learning

during tt e formajlve stage, hive not-been used accordingly. The assignments were submitted , on an

average one assignment per course that too once in an yezlr? bV f"y students who attended counselling

classes regularly.

The valued assignments were not returned to the majority of the students for various reasons such

as failure to value the assignments in time on the part of the counsellors, non- availability of the students

to collect the valued assignments back.

The question papers for assignments had reached the majority of the students late. The basic concept

and role sf as5ignments in open learning is not clear to the functionaries. There is a tack of

coordination among the differerU departments and functionaries. There is a lack of intsg'n1i6n .1

3.5 Distance

From the studies on the 'Geographicdl Spread of Study Centres of APOU' (SUBBARAO, st al.,

1989 -g), lhe lGeographical Distribution of students of Undergraduate Courses'
(SRIIVIVASACHARYULU, 1991) and also from the study on the gffeitiveness of counsetling classes of
First Year Undergraduate Courses (R,I,YAIAH & SRIMVASHARYULU, 1991-), .it,was clear rhat

distance played an important role in the enrolment of students and attendance. In the case of First Year

Undergraduate Courses, the percentage of students enrolled in a study centre was inversely proportional

to the distarice between the study dentre at the centre hnd the concentric zene of residences of the

students. In the case of First Year Undergraduate students more than 85 Vo of the studenl.s who attended

the classes belonged to the zoae in *hich study centre tvas located. But as per the study on the effectiveness
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of counselling classes of Bachelor of Library and Information Sciences(BllSc) (RAMAIAH &

SRINMSACHARYULU, 1991) distance has not inlluenced the attendance of BLISC students at

Sunday counselling classes. Though the attendance is not compulsory, there is no significant difference

between local and non-local BLISc students in their attendance performance. In the study on Dispersal

of Study Centre, (RAMAIAH and RAJAMOULI, 1992), a number of towns were identified for the

establishment of future Study Centres of Aou on the basis of the aerial distances of each from the seventy

four Study Centres existing at the time of the study'

3.6 Time-Schedule:

In the srudy of 
,Face-to-Face support services' (RAMAIAH & SRINIVASACI{ARYULU,191-c)

from students, response it is evident that availability of student services, whether it is a counselling class,

practical class or bioadcasting radio lessons, at suitable time from studeint point of view is more important

for the effectiveness of the services in terms of their usage. At least advance information about the dates

of programme schedule was considered necessary by the students as repoited in the study on 'Summer

Schoois'(RAMAIHAH, et al., 1990-b).

3.7 Peer GrouP and Others:

It is quite interesting to note that all the students, both formal and non-formal' in this study

(RAMAIAH & SRINMSACHARYULU,1991-d) have benefited from face-to- face contact learning

if not through the contact classes provided by AOU with the help of their colleagues, friends or relatives'

Moreover, both the studies conducted on students of BLISc and First Yea; Undergraduate Course

reveal that more than 757o ofBLISc srudenrs andS6Vo of First Year Undergraduate Couite Students

found that meetings with other students were'helpful' to'very helpful.'.

3. B Practicals :

The study on face-to-face support services (RAMAIAFI SRINIVASACHARYULU' L991--C) shows

that even in the case of practicali u*or,g science students the majority of the open university students in

general and all the employed students in particular would like to have two groups of time schedules for

f,ractical classes so thai they could choose convenient dates. Besides, the provision of two groups of same

practicals would help the weaker students if they want to repeat.

3.9 Socio'PsYchological Factors :

3.9.1 Study Habits and Self'Concept: " : -

Tho study of ,t1e relationship of study habits to self- concept, (SRINIVASACHARYULU, 1990)

reveals that the measure of studyhabits is significantly positivelycorrelatedwith self- concept' Self-concept

of the aged and employed femaie stud"nt, iith high ievet study habits is better than any other'combination

of the variables relating to sex, age, employment and study habits'

3'92 Hesitation t 

' 
as lack of interest on the part of their.T'he respons"t of th" students of a conventional university such u: lu-"k of rnterest on tl

[eaching 
"o-*rrnity 

and iheir hesitation during lecture to get their Aou!t-1:!::l::u:11h:.to"iul

disrance berween the teacher and the taught 6eUetag A ipIUfVaSACHARYULU' 1991-C)'

3.10 Cost'effectiveness:

From the study on'APOU - A Critical Profile' (SUBBARAO & SRINMSACHARYUI U' 1991)'

the cost analysis rrro*5, tfr" tr"nd towards the graduai decrease in the ratio o{Income and Expenditure of

AOU during the last four Years.
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3.11 Need-based academic rogrammes:

The study on'Social Demand and Need'(RAMAIAH et al., 1993) was conducted on a sample

representing the characteristics of various groups from rural, tribal and urban areas, spread over the state,

cutting across sex,caste, education and occupation. Though a number of new academic programmes and

fields have been suggested to ensure need-based and relevant courseq it isinteresting to note that the

effectiveness of vocational education programme, the study observed, lies not in certificate courses of
routine techniques but in those programmes which emphasize problem solving process. In other words,

the adult learners appear to be concerned about those aspects of their lives that have not tradionally been

regarded as 'academic'.emotional, interpersonal, spiritual and social factors.

4.0 On going Research Projects:

1.Cost-Effectiveness of Distance Education System - A Study

2. Performance of Study Centres - A Study

3. Use of Radio and Audio-Visual services -An Experimental Study

4. Appraisal of Counselling-cum-contact classes of AOU

5. Revaluation of Student, Answer-scripts - A Study

' An important poiat to be noted about the ongoing studies in this Centre is that a majority of these

studies coocern themselves with problems of distance education among students in general and the

deprived communities in particular. Another interesting feature is that these studies are increasingly

adopting the methods of case 6tudy and participant observation in,addition to the usual sample survey

approach.

5.0 Future Studies : Scope And Perspectives l

The focus of future studies will coqtinue to be on the education of deprive d communities. Apart from

these, attempts will be made to organize studies which explore the relationship between education and

socio-economic development in rural areas in a comprehensive way. These studies would be broader in

their scope takingvillages and blocks as units instead of concentrating only. on certain sections of the rural

community. Thus, the main thrust of future studies in the Centre will be on "DE in a developmental

perspective". The studies will be both extensive and intensive adopting both survey and case study

approaches.

The initial efforts in the area of multi-media approach were restricted to studying the access and use

of various instructional components

It isthrough these initial efforts that a need is felt to investigate the scope of the print-material vis-a-vis

other instructional components to fulhl comprehensively the different objectives of instruction. And,

consequently, the broader view of researches in this area is taken in terms of Educational Technology.

In the area of educational'technology, there is a need to identify the best possible combination and

sequencing of multimedia. The'Centre is planning to explore several ways of having external measuri:s for

the purpose of validation besides.criterion scores of learners. Results for successive years, criterion score

distributions based on the effects of different groups with known profiles of learners' attributes are some

of the significant measures utilized for the purpose of validation. Moreover, the instructional practices

will be studied in the riranner that they can be seen in the perspective of the influence of all relevant

factors. Methodologically,'therefore, the issue here is to bring out the relationship between one or more

factors and all other factors in the total system of instruction. This systematic'approach to the study of
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ll}ffiio$.,jj:trlems 
mavhelp identi$ the entire motive of retationship of an insrrucrionar variabre wr-rh

So.nne of the studies which need urgent attention are :

1' Need assessment of target group learners, identffication of courses and feasibiliry sodies for newcourses ;

2' Research efforts to be made for evolving appropriate strategies of instruction for different eouresin DE;

3' Studies are to be made for understandingthe intricate relationship and dynamics existingbetweendifferent internal and external forces in a integrated form at AOU ;
4' The gradual decrease in the ratio of income and expenditure is indicative of the importance of the

:]} ';::h::::omics 
of DE at Aou raking into account the overan funcrioring of an inriirtioarvrt"*;

The future'course of research in the centre For Evaluation would be one which views DE in a widerperspective' In the research and deveropment activities at cFE, efforts have been 
'tarted 

mainly tosystematize the practices of DE' This developmental effort, therefore, includes mainly the researchattempt at bringing about improvement in the quality of system of DE. As a result of these researches thepotential of various instructional inputs as they runction in trr" ry** of instruction would be known inrelation to many other attributes of ihe lea..rer, and environmental conditions.
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* ECONOMIES OF SCALEAND CORRESPONDENCE EDUCATION

s.rgsH1RE
Iintroduction " ,

The educational sector, especiaily the higher education in the country is largely financed by theGovernmenr' Due to the rapid e4pansi"" u rri!n". ;d;; ;:tem ih recenr rimes rhe hurden on rhestate has been sreadiiv increasing. rhe challenfe of 
"u".t;;;;;;;;;;;;#".";;r,ion vis-a_visthe declining trend in resource ,'tto"utioo"ur-u. 

"*p""tJJi"TE 
*", by an emerging arternative moden amely correspondence education

There is a recent realisation that correspondence education can also overcome the spatiar andtemporal constraints faced by the formal system. Howevel, in view of the fact that the state has uot so farevolved a clear funding p-olicy for co.resporde""" 
";;;;;, ;", are considered as serf.spporring.For their susrenance unrike convenrionar .v.r"-, ,i"y-"J';;;;""r"micalry viabre. lFor the econqmic viability, any institutio"'n"*'a 

""nt"ul'""or,o*i"s of ."ale. In an industrialenterprise' the relationship beiwee" ,r," "or-r*;;;;ro ,0" amou,r of invesrmenr is said rodetermine the economie. oircale. ar.r" i" this, by assessing whether economies of scale is favoured ordlsfavoured' the viability of iorrespondence education is dJtermined. This article proceeds to examinerhis issue by choosing the Institute of co..".por,dence Educati." ricgl of the universiry of Madras as acase \ _/ -- !..v v.urvlJr(, w

Exlrenditure and per Capita Cost:

The Institute of correspondence Education (ICE) of the University of Madras has been esrablishedin the vear te81.Ir is appended to rhe conven,i'r;i;y;";;f ;;;#J;;il#ir"Jiu"u,;on r.o_certificate to Ph'D' Ievel in various branches except in science air"ipiin". ICE admits even those who havenot compleredtA+2lpre-degree to Bachelor,r-J"gr"" under the;;;;;;;:ffiH';:il##";
having recorded the highest inrolment among the correspondence institutions in the country, the annualenrolment having crossed a lakh in 19g7_gS.

ICE incurs expenditure under several sub-heads which have been grouped together and collectedunder four major heads' In doing so, only the annual recurrenf expenditure has been talien i.rtoconsideration and the capital expenditure has not been iicluded for the study. tn" ,"";T;;':;expenditure incurred by ICE are (i) Salaries,(ii) Materiar priniirg, disrritrution and examiuations (iii)contact classes and (iv) Miscellaneous expenditure. rhe toral 
"*f"iliror" 

for the years 1990_9 l,,7ggl_92and 1992-93 along with student(weighted) enrolment and unii cosr have been liste.rl in Table -1.:
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TABLE.- 1

Expenditure for ICE forthe years 1990-9 L to 1992_93

,I,tffi:6:ffii#ff,rru;::
:::*1[H'f$::];::::],T:.'#iaT:,:i#"0;;;fi:T,":,:T:].jHJT::ffi::;'ffi,T,:::ardisationhasbeennecessitatedbythei;;,;#il;;#il#r:Hdardising the studenr unir. stand-
at various levels of study are not il;i;ilence rhe nncr in^,,-_^ _r :_o "t':t: ort forth by the university;::ilffiyi',.i,i:1.i,ffix*::,**i1Ti,#,trfi:::.1,r_.,,:::1,:,::::l",Jih::i*i:
ffiJ#"#391'ti?,'l;T:;*:*:*:*::ffi ff:::Ji:.',':f;;j;;:;*',','*X,;::lffi,1$:,:'fi::'*',*J"?,.#,.J#*T",ilt,ifi"idffT'{"1";'ili?:ff::i}*,},i,lli,,?'.";
:JJil:'#"1#T":T:#:l*rm::fl*:,*,1i"':?'il?:!".:T,I jliffi t.:l;*g,ff]lilrh-ls th: averageiper student expendi
ofstudy (Table 1).

rture worked our are Rs.939. Rs.865 
"ra 

n.:daiffi;,rf"ffi"".:

Cost and Cost Tlpes:

Like in any industrial enterprise certain.types of expendilure (also cailed cost) ia dducationalinstitutions also vaty with an 
'";il;-"; ""rtuir, -orher i;"*" nor vary proporrio narery ro rhe size:jii:'::'H;'J#tfftr1 fr:,:[H*:,:y*, [mm*:Tffi::.,t1,iiT;ii:assessment of economies /diseconomies of scale (tr4ffi ;;;..J, Es -317, IGNou 1993).

(i) Fixeil costs : cost types which remain fixed irrespective of rh-e number of students enrored. For
ICE, salaries and miscellar"or. 

"*p"nAi;;;; 
,r" apportioned as fixed type.(ii) variable costs : The cost which very with increase or decrease in the enrorment of students

li"',liiilXlT*l'"Hll?'hffi iX,Tl,#";;;';;,*-,t.;;;;il;ffi?':nandcontacr

*r"rr]l?;Tp1e 
form of cost function t"rri,rg fixed, variable and tohl cosr (Rumbre 19s3) is *iu"iir'

., lc_: F + vN ----______-_____-(1)

there TC i Total'Cost
F : Fixed Cosr

V : Variable Cost

JTil*::l,ii',on 
(1)' the Average cost (AC) is derived bv dividing rhe whore equarion by rhe numbsr
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In equation (2)' the average cost, AC, is the cost incurred per srudent or otherwise known as unitcost; the marginal cost is the cost incurred for every uaaitiolJ enrorrnent and is referred by v.
ln Table 2 the total cost has been bifurcated into fixed and variable costs. The unit fixed and the unitvariable costs have also been calculated uy trtirg into considerrri", ,n" student((weighted) enrolment..

TABLE .. 2 : Fixed and Variable Costs for ICE

tlrgureStnparanthesesarethepercentageofthetotal.The.

f;j;iil'J""flffi:,T-,?,:::t##:lt:"::t"""r;"r-r iJ*,s,'," 2) rt is arso round lhat rheratio of the percentages of fixed ro variabre 
""';;.h;:;;;;(""rffiH l##Jl#1?fi:#ffl::;it is a:1) and this indicates that the expenditure incurred ro, uorrinitration and.institutionar overheads

:i{:1":::?;"ff:11ii:;"J*}ltri:*1"#il;;;ffI(#iabre cos,s) rr," 
"a,""ii,nar sysrem

ICE AND ECONOMIES Otr'SCALE
It is generally possible to measure the viability of correspondence education in [erms of .economiesof scale' (MADE' course Es-317, IGNou 1993). in,rri. 

"ray, 
,i" 

"labiliry 
of ICE is subjected to resr byassessingwhether economies of scale is favoured or disfavour#. Economies of scale is not an independent"entity but is a function of student enrolment. wru, ,i"1"".*JJ."io"o, enrormenr iai. r**"0 as longas the margiual cost (v) is less than the average cost (AC) and it is disfavoured if v exceeds AC.For [cE' as the fixed cost constitutes nearly 60 percent of the total cost (Table 2), the optimisationof resources is possible'since the fixed cosr ;;;;'ui,ffi; #"*e.r, Moreover, in view of rhe facrthat the srudent enrotmenr is flexible, rce is amenatf:;i";;;;rion of sconomies of scate. The TC,AC and V have been worked out fo, the year 1ggL-gzfo, t]r" ,;;;nt enrormenr ranging from 5,000 tos'00'000 and are shown in Table 3. In dbin;;; t i, uiru*la;;;Ld cost of Rs. ,;2,.Arakhs win not

;:::ff::ili"T', H::::::nts; 
thevariail;;;$Er-"",*,,, *st.v) is addedio rrre nxea cosi

Fixed Cost : Rs.722.64lakhs. Variable Cost = Rs.275
Figure 1 depicts qhe behaviour. of average ,"a -#; ;, 

". 
; function of srudenr enrormenr. [rcan be seen that with increaie in studeni erroi*ent the at decreases wh,e Tc has shoyn an increase. In

t990-9r
1991-92

L992-93

Cost
Type

Total Unit
BsJe&h$ cqsr (Rs.)

Total
(Rs.lakhs)

Unit
Cost(Rs-)

Total
(Rs.lakhs)

Unit
Cost(Rs.)

Fixed

Variable

963.7A 761 722.64 {Qo
782.69 695(81.0) (68.2)
(66.6\

178 337.62 )1< 394.81 351(19.0) (31.8)
(3.3.4)

Figures in
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thecaseofACasteeDd::."::"isnoticed(Figure1)whereas,n",,.,.-oF
remenf noticed in TC has been only

gradual (not represerr"a in Figusj"'-"- 
t. .

'f'L^ c-rrThe fo'owing significant findings can be nrade from Behaviour of AC and TC.' (i) with increase in student 
""J','""r, the AC starts decreasili-lh" fixed cost (Rs. 722.6a rakis)::::I:ffi }:Hli#:J,[f :J*',,",ilfl,a*oy,ii,";;;;"*ormenr*,"."-rJ.",ACissreadiry

. rn an industrv, the avelage 
",,, "o-". Llii::1T:?ffi::',j:r, 

*,i10.,.". "'-'
by additional enroiment as higher ttre ;r;", of srudenrs I"r."..rh;'ioJ.! 

up' similarly, ICE is benefited
(ii) Even thoughAC rlecreases, ,n" ,ur" or..;il"il"r;::. 

. ."
enrolment. when the enr.itin"ri"t-"v"t;#i"J;.ffiffi,:t"::,1:progressivelytess withincrease insrudenrthis sepicific 

"*"rrr"", rever wtren th" A|'-:,T:pl :|rg:$, ac i, stiiru 
"liiirie-o Gieure r). at

jgir{':?:r:r*,*r*i,l'.ntx}*l*r,ri*,,,il*,f 
".ffi 

:jipl,mu:;};"Jfl :,the system can achievr

iTiiltffi *;,j",,",1#.T:::f .:,*x,'i:#"fl ff *H:l#lt:#r;#JTi#
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Conclusion. l

In view of current economic scenalio of declining trend in the resource allocation for highereducational sector' it is desirable especially.for the corrlspondeo"" 
"au""tion 

to be self- sustaining.optimisation of resources upto an operatioh level of 5,00,00i l"*rr"r. make ICE economically viable. Itcan continue to do so in future also considering the fact that it has beein wituessing i cor.i.to,t enrolmentof more than a lakh annua[v since the rear fl87-8s. 
rn the rong ,*, ;";il;?i;;;,;;; degree ofedonomies of scale can generate savings for ICE, which wher pr,."p*rv invested in activities like studentsu.pport services.can uldrhatety'h6lp in wiilenirig the scope and ii"r*". of higher edueation impartedthrough correspondence mode.
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* __ Challenge of Human Resource Development &
The Need to Strengthen Distance Education system:

S. BHATNAGAR

A dqveloping sociery is always face to face with challenges; the more it tries to overcome them, the
greater they multiply. The way the new challenges emerge and the sense of earnestness and the spirit of
ingenuity with which these challenges are faced and tackled reflect the health of a given society. We, in
India have been in this process of confronting and quelling the challenges ever since we have set our foot
on the track of development.

To confine this paper to the problems of human resource development. This single aspect of
development outshines in importance all other aspects of it. For, it is the quatiry of tne human being which
determines the over-all direction not only of its development process but also the day-to-day conduct of
the society. It commands a significance of its own in so far as the functioning of democracy is concerned.
We who have committed ourselves to the twin ideology of democracy and development riust attend to
this problem on a priority basis. If today both democracy and development, have run into some
difficulties, it is perhaps because of the reason that we have not paid as much attention to human resource
development as we ought to have done.

The challenge of human resource development that we confronted was unprecedented in the whole
history of mankind. For^ it involved, first, to make such a large mass of humanity literate, and, second, to
inculcate in them the capability of forging ahead the cause of demouacy as well as development. The
latter aspect, though seemingly innocuous, was both profound and pervasive. Thus, the task was stupen-
dous indeed.

As regards our past performance, it is a mixed bag of both successes and failures. This is evident
from the fact that while on the one hand we have created a vast network of educational institutions and
have also built up large cadres of first-rate scientists, doctors, engineers, technicians , managers,.account-
ants, computer experts and the like, on the other hand, we could neither wipe out illiteracy nor could we
assure elementary education to all.

Older challenges apart, various new challenges have come in our way. These may be broadly summed
up as under:

a) The torrent of education-seekers is fast swelling with an unabated speed, making the existing
infra-structure burst on its seams, and

b) Those who are already educated want more of education and that too ofvarious new types, perhaps
with a view to improving their station in life.

We may now examine these two challenges at some length.
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Challenges of illiteracy and new entrants
That alittleoverhalfofournationisliterateandthattooaftera,franticeffort,ofnearlyhalfacentury

speaks of the challenge ahead' If five decades were 
"oo.*"a ,o attain the literacy rate of 53.2 per centl,how much time shall we take to attain cent per cent literacy. Tho-'gh we have of laie u""n 

"up,*"d 
by anacute sense of urgency and as aresult, we have initiit"dy;i"u. t),pl rr"orr*r.v;;;;*.. These havealso begun to yield encouraging results' nul wlgiher rhe fig;;l of fiteracy atrainedrhrough these andother campaipurs correctly refl""t tl" ground realiti"r i";;;;tffi wfrich needs to be objectively studied.Anyway, the challenge is-quite deurti;;.

The other aspect of this-chdlleog" i, tn" problem of the new entrants to the higher education. oflate' we have been observing that the siream .f il 
"dd;;".. at the higher echerons of rhe system' 

is swellihg day by day with an unabated rpJ. ;;ffiffi:"rr* accounr for rhis unprecedented rush,which.maybe spelled out, as under: 
vr vouo\

F[st' various me4q,res qf, qdugqtional spread that we had initiated in the early years of ourIndependence (such * -u'. "*pur*iooffi;;#ffit{ili#; *i",", concessions ro rhe scheduled casreand the scheduled tribes and ,i" orn.r, 
-nrru"y 

*pub;;;". ) have begun ro yierd their fruirs inrecent years. The neo;literates are rhus hockid uitnJ do;;,f ths colleges and universiries.
second, the political process that has been under way eve^ir,"" *"-i*;;;;;"."u* r ou,coultry' has also of lare brorBht into its effective purview thoJe.""iior. of societywhich had hithertobeentouched by it but marginally' Having become ,Jhii"rfly 

"".*i"r. " 
rtrei. sta[e in-ir," a""i.ior,-makingprocess of the society, they too traie ur"r, cuptivatea by the ambition of higher 

"du"rtion. 
Greaterpercentage of the new comers hails from these sections.

Third' Green R'evolution which has galvanised the living conditions of the middle level peasahtry,has provided an added spur to the hithertJeducationally-cloriJ*"1"r1 
of the counrryside, Now they toohave realised the importance of higher education -i nu* tnu, treguo to send their sons (and evendaughters) to schools and colleges. 

-.v sqvv 
'uuD

Fourth2, our inability to delink degrees.from employmenf despite our avowed commitment to do so,has made our youngmen and young *ot"., to cootinue c.ha.i.rg *iliry the degrees, one after the other inan aimless pursuit. Had we been able to do our little trit ,o-r.urrrlur" this ambitious part of the NewEducation Policy (1956) into actual practice, we might have been successful in curtairing the presenr rushto the institutions of higher learningto a great extent.
The cumulative impact of aII these and perhaps of mauy other factors is that the rush of newadmission-seekers in colleges and university aepa.tment, i. .o;"it that the existing infra. structure hasawfully failed to effectively cope with it. There ii hardly an in.tilotion in the counrry which might not havetaxed its intake capacity to the maximuui possible 

io"i,. ir in" qr.ny of instruction has marked somedecline, one important cause is the unbearabre burden io 
"tu.r -l-r,These new entiants seek education not only in simple arts but in all those technical and non-technicalbranches of knowledge which hold out to tn"*in" n."-ii" 

"i*-p"""ule salary and sratus in life. Thus

Hi"il:,4*t"iflescalatingfor 
more of medical' ensins"'i's, J;;:", -urug".iur and such orher colleges

The question that arises.now is that if this-rush remains unabated (which, instead of decreasing,appears tobe continuouslyon therise), where shallwe u.co.rr*odui"in" r"*- 
"o*"..r 

arrailrew.olleg"sand universities are to be set up, from where would tl" ."quirit"-ir.ra, ro. the same come? Already the
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existing institutions of higher learning are facing an acute scarcity of funds. How to manage them in a
proper way has become a source of deep concern for all those who run them..ln such a situation further
expansion appears to be a far-fetched idea. Thus, the challenge of the new-entrants is posing serious

problems.

Challenge of the alreadyeducated ones:

Those who are already educated want more of education. tsitten by the bug of consumerism,

everyone who is in some emploSment, aspires and makes frantic efforts to improve his existing salary and

status. This is no doubt a healthy sign of development. But the strain that it is putting on the existing

educational infra- structure is rather too unbearable. This section of society too is responsible tor the

escalation of the demand for more and more institutions of higher learning.

Besides those who want on their own to change over to better avenues of income and position, there

are those whom society wants to do the same. This phenomenon of retraining the existing personnel

(technical and non-technical) of a factory or office, came into prominence in the wake of the current

national policy of liberalising the economy. As it is an open secret, there are scores of public undertakings

and government offices which are goinginto loss and have thus ceased to have any worthwhile utility for

the nation, may either be wound up or their extra flesh be chopped off. The.question that has become an

issue of a serious nation-wide debate is: Where shall those workers go who are shown the door try their

employers? The only way by msans of which these persons are saved of the danger of being thrown out

of their jobs is to retrain them for new avenues of employment. Again, we need suitable institutions of
various different types which may bear the brunt of retraining. Whether volitional or forced; retraining is

not a one-time responsibility. Instead, it is an on-going process of an unending nature.

In sum., the situation is that we need more and more of schools, colleges and universities which may

not only be able to absorb the ever-growing number of education-seekers but may be fit enough to cater

to the requirements of the presently under- employed and the unsatisfied lot and also of those who need

to be retrained for new jobs due to one exigency or another. Equally important (if not more) is that these

institutions should be well-equipped and well staffed so as to provide to the nation a first-rate stuff of the

trained personnel. Any compromise with the quality will adversely tell upon the health of this developing

nation.

However, what has been observed in recent years is that the growing inability of the Government to

set up new institutions has led many a private adventurists to jump into the fray. Objectively speaking

there is no harm if private venture comes forward and shoulders the additional burden. In fact we have -

arrived at a juncture where the Government shall have to encourage on its own the private institutions to 
I

share its euhanced responsibilities. But what worries the saner minds is that some of the individuals and

even institutions that have come forward to bridge the gap between demand and supply, have been

motivated more by the consideration of income and profitability than by the service to the community.

Though by no stretch of imagination can we expect the private venture to become so selfless as to devote

itself exclusively for,the service of the society. Yet the way they fleece the young aspirants is rather too

unreasonable. On the top of it, the qualiry of education that they provide is awfully poor. The

institution that they set up is but an apology for the same. In fact, these self- seeking individuals, most of

whom are politicians who enjoy vast power and patronage have discovered in,this noble field a highly

lacerative business to mint millions of rupees overnight.
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In a ticklish situation like this wbere the state is uable to cope with the fast growing demand for
higher education and the private individuals and institutions do not provide quality education for one
reason or another, Distance Education has an immsnse role to play. This fact was endorsed, among others,
by the G. Parthasarthy Committee which looked into the issue as early as tg71. lt observed.

"In a situation of this type where the expansion of enrolment in higher education has to
continue at a Lerrific pace and where available resour@s in terms of men *d ,orr"y are limited,
the obvious solution, if proper standards are to be maintfied and the demand for higher education
from different sections of the people, is to be met, is to adopt the Open University system with its
provision for higher education on part-time basis." 3

At one time; this system was full of misgivings. But all myths such as the incapability of this system
to provide science and other technical education stand badly e4ploded. A number of institutions of
Distance Education the world over have been providing very successfully instruction in medicine,
engineering, computer technology and other services. The Indira Gandhi National Open University
(IGNOU) afterhaving achieved laudable success in arts and management education, has now stepped
into the realm,of science and engineering education. Recently, it has instituted Aclvanced Diploma in
Construction Mandgement and Water Resources Engineering, and a Post-graduate Diplomas in Com-
puter Applications. There are a few other institutions in the countrywhich have been successfully running
for a number of ye4rs post- graduate degree courses in various science and technical subjects. Thus the
potential of Dist?,nce Education cannot be questioned any longer. This system can safely be depended
upon for quality education. Ii it is properly groomed, it can discharge the new responsibilities very
commendably. Already, it has given a good account of itself by not only absorbing the mammoth overflow
from colleges and university departments (total enrollment with the Institutes of Distance Education has
exceeded 12 per cent ofthe overall population ofstudents in colleges and universities of the country), but
also by providing large cadres of trained teachers, librarians, cost accountants, company secretaries,
management graduates, law officers, administrative personnel and the like.

However, all is not well with the system. Its functioning needs to be strengthened and streamlined
both from within and from without. We identiff some of the areas where attention needs to be paid, as
under:

Public Policy:

Even after three decades of its inception in the country, no clear-cut public policy regarding the
status, development and funding of Distance Education has been developed. There is no denying the fact
that much thought has gonc. into this issue but much of it has remained sporadic and casual. The
parliamentary statute governing the Indira Gandhi National Open University which entrusts the develop-
ment, control and funding of Distance Education to this University, does not enunciate any policy about
it. The m-uch cherished New Education Policy makes but a passing reference to it, rvhile recognising the
immense poteutial of this 'powerful instrument'r It strikes a note of caution saying that "it will have to be
developed with care and extended with caution."6 The Rammurthi Review Committee does not appear
to have thought fit to consider it at all, much less spelling out a strategli for its development as it has done
with regard to the other aspects of the educational system. The Eightth plan aiso remains silent about the
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policy of development of this system. It simply lays down that "the additional enrolment in higher
education during the 8th Plan is estimated to be around 10 lakhs of which 9 lakhs will be ar the
undergraduate level. This expansion in higher education, ... has to be accommodated... mainly by large
expansion of Distance Education S1stem." 

7

The obvious outcome of the lack of any proper public policy enuociation is that Distance Education
could not acquire the status of an alternative channel of public instruction. In a developing democracy as

that of ours Distance Education deserves to be conferred this status because of the inability of the
conventional system to bear the growing burden of additional responsibilities.

This attirude of casualness and indifference on the part of the Government has led to a hap-hazard
growth of the system. Not only has its growth gone astray but its harbingers, initiators and promoters
have cast gleeful looks at itwithaviewtomakingmoney out of it. Tlie cummulaltive impact of these
developments has been that the system has developed so many deformities and angularities that it wilt
take a long time to set them right and that too if serious efforts are made . Besides, there are a number
of basic issues which have remained unresolved ever since.

Thus, it is high time that a proper policy regarding the status and role of Distance Education vis-a-vis
the new challenges of development is enunciated. At the same time, a suitable strategy is to be devised as

to how the thoughtfully enunciated goals are to be achieved. Once this is done, due attention can be paid
toward the resolution of those basic issues that hamper the growth of the system.

Financial Support

There is no denfng the fact that Distance Education, based as it is on the economy of the scale,
hardly needs an external support. Some persons go to the extent of saying that it should yield some
monetary surplus as well. Truly speaking, this is just a half truth. Once an institution goes into strides, it
may be self- supporting or may even generate some surplus. But its establishment is a costly affair, perhaps
far costlier than that of a college of the conventional type. For, the distant location ancl the scattered
nature of its student populace as also its new mode of instruction sets it differently from the latter in so

far as the initial requirements of an Institute of Distance Education are concerned. Unlike a conventional
college, its administrative wing. must be large enough to maintain an effective and constant liaison with
itsstudentsandcatertotheirmultifariousrequirements. Further,itmusthavetherequisiteinfra-structure
for the production and regular servicing of its study material which would comprise the written scripts,

audio and video tapes. Furthermore, it must have a chain of study centres, having such facilities as lecture
halls, libraries, laboratories and the counselling personnel. Then in addition to all this, it should have the

necessary infra structure at its headquarters as normal$ go with an educational institution of the
conventional type. Thus, the basic requirerirents of an Institute of Distance Education are both diverse
and large, involving huge funds for their creation.

Theserequirements arefartoo many and too costlyto beeasilymetbyanlnstitution of limited means.

But for the IGNOU, there is hardly an Open University or a Directorate of Correspondence Courses in
the counfty which may provide all these varied types of facitties. The conventional universities which run
most of the Directorates are no doubt in a position to create many, (if not all) of them. But their misplaced
perception of the system, inhibits them from'viewing the requirements of their Institutes of Distance
Education kindly. That is precisely the reason why these Directorate of Correspondence Courses
could not come out of the conventional cocoon of the printed lesson-script and are hence out of pace with
the fast progressing system of Distance teaching.
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These basic handicaps that this system suffers from call for an immediate financial support of the
Government. It is high time that the Government should financially assist these Institutes in at least three
specific areas' These are: First, the establishment of a network of study centres of a composite nature in
the length and breadth of the country. well-equipped with libraries, laboratories, lecture halls, video-
screening facilities, hostel for the visiting faculty and the like, these Centres should serve the needs of all
the Institutes ofthe country.

Second, the Government should also set up on regional basis Audio cassette production Units.
These should be equipped with both hard and soft wares of rhe latest technology. That will facilitate the
Institutes concerned to harness the electronic media for their instructional use]-

FinallS the Government should assist these Institutes in modernising their printing technologies.
How ironical does it look that these Institutes depend as they do exclusively on the print media, still employ
the long-discarded letter press printing technology. Besiies being inefficient and cost prohibitive, this
mode of lesson production has been mainly t".por.ibl" for bringrig a bad name to these Institutes. The
Government should assist them in switching over to the Desk Top'publishing technology. The latter wouldnot only help them modernise their lesson-scripts but would i*pror" their administrative methods invarious different ways.

Besides helping these Institutes in these three specific areas, the Government should concede to
them their due share in the annual maintenancr grant. Since they enroll with them more than L0 per cent
of the total student strength of colleges and universities of rhe d*.;, ;;;.;;ffi;;;; a correspond-
ing share of the total budgetary allocation for higher education; If this much claim of Distance Education
is given due recognition, this system would come out of the woods in which it is lost at the moment.
Rationalisation of the System:

The system, as it has grown over the years, presents a spectacle of an unplanned and hap-hazard
expansion of its network' Partly out of an allurement of income (as this system is supposed to yield) andpartlyout of the genuine desire to provide to theunder-privileged nign". 

"jr"utio, 
,lgii", ii"o aoor-step,

the various universities of the country have recklessly gon"lun*u"a in recent years to set up their ownrespective Institutes-of Distance Education. In this -ud ru"",thesehavemushroomedinthenorthern
and the southern regions a large number of Institutes in close vicinity of one another. Almost all ofthem administer, by and large, the under-graduate and the post-graduate degree programmes in arts,
languages and commerce. vpry few of them proliferate their u"tiri i". in .ron-co.,ue].,tional and job-
oriented directions' Apart from generating an unh"ulthy 

"ompetition 
among them, this overlap of courses

has.resultgd 
lnto the fritterine away of the precioqs.little iesources. Some sorr of co-ordinarion on regional

basis needs to be urgently thought of if the existingstudyprogra**". ur" .;;;;;;il;; and the tide
of further overlap is to be stemmed.

. '|not!e.r arqa of operation where due attention needs to be given is the quality of the stucly material
that these Institutes service ts their students. The printed lessorlscripts whicrr foim the only medium ofinstruction suffer from the inadequacy of the subject matter, poverty of expression/sxpranation andillustration, out-dated information, abundance of printing errors arrd, above all, shabby set-up. This
quality of the study material seriously reflects upon the prestige and social acceptability of the system
at large' This is an area which needs to be takeu .*.,it the level of each lnstitute individualty and
by-the Institute itself' Ilowever, the higher level co-ordinating agencies such as the parent universities, theUGC' the Distance Education council can assist these tnsti-tutes by strengthening their faculties by
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eminently qualified teachers. Those Institutes which draw their main sustenance from the guest faculty
need to be specially taken care ofin this respect.

To conclude, the daunting challenge of human resouroe development and the inability of the state
tomeetthis challengethrough the instrumentalityof theconventional systemcallupon Distance Education
to play its role in an enhanced and more constructive manner. However, keeping in view certain
misgivings about this system (which still persist in the minds of the conventionalists) as also certain
dlforlities.and angrrlarities that have crept into its functionin-g, demand that a high level commissionr./com-
mitte'maybeset upbytheGovernmentwhich mayexami"etEssystemin all itsvlried aspe;r-;;;;,
ways and means to suitably prepare for this big role . -: '-----
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* RELEVANCE OF TEACHIN-G FOREIGN IANGUAGES IN THE
;-- --' 

DTSTANCE EDUCATIoN SYSTEM

TAGMOIUN SINGH BAINS

The history of distance education'in India dates back to the early. sixties when the University of Delhi

started the teaching of a few courses tlrough the dist.ance educationtec.hnique. Other universities watched

this experim"r,t *ith interest and some of them have decided in favour of introducing this new mode of

teachiig. Since a beginning was made in this direction, there has been a steady but continuous growth of

distance education in India. At present, dis{ance eduiation is imparted in India by the open universities

and correspondence directorates/institutes. Among the open universities, the Andhra Pradesh Open

University, Indira Gandhi National Open University, Kota Open University and Yashwant Rao Chavan

Maharashtra Opea University have carved out a'place in about a decade, for themselves in the national

education. While the open university system enjoys a good deal of freedom in the matter of devising new

courses and evolving its own system of evaluation, the correspondence directorates/institutes continue to

teach with the formal university system. The importance of both these constituents of DE is now widely

recognized becanse the performance of their students, according to a survey conducted by the University

Cran'ts Commission, is ir, ,ro way inferior to that of the students of regular colleges, As the distance

education system is making steady progress, it holds out a great hope to the new and grorving disciplines

such as the foreign languages.

This paper is divided into three sections. The flrst section highlights the importance of teaching

foreign languages in India. In the second section, various problems connected with the teaching of foreign

langriages huu" b""n discussed in detail, whereas the third section considers the possibility of introducing

part-tirne courses in foreign languages in the DE system'

Importance of Foreign Language Teaching

FLT started in India nearly a century ago. During the colonial period, two major foreign languages'

French and German, were iniroduced in our country in certain schools and universities. Prior to

independence, both German and French were taught mainly as literary languages through the grammar-

translation method. After the independence, due to the enlightened policy adopted by the Ministry of

Education and the UGC, a vast number of foreign languages were introduced in various universities/iri'

stitutions in the country. Thanks to the visit of our first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, to the USSR,

India,s relationship with that country was strenthened and in the wake of development of Indo- Soviet

r'elations a Centre of Russian Studies was set up at New Delhi in 1965 which is now part of the Jawaharlal

Nehru UniversitY.
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A Curriculum Developrnent centre in Foreign Languages was instituted by the university Grants
Commission in L986 as a general strateg)i or evolving more meaningftrl and effective language curricula,
which will be relevant to the aspLations of the individual and the society within the p"rrp"Jriu" of the New
Education Policy. In its report published in 1-990 the following areas of utility of foreignlanguage learning
were stressed:

a) For the purpose of diplomatic and,foreign relations

b) For developing cultural, scienti{ic and technological co- operation among different countriesof the world in general and with the countries of the Third World and rhose belonging to tfre No"-
Aligned Movement in particular

c) For developing trade and commerce,

d) For security and defence.

e) For technology transfer.

Q For cultural osmosis of our literary and cultural heritage in countries speaking different
languages and vice-versa.

g) For keeping the state-of-the-art inventories of the advances in human thought and science English
translations.

h) For encouraging international co-operation and understanding.

i) For fostering youth movements and exchanges.

j) For diffusing knowledge of cultural, scientific aad technical developments of India to other of the
world through the respective foreign languages.

k) For a balanced development of the personality of the individual learner.

It is well-known that among the foreign languages French has been more popular and a number of
students join French language course to be acquainted with the French civilisation, culture , literature and
way of life. It is with this end in view that Alliances Francaises (French Alliances) were set up in several
states of India. In 1959, Mr' Marc Blancpain, Secretary General of the Alliance Francaise, explained in
his preface to part I of Cours de Langue et de Civilisation Francaises (A course of French Language and
Civilisation) why people study Frenchi he writes: "It is, fust of all, to enter into contact with one of the
richest civilisations of the modern world to develop and enrich their minds through the study of a splendid
literature, and to become truly distinguished persons". French is also a very useful languaie in which all
sorts of information, from the fine arts to the modern science and technology, is availJblel It serves as a
"Window on the World". Since French is the language of science and technojogy, it is important for the
economicdevelopment. In 1"971, J.Masselin, A.Desol and R.Duchaigne wrote a book for teachingFrench
to foreigners Le Francais scientifique et technique (scientific and technical French).

In their presentation they write, "... Though France remains the mother of fine arts, it should not be
forgotten that she is also a country where seientific, industrial and technological development are
integrated into a value system that attributes to the exact sciences an importancJ, proportionate to the
role they play in the life of the contemporary world". In India also the emphasis has clearly shifted over
the years from the study of French civilisation to that of French technology. ihe reason is simple and clear.
The times have changed and so have changed the expectations of the rtua"nt learning French. Reading
an interesting paper at the All India Conference on "The Current Issues in Foreign'r.anguages Teaching
in India" at Aurangabad in December, 1-981, Dr.R.Borges, Professor at Jawaharlal Nehru University,
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observed, "In India also a new type of student was born. The technical and social scientist in India is

interested to learn French not so much because he wants to enter into contact with another civilisation.

He wants to join a French language course because it is going to help him to consult directly scientific and

technical books and documents written in French. He wants to learn to speak French because India is

going to send him not only to France but to a Francophone country especially of Africa, under a joint

collaboration accord." Some students may join foreign language course in order to become tourist guides

while still others may aspire to become trarslators/interpreters.

Problems

The Times of India Year Book for 1979 quotes 13 foreign languages being taught in the country. In
1984theirnumber shot up to25.All these figures pointto astupendousgrorvth of foreign language learning

within the five decades following the independence. Degree courses in some major foreign languages have

also been introduced in this period, though part-time courses in them continue to be more in demand. It
is now increasingly felt that the traditional method of teaching forergn languages with its insistence of
grirmmar and translation should be replaced by one throughwhich competence in spoken aspect may be

developed. When we decide to teach foreign languages as living languages and at the same time satisfu

the specific needs of an ever increasing number of students, the problems are bound to arise some of which

are discussed below:

Needs of Learners Ignored

Let us begin with the students who register for the part-time course in foreigu languages. They belong

to a variety of professions: university and college teachers, loung college graduates, engineers, doctors,

science and humanity students,research scholars, senior executives, office clerks, secretariJs, housewives,

students desirous of going abroad, etc., in short, an extremely heterogeneous group. Obviously it is

impossible to cater to the requirements of such a heterogeneous groups of students in foreign languages.

Neither the books nor the methodology are suitable to the specific needs of the students because they aim

at imparting an elementary working knowledge of the respective foreign language. How can such courses

come up to the expectations of the students with varied motivations ? The natural outcome is that the

students are frequently absent.

Evaluation and Examination System

In the part-time courses of foreign languages offered by some universities weightage is shown only

on paper as being given to the spoken aspect of the foreign languages. flowever, at the time o[ final

examination, marks are awarded to the students irrespective of their actual performance in the oral test.

None tries to impress upon the students that spoken aspect is as important as the written one. Consequent-

ly, the students start taking the"spoken aspect of the language casually and thus the very purpose of the

course is defeated .

Insullicient materials and aids

It is the paramount duty of the university/institute authorities to provide the minimum facilities-

proper class rooms, books, magazines, slides, tape-recorders, etc.. --- for an effective foreign language

teaching. How can a teacher, however competent and qualified he may be, produce good results with just

a text-book. Even the books prescribed for various courses.are not easily availalle and the students have

to get them issued from the library for short periods, with the result that they dre unable to carry on with
the course effectively
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Too large classes

Among the foreign languages, French attracts,more'students. When the ar".rr"furpart-time courses
begin, the classes are usually quite large. It is not possible to teach a foreign lungrugu"efLrtt rrrt";;i;;
of lrore than fifty stud"nls;,tt go"s without sayjqg that one cannot applythe direct or audio-visual method
totheteachingand1earninrgofcuchlar.g.9classes..,..........,n'..

The aforesaid report o{ the UGe .sumsiup-&e follow,iag problems of foreign laaguage tqaehing: .

i) only a handful of States have provided for teaching of fmergn languages at,the high school level
ii) Foreign'languages are harclly taught at the graduate level iE a largd number of universities.iii ,

iii) Though foreign languages are tariSt at the certificdte and Difioma'l,,relii, over 60
universities, very few of them have adequate facilities for teaching foreign'laiguagcs dt,, B.ailHoiis.) arra
M.A. levels. i

iv) In many universities foreign languages are grouped together in a single department instead o[
there being a separate department for each foreign rr"*uugq.This impedls f.ee overall growth of
ftireign languages. '. i'1, . : .j , . ,,

It follows from the above discussion that very little inte rest is shown by [he universities and institutes
concerned to encourage the teaching and learning offoreign languages in the degree or part-Lime courses.
The FLT has not been given the importance that is due to it in alastly changing rvorld of meaningful
international communication. In the last few decacles, some efforts have been made to introduce rr-i in
the universities and other institutions of the country. However, in some universitics thal offpred part-rime
courses in a few foreign languages, the situation was that foreign languages taught *"r" ,pp"njed to t6e
English departments. Consequently, there is a strong feeling ifrat toreigA la.,grages u5, un ind"p"rd"nt
discipline have not yet been given adequate importance and stand neglected as compared to many other
subiects.

Gradually, the scene is changing and departments of foreign languages have been established in a
few universities. Even an entire faculty have beerr created at the School of Languages in Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi,with a major thrust to FLT just like any other tradirional dlscipline

FLT in Distance Education

A major development in FLT took place in late seventies when Central Institute of English and
Foreign Languages, Hyderabad, started post-graduate courses in a few foreign languages through
correspondence. These courses leading to M.A. are of three years duration with a personal Contact
Programme each year. These courses have proved to be a good success as a number of students and
teachers seek admission into them eve ry year. The stage is now set for the introduction of part-time courses
in foreign languages in the distance education system. The basic course in foreign la.,guages can contihue
to be offered by the traditional universities. So far as need-based courses are concerned, our only hope
lies in the distance education system which can surmount most of the problems discussed above.

But the success of the need-based courses within the framework of distance education depends on
the following factors :

a) Print media

In a country of limited resources like ours, one has to rely mainly on the print media. It is
comparatively cheaper and more effective. But the print materials should be prepared rvith great care so
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that the learners may understand them without any difficulty. They should be designed and presenred in
such a w&y as to€rgate interest and excite curiosity,of,t-he learners. ,:

b) Electronie media :

The role of the electronic media in the distince education system can hardly be underestimated. It
can moet diverse needs of a vast number of learners and can-reinforce what has already been taught, That
is why audio and lideo cassettgs are becoming'more and more popular in our part of the world and no
programme in f:oreigu languaps ean be considesed complete without them. The, learners should be
encguraged to make extensive use of these cassettes by making.them available at the study centres nearest
to them. The learners may use them according to tnel needs.

c) Personal Contact Programme

Tlie most important component of the distance education remains the personal contact programmos,

lvhich 
provide an opportunity to the distant learners to get their problems solved through personSl and

face-to-fac6 discussions. It is rhe duty of the organisers tJeosu.e tiat the learners go ru,i.?oory answers
to their questions and go back fully satisfied. Fe.so'al contact progrmm"r;;;fp^;;;; imporrance
in the matter of need' based, courses in foreign languages because they make it poisible for the teachers
to understand the difficulties of the learnerJand ,Ir",ra to thempe.sonally.

:
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DISTANCE EDUCATION FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
TEACHER TRAINING IN TURI(EY

U.DEMIRAY

B,OZER

Abstract

Tltis paper descibe in tet',ns af the pedagogt, cou$e nruteials, delivery systetns and evaluation of the

tvvo teachers truining progrqtnnrcs viz., Prc-Bachelor Certificate and (Iniversig Degrqq.qq,$cltoot Teachers,

offered tlrtougltAnadoltt University's Open Education Faculty PEf ) :

Distance education has proved particularly useftil for training people in remote locations who can

not attend classes at Universities. Studying at home, using distance education materials, allows individual

adults working in various sectors of the economy to update their skills and continue their training. Distance

education programm have also become increasingly popular with people in urban areas who want to study

at home in their free time or after work without the long evening commute to campus.

Structure of Distance Education in Turkey

Anadolu University in'Eskisehir, Turkey, has a dynamic record of producing disrance education

programs. The Open Education Faculty (OEF) was established in 1982 as a branch of Anadolu University,

located in the Anatolian city of Eskisehir. It remains the only higher education institution in Turkey
involved in distance teaching. The OEF began in 1982 with two open education programs, one in Business

Administration and the other in Economics (Barrows, 1990). Today there are programs produced not

only in those subjects but in Nursing, Foreign Language, Mathematics, Sciences, Tourism, Business and

Training programs for the private sector, and Teacher Training (Demiray, 1990; Mclsa ac, 1992;

Ozer,L99l; Yangin, 1.989). There are also new programs lsing developed in Social Sciences, Home

Economics, and other branches of Teacher Training such as Foreign Language Degree Completion,

Physical Education and Painting . These programs are planned for the Lgg}-93 academic year.

Turkish educational programs are sent on videotape to around 3,000 Turks living in manv European

countries like Germany to provide students with curricula similar to that in the Turkish educational systern.

There are now . about 400,000 students enrolled in all of these distance education programms, a vast

untlertaking, indeed. The Turkish Open Education Faculty, which is coordinated by Anadolu University,

provides distance education courses using printed materials, television and radio programs. In addition,

contact with students is maintained through academic counseling, video education centcrs, student

information bureaus and a newspaper entitled'Anadolu'.

Development of TWo Teacher Training Programs

Two of the most recent distance education programs are the primary teacher and secondary teacher

training programs. More than 130,000 primary school and around 54,000 secondart school teachers have

participated in Anadolu University's Pre-Bachelor Certificate program (Onlisans) and the University
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Degree completion Program(Lisans Tamamlama). The Pre-Bachelor certificate program for primaryschool teachers began in 1985-86 and is now being completea. rhe,niversity Degree completion program
for secondary school teachers began in 1990. 

r----e' i qv

The open Education rututty in cooperation with the Ministry of Education, offered new cri.stanceeducation opportunities to solve the vast teacher training problems in Turkey. Two main problems wereaddressed' one problem was that until 1973, teachers who worked in primary schools were graduates ofteaching high schools, and they had only six years of education after primary school. After the NationalEducation Basic Law of L973, students wanting to be high s"hool teachers had, at the minimum, aneducation from Two Year Educational Institutes. Afteg r98l the task of providing secondary level teacher

Following their education, primary school teachers were hired to work directly in schools with littleopportunity for upgrading their skills. In addition to this, theNational Education Basic Law,.Article 7739,of the Ministry of Education, requires teachers to undertake in-service training at some time during theirprofessional life, thereby grving them the opportuniry,o p*r* iigne, 
"au"ution 

during their free time insummer or duririg official holidays. By 1985 thgre r"r" uboot 10:000 primary school teachers in need ofin-service training' As a result, in rqils the Ministry of Educatioa debidea tt use distance programs rosolve the problem.

For secondary school teachers, the problems were somewhat different. Those who received a two orthree year university education througl Educational Institutes wanted to complete their four yearuniversity Diploma and receive a Bachelor's Degree. so in 1990 the University Degree completion.Program for secon{ary school teachers was be.gqn.

Pre-Bachelor Teacher Training program for primary Teachers.
Prior to 1985' in-service training was provided by university education faculties in many universitiesthroughout Turkey using traditional iace-to-face methods. These in-

1J;20 dars a,a the aumber or t eachers *il';;;;;# -X; ffirfl HT;T i ll: i: l"i::Lj:;130'000 teachers still in need of in-service training: At that time the Ministry of Education and oEF signed,an agreement to develop in- service teacher training progr.ms at a distance
In 1985-86 Anadoluuniversity's oEFregistered46,774 of rbe 130,000 primary reachersfor in-servicetraining' In 1986-87, there were 83,852 more teachers registered. Additionally approximarely 2,5ffi reriredteachers were registered' within at'two years period, oEF had more than rgo,dob teachers registered forthe in-service teacher training p.qgru.. Thegoals.of the program were to help teachers become moreeffective in the classroom, update iheir subjeit area knowleogp and provide,them with a better standardof living by rewarding them financially for participating in io-seIui"e t.aining. The pre-Bachelor cerrifieareprogram is a two year course ofstudy.

CharacteristicsofthePre.BachelorTeacherTrainingstudent.
The age of the teachers who'.enrolled in the program ranged fromTl to 67years..They ,were all primaryschool teachers' Their professional experi"nce rarrged aom o to zl0 years, Forty-five'percent of them rverefemale and 55 percent were male (ozer,L991). iifty-eight p"r""oiworked in rhe counrryside and 42percent of them were in city centers. Ninety four percent of the teacherr;;;;;t;o #'J ,".."r,, *"."single or divorced' one hundred sixeen of the teachers who registered for the program rvere from the
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North Cyprus Turkish Republic. These teachers were betweei Z3 to 30 years old and their teachinl
experience ranged from 1 to 7 years (AOF,1990). :. ..

Pedagogical design of instruction. Three main qpes of instrcutional materials weie used for tht,

Pre-Bachelor Certificale Program. These were printmaterials, TV, an! Ra&o course programs. All thr

marerials were prepared by well known Turkish educational elperts and edited by OFF:and Anadoll
University educational staff. Pedagogically, the mateirials were designed to-allow students ro worl
independently; using printed materials which were designed especially with the distant learner in mind

Because of limired availabilityof other types of media for the classroomtelcheg;broadcast television anr,

radio were used primarily to support the print instruction. Print materials were designed with self-stud5

and self-examination sections which provided individuals with feedback about their performance. Stu.

dents corresponded with designated experts from Anadolu Llniversity wlien confronted with doubts oi

queries..

In addition to the teachers in Turkey, teachers also participated from Western Europe, Germany,

Belgium, Britain and France. Materials which were produced in Turkey were transferred to VHS ancl

Beta Video formats for distribution to the OEF centres in Europe. Lectures were presented via broadcas,

televisions by leading experts in the field. These lectures supplemented the printed text. Feedback war

provided by the responsible project units. Because of the large numbers of teachers trained in the shor;

period of time, support services traditionally available to other OEF programs, such as individua'

counselling and face-to- face tutors, was not provided.. It is hoped that in future projects this can br

improved.

In the first year of the pre-bachelor program3,222 pages of printed material covering 9 courses wer.

sent to students. In the second year 2,946pages for 6 coluses were sent. Thus during this two year prograr.

a total of 6, 168 pages of material was received by the students. TV and radio prcgrams cr

approximately 15 or 20 minutes were produced for each unit- Each course contained 6 to 15 such unitr

One hundred ninety five TV program units (a total of 65 hours and 142 radio programs (a total of 4,

hours) were broadcast during the two years that the students were registered in the teacher trainin;

Program (Demiray, 190).
'fable 1

firit f'ear:'1985-86 Academic Year :

Ilrc*Bac helor Ccrt ifi eat e Program

I.lame of the courses Number of units 'l'otal'I'.V-,broadcast time
in rninutes and seconds

1. Social Sciences
2. Science
3. Mathematics
.4. Behaviord Science
5. Foreign language-l
6. Principles of Ataturk
7. Turkish
8. Teacher Study Guide
9, Academic Counseling

15
15

15
15

18

15
t2
6

370'42
293',48"
313'40"
3 14' 31"
337'.30"
34?',L4
262'23^
137'O0"

111 7371'48" (38 hours,41'48")

(Sourre: l)erniray', 1987, p.38; Yriksel, 1987, p. 51).
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Table 2

Seccnd Year: 1986-87 .{cademic Year
Pre,Bachelor Cenificate Program

1. Contemp. Technology
2: History of Civilization
3. Methods of Teaching
4. Educational Sciences
5. Principles of Ataturk
6. Foreign l.anguage I

I
6
18
19
15

18

146', l3::
83'02"

333' 29"
442',ll"
304' 16"
343'26"

(Source: Demiray, 1987, p. -)8: Ytiksel, 1987, p, 51).

16 12' (26 hours 52"37")

38 hours 4l'38".

26hours 52'37"

65 hours 34'?5

The total [fg{oq the broadcast of tv programs

{yring the 198486 academic yea. *us
Jhg total @foqbrodcast of iv programs
during the l9t3G87 academic yeir *1s

TOTAL le{35-87

Total number of the brodcast program units
gurirlg, the 198186 acaOemicffi
Tot_al number of the brodcast irogram units
during the 1935-86 acirAemic@.Gf

TOTAL I9BA8?

ul

Name of the courses Number of units:'' Total T.V. broadcast time
in minutes and seconds
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courses' There were 15 courses in tlre pre'bachelor teacher training program: 9 of them to becompleted for the first year and 6 for the 5econd - The names of the courses, unit numbers and times forTV broadcasts are shown in Tables ,l and}.
Graduation and Drop'out in the pre-Bachelor Program. At the end of the 19g5-g6 academic year41'718 students passed into the second class. Five thousaid and fifiy-six of the M,y-l4students failed inthe 1985-86 academic year, thus registering a passing rate of g9vo. At the beginning of the lgt6-g1academieyear, there were 88,908 enrolled studerris iochidiog 83,852 newly registered studenrs. At the endof the 1986-87 acadenicyear %,802 of.46,774students comf,bted their studies and were graduated fromthe program' rn addition, 78p rurkish student-teachers who were living io w".t".o erripe studied thecourses and graduated. The graduation rare was estimated at Tgvo.

In the 1987-88 academic year 80,355 of the.93,198 students graduated, thus with a wvagraduationrate. Throtryh the end of 1991 there were an additional 13,,16g teafhers who graduated from the program.A total of 130'625 students graduated from the oEF Pre-Bachelor certificate Teacher Training program
for primary school teachers. The overall graduation rate, when rt 

" 
p.ogra* wds completed at the end ofthe 1987-88 academic year, was 92.3 Vo.

The Demographics were as follows' Thirty two percent of graduates were female and 6gpercent were male. T$enty percent of the graduates were +t y"u6 old.or older. n 
"r" 

*"r" ili ;;;over 60 years old, and 3 of them were 67 years old. one oi these rvas female, trvo,of them were malc(Ozer,L99L).

University Degree Completion for Secondary School Teachcrs

This second teacher training project is a cooperar.ive efrort of Anadolu,s open Education Facultyand the Ministry of Education' The aim of the program is to provicle one-year of ad6itonal education tothe secondary school reachers who have pr"uiourtf.o*pil# ,-;;;;;;;;ffi#,;ffi;il:
The university Degree program is designed to help rhem to ,pari""'rr"i. ilil;*;t *":il; Gteach a-*to promote the opportunity to-continue riieir 

"""d;;;;;;;eer by obtaining a university degree.

rf uni,v]lityDegree completion Program for secondary reachers began in April,1990 by enrollingapproximately 54,000 te-achers in several subjects. These were, iurkish L"rg"*g; ;; ii'r"".-u,u.", Hisrory,Geography, Mathematics, Biology, chemistry and Physics. During the 1gg2-g3 acadenric year, orherbranches of the deere- 
-cgmpletion 

program like language ,"r"fi.;ic;;;, ;_"*';;i;*,"hi
Physical Education, and painring began (Ladolu u'io=ersit"., irra:'-vrruq.' 

r rv.w'r G

Since 1980, when the open Education Faculty begur,, the number of stgdents rrtro enrolled inuniversities,'including the open Education Faculty, increased from 3@,000 to g00,000. In spite of theoverall increase in nurnbers of students in university programs, the proportion of students accepr.ed intotradirional university programs has declined whiie- thJ proporlion of studenrs accepted into openEducation Programs has-increased during the past ten years. For example , oat.af.3zz,3?J students rvhowere etrrolled in university programs in 1993-g4, ?81.,"r03,or g7.4 p"."rrr, ;;;;;iffi in traditional
universities' During that same year 4o,611students,or 12.6percent rvere enrolled in the open Education
Faculty.

In 1990-91, however, 798,500 students were enrolled in both traditional and open universityprograms' of those, only 434,748, or 54-4 percent were admitted to traditional unire rsities rvhile 363,752
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or 45.6 percent were admitted to the Open Education Faculty (Anadolu Universities, 1992). These figures

reflect the fact that, although nearly twice as many students have been accepted into university programs

over the past ten years, the Open Education Faculty is absorbing almost half of that population. In other

words, while the proportion of students in traditional university programs has decreased, the proportion

of students in Open Education Faculty Programs has increased.

Pedagogical Design of Instruction.: Similar materials are used for the Degree completion program as

for the Pre-Bachelor Program. The primary medium of instruction is print material supplemented by TV
and Radio broadcasts. At the beginning of the program, fifty-five books were prepared and published for
the seven branches of study. Each book consists of eight units. All units are written and produced by the

content experts who are drawn from diverse academic communities throughout Turkey under contract to
the Open.Education Faculty Board of Commissioners..Lecturers on broadcast television are given by

academicians connected with one of the major universities. These lectures, alongwith books which are

mailed to students, comprise the major part of the instructional package. Feedback is provided through

tests and self instructional materials placed at the end of reading sections in the units.

The program in each subject consists of eight units of instruction for each of seven fields or branches

of study (see Table 3). The television programs which reinforce the print materials run about twenty

minutes per broadcast. TV and radio programs are produced by the Open Education Faculty and

broadcast by Turkish Radio and Television (TRT) on Channel 2 (or TV2) in the morning and channel4
(or TV4) in the afternoons. Radio programs are broadcast during weekdays on Monday, Wednesday and

Friday nights(Yangin,1989). A total of 296 TV programs rvere produced and broadcast in 1997-92 for a

total of 99 hours and 144 radio programs were produced and broadcast in 48 hours of programming.

Examinations : Examinations for both of these programs are set under the auspices of the Anadolu
Computer Centrd, twice a year- One of the examinations is mid-term, the other is the iinal exami nation.The

examinations are weighted 30%, for mid-term and't07t, for the final examination. Apart from these.

there is a make up examination opportunity for students who have failed. The composidfri\
make-up examination is similar to ,that of the final examination and is used in the same manner. -

Examinations use a multiple choice test system and are taken in 23 centres around the countrv.

Courses : The secondary teacher degree completion program consists of seven branches of study.

The seven branches of study reflect the subject specialities of secondary school teachers who participate

in the Degree Completion Program. The courses are designed to update leachers knowledge particularly

in the areas of Science and mathematics. The curriculum is similar to a traditional undergraduate degree

program. Each of the branches includes its own subject related to that area of study. For example, Turkish

Language and Liteiature has 64 units of instruction covering 9 subject areas. Eight of the units is broadcasr

by television. Fifry-six of them are broadcast by radio. Each broadcast program, whether radio or
television, is approximately 20 minutes long. All 64 units of instruction have their orvn print materials.
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Tabie 5

't990-91 Academic Year
University Degree Completion for Secondary School Teachers

lblevision and Radio programs

Branches Number
of units

Television Radio

Number of
Programs

Sroadcast
fime

Number of
Programs

Broadcast
fime

l.Turkish lang.
'' and I lteratur-e
2.'History
3. Geography
4. Mathematics
5. Biology
6. Chemistry
7. Physics
..Courses for all

64
64
56
56
56
64
64
16

8
8

74
56
s6
64
64
16

i 50'
160'
4go'
1120'
1 120'
1280'
1280'

3ZA'.

56
5b

i:

It20'
1 120',
644'

Total 440 296 59201 144 2880'

(source: The Open Education Faculty Degree Completion Unit, May; l!_92)

Graduation and Drop-out in the Degree Completion Program: . Since the degreelcompletion

program for secondary teachers is still in its beginning stages, full statistics are not yet avaitable. Of the

estimated 50,000 teachers.who have'enrolled 8,525 graduated in 1991 with a bachelor's degree.

Table 4
iggo-gr Academic Year- ffiversity O"gree Compietion for Secondary School Teachers
Graduates

Branches
Number of
Graduates

.1. 
Turkish tanguage
and Literature

2. Historl,
3. Geography
4. Mathematics
5. BioLogy
6. Chemistry
7. Physics

4903
708

2322
163
293
7A
(r(r

Total 85 25

(Source: The Open Education Faculfy Degree Complerion Unit, May, 1992)
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Conclusion

Both the Pre'Bachelor Certificate Program (onlisans) for primary school teachers and the Univer-
sity Degree Completion Program (Lisans Tamamlama)for secondary school teachers have realised their
goal of providing additional educational opportunities for almost 200,000 teachers in Turkey for whom
in-service education was prtiviously unobtainable- If numbers are a measure of success, then the pre-
Bachelor Program was highly successful. Virtually all of the teachers who enrolled in the program
completed it successfully. The cipportunity to receive training beyond the six year minimum post elemen-
tary education,which manyhad received, was very well received by teachers. At the end of the three year
period of the project, approximately 130,000 teachers were educated by distance methods through the
Aradolu University open Education Faculty. This education providei a wide range of advantages to
teachers by updating their knowledge, keeping their minds iresh and promotinj their profeisional
lives.Their status and their salaries have increased and they have gained promotion rithin the Minisry of
Education structure.
' It is still too eady to evaluate the i;uccess of the degree completion program for secondary teachers.

Because many of the teachers are at different educational levels,'it is diffrcult to estimate the length of
time all will take [o complete the program. However, since there are fewer secondary ."r,""r teachers in
this-;n19je.ct, 

ft 
may be possible to provide moro counselling and rutoring support than was previously

avaiXable in the larger scale primary teacher project. It is hoped that most of the over 50,000 secondary
teachers will be successful in earning their bachelor's degree and upgrading their skills: The indicators
are promising' Already between 8,000 and 10,000 are preparing to giaduateihis semester.

The teagher training projects in Turkey have been judged successful by the Ministry of Education,
Anadolu University Open Education Faculty and many of the teachers. Through the use of distance
education media and materials, teachers were offered an opportunity to keep pace with developments in
education and work toward improving their teaching situations without havirg to disrupt theii teaching
schedules. There is no other way that such a large number of teachers could receive this type of cost
effective training.
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yrylo pM,El{Ig F Dls rAry cr ED u cArro NPROGRAMME IN NEW^Bbf,N'CARE
*

MS, PITY KOUL
II{TRODUCTION

The status of new born care in rndia is a matter of grave concern and has serious implications foroverall health status of children. Even though ,h" ;p;;;;;;";], r,"urtr, care services have resurted inbringing down the infant mortality rat", th" n"onutal mtrtarity rur" ir.tiu very high. Th".r*ru,a -ortalityis due to combination of factors i""rraiffior hearth ,ru,u, tr iil" morher during pregnancy, inadequareantenatal care, unsatisfactory derivery pi"ti""., aod inapproipr'ial hanafing of new born.This state of affair calls for well trained health workers mainly at grass root Ievel equipped with
*H'ff #:,:"1'5::flJ."Jding 

new io'" 
""." 

services effectively be cause 8vvoof rurar foiurarioo is

The need for improvement in quality of traiuing of all categories of health workers has also beendocumented' there is a,serious l'u"ai"uf io-P"r:tqLg *i"i"i""rironment. As per Reporr of HighPower committee of Nursing 
""4 

Nut.iog 
fr9res1lo1a, 

i. i-sg;,'*,e currenr rraining merhodorogies,training facilities and raininglituation r"r""ul, that hearth *orL*. u." not b.eing sufficiently equipped todeal with the health problerns including the proutems of new born. considering the fact that there is animperative need to equip them with the"nece'.rury r".ou.*s and skills to 
"ruutJtt "* 

," *".r effectively

ilJIHX}!::;#;:" 
is a need to devise an altlrnative ***gr;ioainingto 

",uui"in", ro discharge

This need can be met by the use of multimedia approach also described as distance education whichis best suited for trial under 
",or"rt 

condition. The disiance 
"ao*Jo, 

is of immense importance to meet

;[,::,ffii;:,rilJ:ffi:,iltyiltTi:.f;i**:;;ffi:sirua,ionunar,"iri,i", updatingor

Though the concept of distance eiucation in health areas in both-developed and developingcountries is of very 
'""t't origin'but i;;;;; has indicared quit" u r"* oumber of courses being offeredthrough distance mode, in ux'o.u- Athabascca, td, ilJ;r,i, s"o,ru.,a and so on. Similarly in IndiacMC' vellore is offering a few programmes in hospital ua*iri*t*tion through distance learning incollaboration with Pilani (BITS) and iulane. Nationarinstitr," ,in*r,i il;;ily;;il;)e is offeringprogramme on health and rvelfare management through,distaoce,rearning for Doctors. At prcsentIGNOU has taken the Iead to launch B'sc Itiursing for insJrvice nurr.., and is pranning to raunch moreprogrammes such as MCH, Ge{atrics and on Aidi. :

The present paper focuses on modern cost effective method of training_that can be applied in anysitpation for various categories of health f-i"r.io"a. ,t . ;;;,;,"nr..", and other para professionals.The paper would review in briei:_
* Concept and characteristics ofdisfance cducation.
* The need and challenges of distance education programme.
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* Salient features sf llaining and training environment.
* Target group.
* Strategy of distance education programme in New Born Care.
* Designing and development of distance education programme.

Concepts and Characteristics of Distance Education:-

variety of terminologies have been used to designate distance education such as Telenseignment in
France, Frenstudirrm in Germany, Education Distaniia in Spanish speaking countries and so on.

Distance Learning_is an educational approach in which a significant part of the teaching takes place
at distance i'e. the teacher and the student do not need to be ii the same place at the same time. The
teaching is provided through study materials using a variety of educational media which may include print
material, audio-tapes, video-tapes, radio, television o. 

"r"., 
satellite transmission combined with some

face to face teaching, guidance and counselling.

Distance Educatioriui-, ,o foster an independent and self sufficient learner.
Characteristics of Distance l-earning/Education

* The quasi-permanent separation of teacher and learner throughout the length of the learning
process; this distinguishes it from conventional face to face etlucation.

* The influence of arr educational organization both in planning and preparation of learnilg materials
and the provision of student support seryices.

n The use of technical media-print., audio, video oi computer, to unite teacher and learner and carry
the course.

* The quasi-permanent absence of a learner group so that people are usually taught as individuals
and not in groups.

Besides these, three other characteristics that can be iclentified with the distance education are:
Teaeher facilitates learning but does not have the major responsibility to teach

* Learning in one's own home environment helps the student to develop a self confidence which is
mostly lacking in the conventional teaching environment and

'r AnY training which requires mainly community based learning such as for the pHlHFA
ANM,would be more suited to a programme of distance eclucation.

Need and Challenges

In India, new born care services are provided by various categories of health professionals at vzuious
levels of care.

Neonatologists Pediatricians/Pediatric Surgeons General Medicat practitioners

Nurses ANMs TBA, etc.

The curriculum o{ medical" and nursing education does not give much input in'neonatal training,
Although need for training has been realized by health planners prJfessional bod'ies f rvNi .r..1 and nurse
educators, but so for there is no formal training (basicand continuing education pr"gr".*"1 in this area
exceptsomeshorttermtrainingcoursesbeingorgarrizedbyvariousinstitutions.

Thebasic trainingprogrammes are designed in such a waythat nervborRcare forms a part of tiaining.
The course content is integrated in viuious courses at basic and post-basic levels of tiaining such aspediatric nursing, community health and obstetri-c.nursiug without aoy.pe"ification of.hgurs allorted to
course content in nerv born care.
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It has been seen thatmajority of these programmes are not relevant to current social and health needsof community and there is serious handicaps in training fr"p*r 
"r 

rrigh power co--iti"", rssp).
In most of the institutions, the most common method of teaching is didactic lecture. Training reliesupon orientation of the student to tcxt books and-pap", und p"r"illTh" l"".rr".s are not exposed to clinicaland field practice area because of inadequate facilities in various irr.titutiorrs. The training is teacher-basedand subject centred with no emphasis oo lea.rrer-barea t ai.ri.rg a.ra p.oute* solving. There is dearth .fteaching and learning material. The material is mostly r"."rg" prirications rvhich are not suited to ourneeds.

Due to all these reasons the health professionals (nurses) posted in neonatal units suffer from largelacunas in their basic training' To overJme this, a holistr" ,ppi*r, in training is needed to meet healthneeds of newborn in hospital, community and family. e..o"il u ai.iun"" education programrne for targetgroup could be developed to address the needs of new born 
"ur".-'.."-- 

vuswo*uu Pru*ra

Target Group

The programme of new born care could be designed for various categories of health professionalsviz' doctors' nurses' ANMS and other health para-p.ofessionals. But, underiurrenf situation and trainingfacility, training needs and training status, it woutdie.suitable for p.acticirr*;;;:;;;ior- ,n" majorityof the nursing manpower and have pivotal role in delivery of t 
"uiih"u." 

system as a whole in hospital andcommunity' The programme could be developed after iientifrcarion of training needs.
The entry level for admission to this programme could be General Nurse Midwife or B.Sc (N)(RNRM) with 2-3 years of work experience in the profesdon, 

-- '
Objectives of the programme

* Strengthen knoWledge and skills in new born care 1

* Improve essential new born care practices
* Provide quality care to high risks and sick +eonates.
* Develop clinical competence to provide quality care
* Develop managerial skills in organising new born care units and services* Participate in training and research activity

" Develop an effective multimedia package of learning materiar ( self instructional material)
Strategr for designing distance education programme in new born care

In the overall strategy of training distance education could be adopted as an adjunct to the needbased orientation' To know its validitylistar.. l"*"i.g ;ffi;;anized in spegific areas of new borncare on pilot basis and later on developed to produce ones leadiig to the diplorru o. d;;;;r: #;programme will expose the learner to thi society in which he/she i. rt;r* and *orking. H"n"r, then thesociety with which health worker interacts is not a page of curricurum, It becomes.a dynamic naturalenvironment which the student can see' question, inier*""t so as to develop practical experience to dealthe situation with confidence. ' a---

The following are the important steps in developing such a programme.
The course to be designed on the actual tasks to be performed by the Health professionals.

Multi-disciplinary approach would be far more effective than the traditional segm.ented approach oftraining programme' The course contents are developeo uy u gronp;i"*;ffi;dii! or.p""iuti.r.ln
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(i) Subjed matrer (ii) Educational rechnology (iii) Media
(iv) Evaluation (v) Counselliog

The package so developed must be pretested before use.
For this Intra-departmental coordination would be needed with AIR, Doordarshan, (JGC, IGNouand university departmen[ o[ distance education.
A careful monitoring of the program*" *o.o*oarison of the students performance with traditionaliburses wourd be rhe beJ *ay ro'j ufi" T 

effi cacy 
"i 

;tr";;.ar"rrior, programme.
Steps in planning and development

* Designing of Material _ Curriculum and Course Material
* Production of Course Material
* Distribution of Course Material

" fnstructional System
* Suppori,services
*. Assessment/Evaluation System
* Systems Management and Mainrenance of Records o[ Learners

Designing of ilre curricurum 
gvqr,!r'

The certificate'Programmel of 16 credits (8 credits in.theory and g credits in practical) in new borncare could be developed/organized for target group on pilot basis. i3xperts from the field courd be invorvedin identifying course conteni to be designei in-the for*;i;i;;trli ur,it.. Each course wi, be presentedin the form of multimedia package ;;;irs 
"i;;#;; tl*1., uuaio-video componenrs, contactsessions' assignments' librarywor{ hbotutory *o.L/clinicai*o.r. u.a pr.;"ct work. The proposed coursecontent could be designed in following areas :_

(a) Physiology of reproductive system and fetar development.
(b) Basic concepts and definition.
(c) Organizing neonatal care units
(d) preventive neonatology

(e) perinatal problems

(f) Assessment and care of normal and sick new born baby
(g) Systemic disordersnewborn babies 

:

(h) Surgical problems of neonares

(i) Therapeutic procedures and handling of equipmcnts.
Course Preparation

Learningmaterial in the form of self instruction
various specialitv/areas crrn. qc r$o^-^+r^_-. 

,:l 
T.u*:talwillbeprepared byteams of expetts drawn

ffi ;:m:f :'",?jffi ::.,1i:::;:*,::r.,.ffi ffi l,ff ::"X,*:_*J:1I,i*:Hi::*il;
}:"HL'J,?:ff :.ff ::'r:;':y:::::*ril{;*-*iiliilil:lTx:'iiT:"1";;[:,xrffi :T:

,rr* 
"a "or"O*ir,example B.Sc. Nursi ng progra mme i Man agement programme 

etc.

ron of courses in a perticular field of study for

2. Orie btoct is:equal'to 1 credit and I credit equals to 30 study hours. Each block contains a numbe, o, un,o.' ** *,oisan individuat interactive, self-instructional lesson. Ircontains orientation il;il covered and excercises to hetp rhe studentslearn rhe materiar. A unit generafiy consists of 15-1? printed pages of A4 size ( s000.- 6000 word$).
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previewed and reviewed by the faculty as well as outside media experts and edited or modified, wherever
necessary, before they are finally despatched to the Study Centres and Doordarshan.

Froduction of Course Material

The materials designed by subject experts have to be produced in a form suitable for use by the
students. This means, the course material h sent for composing and printing and alsb producing T.V. and
radio programmes in the studio before they are distributed to the learners.

Distribution of Materials l

Once the text material is produced/printed, then it has to be despatched ro the learners by post. It
may include open circuit or cable and a satellite transmission of Radiotnd T.V. progra*irnes. Methods
of delivery needs to'be efficient, reliable and cheap. Distribution can.be direeJ to the- student,s home or
indirect to the centre where from theycollect, dependingupon convenience of students andalsothe system
followed by the institution. : :. .

The mpst important thing is to get the material to the point of use and iu time by the students. The
students must know exactly,

* What theywillaex receive

* Where they will receive it
* [fow to go and get it if this is necessary :

Instructional System

Different methods will be used to communicate with students at a distance. Usually Multimedia
approach in instruction is followed; It comprises;'** 

Self-instructional printed course material .

* * Assignments for assessment and feedback
** Supporting audio-video programmes

** Face-to-face counselliug by academic counselors at Study Centres.
** Practical at designated Study Work Centeres

, ** Telecast of Video Programmes on National network of Doordarshan
** Broadcast of Audio programmes by All India Radio
** Teleconferencing

Support Services

ln order to provide individualized support to the students srudy centres/work centers are established
throughout the country. At the study centres, the students interact with the Academic Counsellors/clinical
specialistVlaboratory demoilstrat'ors and othei students, refer to books in the library, watcfllisten to
video/audio cassettes. They also have an opportunity to contrult withCmrdinator on administrative and
academic matters. At work centres, students let practical experience and interact with fieid staff.

Assessment of LearnerslEvaluation System

Like any other educational system, the final criteria by which distance education is judged is the
quality of its product - be it a certificate, diploma or a degree. .,,,,

The assessment of the learners will be done by :

(a) Self - evaluation exercises within each unit of studtri (need nor be submitted for evaluation).
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(b) Continuous evaluation in the form of periodic assignments. These can be Tutor Marked
and Computer Marked assignments.

(c) Term End examination which will be conducted every year at study centres.

Systems management and the maintenance of records of learner

This includes appointmefis of staff, setting budget, accoun[ for e4penditure, purchase supplies,
6xi4aining building and equipment, orgauize internal and external mailing services etc. It also includes
students information system such as

- acc-urat€ information to students and public

- quick and eflieient respotrse to queries made by learners and pullix

- maintaining and updating the records of students pertaining to the registration, admission and
evaluation

- quick response in termq of comments on assignments

Conclusion :

Distadce education has enormous potential for extending educational opportunities and for trans-
forming patterns of professional and vocational.training mainly in the ,r"u of continuing education of
health professionals.

In the context of technical advances in new born care there is a great danger of a health professional
to become obsolescent. Consequently these professionals need mid career t.uinirg to update, to upgrade,
tobroadeuanddiversistheirknowledgeandski1lstoremaincompetentintheirprofession'

Programmes leading to degrees or diplomas are to be offered to meet these requiremgntsand often
there is a limitation for meeting such requirement by conventional means because oi probtJms of access,
relevance and cost effectiveness. In such situation distance educaiion offers a great challenge. These
techniques could be seriously considered for training in new born care by keeping following-points in
mind:-

(a) Regulatiou of admissions on the basis of man power requirement

(b) Organizing and arranging intensive contact programmes

(c) Utilizing a variety of communication technologies and coltaborative effort within and among
the country.

(d) Establishing work/skill cenrres.

(e) Identi$ing technical comrnittees at local and regional level for quality assurance.

The programme being highly technical and s,kill oriented in nature, quality can be ensured by
producing quality print material (self instructional); with appropriate tutorial support, guidance and
counselling and intensive practical contact programme, satellite transmission, electronic *Jdiu, projects,
case studies, exercises etc. and t';oper feed-back systenrs to monitor the effectiveness of the programme.
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* The University of Phitippines Distance Education Program*

PROF, ELIzuBETH LOKENZANA DIAZ"*'

To many of us, distancc education is nothing new. Personally, I was first introduccd [o distance

education id the early 60s, when, fascinated by the possibilities of the broadcast media, decided to write

my MA thesis.on "The Use of Radio forClassroomTeaching" with thehope of developing and implement-

ing it in the Philippines. Unfortunately, no concerted efforts have been mad e to exploit the full

potential of radio and television for education ---- to solve the perennial problems of lack of schools,

qualified teachers and other resources. The specific term used for broadcasting in education is "educa-

tional broadcasting."

A brief historical background on distance education will sirow that it had its beginnings in

"correspondence education" in the lqte 19th century in Englaad and the United Statcs. The idea rvas to

improve the education of those who could not attend formal classes on-campus due to various.constraints

like geographic distance, family and work responsibilities. Until recently, "corresponden""..rLr..r" *"t"

consiclered inferior to the conve ntional kin<t tt learnirg.

It was only in the 1970s when the term "distance education" was used and in 1982 it rvas adopted by

the Internarional Council on Correspondence Education (ICCE), a major intemational body which is

now called the lnternational Council for Distance Education (ICDE). This council is the onlv worlchvicle

organization for open and distance learning and is responsible for "facilitating collaboration among its

member institutions worldwide and providing professional development opportunities for its flrembers

through regional and world conferences on open and distance learning. The ICDE plays an important

international leadership role in shaping the educational environment of the future."

What exactly is distance education? As the name implies, it is learning that takes place at a distance

where student and teacher are apart, unlike in conventional classroom learning where'both arc face-

to-face.'This educational approach is more a program of self-study/independent learniri!'r'ihere the

stucl6nt can learn on his own, ai his orvn pace, time and place - whether for formal or non-formal eclucation.

However, some face-to-face instinces can be scheduled for specific activities like orientations, consult-

ations and examinations,DE makes use of a range of strategies and communication technologies like print,

audio, video, CD-ROM an( other new technologies combining telephone, computer and interactive

communication facitities to provide learning opportunities off-campus. One important characteristic of

* paper <Jelivered during rhe selrinar-rworkshop of "Upgrading Teaching and Strategrc Planning lbr Errglish by the

president's Comnritteeon the Improvemenr of EnglishTeachingon October 5-1,1gg1at the ST1'C'ISN!EI) Audiroriurrr, UP

Dilinran. 
.

*, Tlre author is Associate professor of Broadcast Conrmunication at the College of Mass Comltrtrnicatiotr arrd Direclor.

Distance Education progranl. UP Dilinran.
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DE is the need to individualize learning. Much of the learning which will take place is rhe sruclenr,s
responsitrility and will depend on the degree of his commitment to pursue a career,

Many advantages can be offered by DE such as: serving the educational needs of students at all levels
in a wide variety of courses, expand opportunities for education especially for the disadvantaged sectors
and improve the quality of teaching with the use of the best teachers and resources. AII these benefits
outweigh the'disadvantages of: isolation of studept$, rote learning, prejudice against correspondence
education and the high rate of drop-outs. Most of these limitations can now be overcome with the use of
new technology.

The University of the Philippines has taken up the challenge to provide the growing demand for
quality education iri the country by launching its distance, educarion program. Basically, the DEp rarionale
emphasizes democratizing access to higher education by overcoming rie economic p;;i;;., geographi-
cal constraints, the rigid structure of conventional education, strict aimission rules, lamily.".pi.rriuilii".
and restrictive academic caleindars. The UP as pacesetter in higher education and as the premier state
university offers the widest range of academic and professional fields of study and can draw from its existing
academic resources,-faculty, research programs, the College of Mass Communication (CMC), the Institute
of Development Communication (IDC) and the Institute of Science and Mathematics Education Develop.
ment (ISMD) to develop its distance education program capability.' 

The n'eed for institutional self-renewal can be met through the estbblishment of DE which will provide
thc opporruniry ro review, improve una upgrua" u.p.,s ow'L;;;.r, 

", 
;";J;;",i."ur'inL,itrrion.

The DEP is U.P.'s response to "global development and institutional renerval." Studies have proven
thal Distance Educalion is an effective alternate mode of education - "an alter'a[]".-* ,."aiii.rli
classroom learning,"and U.P. is challenged.

The DE organizational structure is headed by the President who presides over his Advisory Council
(PAC) in formulating strategies, policies and programs. The System DE Office is in rurn headed by the
Executlve Director, Dr. Ma. cristina padolina and serves as the ,focal pont ro, ;il;;;;;;;il;;
in the university in planning, organiz4tion, monitoring and evaluation.,,it 

" 
E*."rri." Oir*olt 

""al,fr.ExecutiveCommitteecomposedoftheCampusDEOfficesofeachautonomousunir headedbyaDi.ector.

Presently, Manila's Director is Dr. ArLuro Pesigan; Los Banos, Dr. Felix Librero; Visayas, Dr. Aurora
Fe Bautista and Diliman, the author, the functioni of the Campus DE Offices are: ',to p.o*or", ftun,
conceptualize and coordinate the implementation of, monitor and evaluate DE programs and providc
expertise and nceded support by,the academic units in developing instructional iu,Jriuts, for use in the
DE mode.

Thc basic rQsourccs for rhe DEF will be provided by.the university's exisfing qualirv faculty, library
and'other instructionalfacilities anddegree programswhichcanbe modified for DBcost-effectively. The
experiences of the UP Los Banos, Diploma in Science Teaching School-on-the-Air and the Telemedicine
project of up Mahila can also provide other expertise and resources.

ry-r 
it11994 operating funds, UP received a lump5um of P6.9 M for DE in the General Appropriations

Act' The ISMED Science Education via TV project also received an allocarion of prj M foi 1994.
Financial assistance and instructional support is actively being solicited from UK, Australia, Canada,
Israel, France, Germany, the US, UNESCO and tJNDp
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So far, the UP Diliman DEP has received the following curriculum and course proposals:

College of Architecture, Master in Architecture; College of Arts and Letters, Speech and Drama

(voice and Diction); uP college Baguio, Master of Arts Program and Diploma in Physical Education;

Collegeof Education,Celtificate, DiplomaandMAinEducation; College ofSocialWork and Community

Devel,opment, Master in Social Wor[ and School of Urban and Regisaal planning, Diploma in Land Use

Planning (possible AIDAB grant from Australia).

The most urgent need of the UP-DEP is the fraining of personnel of distance education who have

to be informed abOut the overall functioning of the DE system. In this connection, many'orientations,

seminars and workshops h4ve been and are being scheduled and it is hoped that more faculty can avail of

these training programs.

The University of the Philippines envisions the establish*ent of an Opea University which will serve

as its fifth campus principally responsible for overall planning, resource generation, coordination and

monitoring of the conduct of DE and will operate from all AUs of the system. Regional centres will

also be esta.blished to administer local student support services.

The University of the Philippines is advocating the passage of a pending bill iu the Senatq on the

establishment of an Open Universiry pafierned after the British Ope+ University with the UP as the

implementing institution, considering the many advantages, it possesses and can offer, particularly the

manpower required, its credibility and experience in quality higher education.

Education at a distance has moved beyond correspondence learnirg especially with the increasing

use of communication technologies. Today, Distance Education has come up topar and sometimss even

superior to conventional education/learning on-campus. 
1

With rnore and more administrators and educators realizing and implementing the unlimited

potentials of DE for quality higfrer education, the country can be assured of achieving its educational

objectives more efficiently and effectively.
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PROF. RAT. KHANNA

we all are well aware that Distance Education has revolutionized the very concept of education. Ithas gained popularity all over the world as a means of universalizing and democratizing education. wehave come to realize that the traditional system of education is not enough to impart education at all levelsand to all kinds of people especially in the developing countries like India. Disrance Education hasemerged as an alternative system of education

The wide-spread urge for higher education witnessed in the developing as well as the developedcoun[ries' and the inability of the conventional universities to i-purt such education, has given impetus tothe growth of this system' we can say without exaggeration that Distance Education if going to be anessential part of life for the coming generations ail over the world.
According to the constitution, lndia was committed to provide within ten years frec antl compulsoryeducation to bovs and girls upto the age of 14- Even tiil tgizthis goal h* ;;;'o;;;;;"d. Accordingto the Report of the committee headed by acharya Rammu*ny 116oo;, only 4t.9voof the boys and.6l.5v,of the girls in the age group of 6-14 do not attend schools. tf ihe constitutional commirment is to behonoured, Distance Education is the only answer. The biggest attraction of distance eclucation institutionsis that they can meet the educational needs of the millions of students irrespective ,f their places ofresidence' irrespective of their age and irrespective of their socio- economic positions. There mav be somepractical constraints but undoubtedly one national university ; 

";;;;',;'*i"i" ,rr,rn and rhis ispossible onlv through the growth o[ modern communica.ion t".nnJrJgy;;,;ilr"i;; ,.. in highereducation' That is why Distance Education is called multimedia teaching learning sys1em. It makes useof various communication media tik" p.i,rr"d;;;;;;;;;a"*tl, uraio-uia"o casserres ancr compurersto carry knowledge to the stuclents. Therefore, we can easily define distance education as a teaching-

ffi;:ft:ffifl|Hli;Jjil'. separated from the teacie., uy u pr,yri.ul distance which is bridge;r

Almost all lhe countries of the world, both developed and developing, have acknowledged rhc basicimportance of the system of Distance Education as a method of taking education tothose wh0 were earlierdeprived of opportunities of learning through the formal system.'Io both developed and developingcountries' Distance Educarion has become popula. with the .Jr.^,i".i.rs and the planners hecause of irsutility,highproductivity,grearerflexibititv,cost-effecriue"";r;;;;;"orn**i"u,i"ri..ir.,,,gv. 
Todaymore than 70 countries of the world a.e offering Distance raurrtio., progr;;;;;'.ent fbrms, atdifferent levcls. to ditf'erenr tvpes of peopte. rn"[ndia, 

"lr;;.;;;.rri* 
nrrli*ror,,.or,..u a lor of
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credibilitywhich canbe seenfrom the fact that daybyday- multitudes of eager learners are getting attracted
towards it.

Distance Higher Education in India has two major forms today (1) open universities which are set
up throWh parliamentary or state legislative statutes and hence are fully autonomous ih all academic,
administraLive and financial matlers as the other conventional universities are. (2) Departments or
Directorates of Correspondence Studies run by the conventional universities. They confine their study
programmes mostly to the traditional courses in various disciplines. These departments or directorates
are controlled and financed by their respective universities and therefore, do not enjoy academic,
administrarive and financial autonomy as is enjoyecl by the open universities.

In my brief paper I want to bring out certain problems which are being faced hy the Deparrments ol
Correspondence Studies in India both at the micro as well as macro levels, both at the theoretical as well
as at the practical levels. These problems are fundamental to the very existence of distance education
instituted and hence they should be tackled seriously so that we are able to guide the process o1
development of this system which has immense potentialities for the coming gene.atio.rs.

The most vital question before us is whether we are going to be tagged for ever tg the conventional
universities having no Academic, Administrative and Financial autonomy ? At present correspondence
departments are controlled and financed by their respective universities and hence have no freedom to
frame their syllabi to innovate their system of examination. They have no oprion but t o tollow the syllabi
of the traditional universities and adhere to their examination pattern. Sometimes the syllabi and courses
of reading are finalized at such a late stage that it becomes, if not impossible, verv difficult to prepare the
study material in time for the students. Because after we get the curiiculum, the study material is written,
got printed and then mailed to the students. And it requires sufficient time to go through all these activities.
Similarly, the administrative and financial powers bf the correspondence deparrments are very limited, as
a consequence sometimes they feel greatly constrained and hence hampered in their activities. And above
all the representation of these departments on the higher decision-making.bodies of their respective
universities is very marginal. As a result their peculiar stand point is not properly represented before any
decision is taken at the university level. The formal bodies of universities play a dominant role in taking
decisions regarding the problems in the distance teaching directorates or departments. This asymmetry
destroys all initiatives taken by these departments for devising innovations.

Inspite of the fact that it is almost two decades that correspondence departmcnrs are the part of the
conventional universities, the higher authoriti-es usually fail to appreciate their specific a problems. They
fail to understand that even if they are Jhe departments of the university, thev har,e their peculiar naturc
and hence required specilic treatment. As a result, the departments of Correspondence Studies are
put into great inconvenience which ultimately leq$s [o great frustration.

It is really surp_rising that inspite of the fact that almost forty one universirics off,er correspondencc
courses, no well defined policy for funding these institutions or departments exist. I( is high time that at
the micro or institutional level the position of the departments of correspondcnce studies is reviewed
thoroughly. Their objectives should be properly defined and their potentiais should be fully explored and
put into the service of society. For correspondence system to succeed, it is not only desirable but also
necessary that efforts be made to knit this educational system into the social fiber of the country at all
Ievels.

Besides there are certain problems which we face within the system itself. Problems such as excessive
enrolment of students, failure to use latest communicaLion technology, poor q\ralitv of study material, poor
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counse[ing and'guidance, lackrof motivation and absence of continuous student evaluation etc. lead to

the deterioration of qudlity of Distance Education. Indepth studies and researches are to be undertaken

in this regard so that we can bring about some improvement in the quality of the study programmes.

At the macro or national level what had been conspicuous so far is the absence of any perspective

planning regarding Distance Education. So far as the functions of the conventional universities are

corrcerred, *e arevery clear, but the functions ofthe institutes ofdistance education have not been defined

with precision- The system is still evolving. We are still far from sure whether the departments of

"orr"ipooddnce 
studies would have the same function as those of the departments of the conventional

universities? [f yes, in what respect we differ from the other departments and if no, what precisely would

be the functions of Depariments of Correspondence Studies?

The role of U.G.C. in macro level planning of corrbspondence or distance education in India may

be taken ihto consideration here. The U.G.C. has been guiding the establishment of distance education

institutes in tndian universities through elaborate guidelines prepared by it for the establishrnent of

correspondence course. It has a Standing Committee on Distance Education which formulates policies'

The U.G.C. deals with Distance Education separately from the other departments of teaching and

research in the universities, and has special rules for the financial grants to the correspondence courses

on the recommendations of the inspection committee deputed by the U.G.C. The latter gives grants to

the universities starting new courses or departments of Distance Education. Originally the U.G.C. used

to give financial aid to the university departments which were running on a deficit only. ,But this policy

was later changed and the U.G.C. started giving grants to all the institutions irrespective of rvhether they

were making profit or loss. The Inspection Committee examines the need and relevance of programmes

proposed to be started, the competence of the university to manage the course, the competence of the

reaching staff and other facilities available in the university relevant to.the coutse. On the basis of the

recommendations of the committee, funds are allotted for a specific programme. Beyond that, U.G.C.

has not been seriously concerned with the management of correspondence courses. Guidelines are often

notstrictlyadheredtO. Nostepsaretakentoregulatethequalityofteachingmateriatsandotherfunctions.

Conseque4tly it is upto a particular university whether academic standards are maintained or not. Thus

we find,that the system of correspondence studies is running in the universities of the country rvithout any

perspective planning.

No doubt, recently under the chairmanship of Dr G.Rqm Reddy, U.G.C. has set up: (i) A Working

Group on Distance Education; and (ii) A Hlgh Level Committee. These committees have considered

the pioblems of the institutes of distance education thoroughly and had prepared the proposals for

upgiading the correspondence courses institutes or directorates to the Distance Education Mode- These

pioporuli were discussed in May 1993 in the meeting of the Vice-Chancellors of 18 universities having

institutes of Distance Education, Taking into consideration the various recommendations made by these

committees, the U.G.C. has prepared a detailed and concrete proposals indicating possible aetion and

steps neede{ to be taken at various levels for their implementationtry the universities having dcpartments

of distance education. We have yet to see whether these guidelines would strengthen the Distance

Education',in the country,or whether they would meet the same fate as has been met by the previous

guidelines.

Agair-r, with the establishment of a few open universities and more particularly Indira Gandhi

National Open University, there was a hope that various departments of correspondence studies in the

country would be coordinated in a better manner since the parliamentary starute establishing this

univeriity entrusted to it the responsibility of promoting and funding the system of Distance Education
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in the country but unfortunately, no worthwhile steps have been taken to implement this provision of the
Act of Parliament.

In the light of the above problems atrlicting this system and at ttre samE time taking into considera-
tions the great potentialities inherent in this system, a new national education policy should be formulated
which can guide the institutions of Distance Education more meaningfully and effectively.

Taking into consideration the national as well as the worldwide perspective, it is very clear that the
credibility of distance education no longer needs to be established. 

'It 
seems to b" ,.srrr"d of a b;igi;

firturebecause of the changed socialneeds, increased competitionwithinhigher education, disintegrating
curriculuri and the new communication technologSi and many other factors. There is no doubt that
distance education has come to stay. But now the problem before the planners is how to shape it.

The planning for the future development or organisation of educational prograrnmes through the
distance educatioo system wilt have to be done carefully. First of all we have to 

"uotr" 
some strate[ies to

encourage, strengthen and increase awareness about the system of distance educatiou as an alternative
effective and useful system of education highlighting.

The following steps arr suggested :

To think of planning at two levels : 'Micro' and 'Mcro'levels. 'Micro'level planning pestains to the
pedagogic aspects of distance education which includes : (a) planning and efficient infrastructure for
distance education institutions; (b) planning standard reading material for the students; (c) strengthening
efficient support services to the students in terms of delivery of the course material and othpr ,""".ru.y
facilities at the study centres ; (d) evaluation of the educational programmes for their academic excellencl
and their relevance to socio-economic needs; (e) use of electronic media-and comupters in distance
education system must be encouraged, with a view to develop and produce suitable multi-media
packages, distance education institutes must have technological expertise. Collaboration with
EMRCs and AVRCs for production and .evaluation of suitable audio and video programmmes can
strengthen this effort; (f) Research in the various aspects ofdistance education needs to be encouraged.

'Macro' Ievel planning is concerned with (a) planning the future of distance educaLion at national
and even at global levels. It should be in terms of forming associations of distanct learners at national and.
international levels for the promotion of its interests. The planning should be for nerworking and
collaboration at various levels towards strengthening the distance education system. (b) To study the
relatiouship between distance education system and the conventional'education system, the mode of their
converging and the possibility of their finally merging together. The institutes in both the distance
education system and conventional system should generate process of mutual undersLanding and col-
laboration for plaaning and development of various educational programmes conducive to national
development. The perpetual nnanciA crisis in the conventiorul ,,rriue.sities can be resolved to a great
extent if educational programmes pertaining to humanities and social sciences are transferred to distance
education institutes and the programmes related to sciences, medicine, engineering and technology and
other technical areas are confined to the conventional universities. Mutual exchange of teachers can also

be encouraged for the betterment of both the systems. One should always bear in mind that these two
systems are not iundamentally separate and distinct activities but are the parts,of larger activity called
education.
' With fhese measures we can anticipate a bright future for higher education in the 21st Century
not only in India but at the global level as well.
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Personal Encounters : Remedial classes For Distant Learners

MEERA MALIK

In the "National Pilot Training workhop on Distance Education" , -ury aspects of DistanceEducation were discussed thrashei"r,, ,rJ rlr-r;,;o:;;";ork-shop was a torch-bearer for rheplanning and execution of Distance Education i" Iodiu.;o; rr"r" , would like to draw atrenrion to animrportant s 'qgestion which has been armost totalry igror"a. 
-ii*us 

suggested, ,,provision 
of remediarlearning to the needy pupils, based on their performanJe in .espor.e sheets, could also ;;;;;';;liwhat have we done about remediar learninglor the distdnt l"u.i". ,l

NOTHING
or t9 put it gently, '\4uch remains to be done here." This paper is a humble attempt at making abeginning in this direction, in rhe teaching of Eng.ti.sh. It not u r"iJrrty discourse on teaching of Englishbut is based on my experience with the ,ria". gilar;;;#lla purticutarry on an inreresting andrewarding experiment, I undertook during our contact with the students. our under-graduate sflabus,has been vacillating from prebcribing Hura-y u.ra srr*".p"ur" iJrr"r"riut* cut and dried extracts aboutscience' inventions and, discoveries -- for th" a"*" level of studeot.. rhi, I am sure was a sincere atternptto somehow make the students proficienr in English. Brt *r iu* iailed. The studenrs orn.a..t throughcollege to the post- graduate level go on commirting rhe ,u-" l*grlg" ;;r'r'";.", il"" fhe blamesquarely on what is done-- or infaciwhat is not don!-- in our tuoguuge composition classes. Like thetutorials at the post-graduate level, composition classes in the coliege time-table are considered to besynonymous with 'Free Periods'. This is an extremely unforrunare ;"r"r";;;;;;;"r* ir is in rheseclasses that maximum work can be done. I have often heard,rr. urgu*"ot that those who use the languagewell cannot anallze it accurately or completely, and those *rro urr-ryr* it, often cannot use it. It may holdsome water' But the mass of under- graduate classes, leaving uuii" , few who come from the Englishmedium sehools, are a totally ignordnt lot so far as the usage 

"ig"gri*r, 
is concerned. The teacher has tocome to terms with this reality and work for improvemerrlat the isics in the composition crasses. Theteacher has to cope up-not only with the syllabus but also with what the student didn,t learn or wasn,ttaughl in the previous classes.

coming to the brass tacks and the realities of college curriculum: a method that achieves amazingre$ults but demands a half-hour a day per pupil in co..el,tion ,"o.,ta have to be set aside as impossible.Even spending 15 minutes per student per week amounts to 25 hours a week of a teacher corrections, ifthe teacher has four classes of25 studeits each. No wonder, the teachers and thg students give this up asan impossible project even in the formal system of education. r""firg rhese cohsrrairoirlira my pleais for a qualitative improvement in the *aythese .oo,pori,io, ;"il are tackred. Their frequency is nor
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so important' This is crucial to the l distauf learner. Because his contact with the teachers is minimal.lnfacr, I was astonisP4, rewarded by meeting_ ,i"." e..rpJ;rJ'*;';;;il Iill"."r.ion! rhelimitedtime,available duringtheper*raiCootuctfrogri ri'-esJoUaootbecome 
an alibi or alimitation.The key to our success was the way we oorrected th€se comporitioo. (please see Appendix I and,Il). Thecompositioa teachers are not proof- readers and rhe studeit.*po*" r" r"""i", Jrlr]-]iil;;;.;;;single feeble step toward real learning.

Recent researches in the psycholog5r of learning huy" 
"1nt 

u=d what good teaehers already knew,that people are more apt to learn fromlleir ,r"""*I", *,r" d"iri.ilures, that positive reinforcemenr ofright choice is more apt to increase learning efficiency. Mistakes are a normal part of the process oflearning' If strongly - deprecated they , !* u **t"ary i"ilbiting effect on rhe srudears. This isparticrrl4rly true of the distant learner, puy*i*uy ."parured f.ornthe peer group as well as the teacher.so the teacher has to be extremely sensiti-ve to rh";;;;;;;;;;. An armost idear system wourd be onein which the teacher was free of the alienating role of tt 
" "rro.+unter 

or penalizing judge and insteadwas able to assume a co_operating, praisin! rol", 
"rpq"iulr, 

*i,O those weaker students who needreassurance and encouragement ttJ.ort. - ' r - ----r !?' | '

At the same time, a desirable system should also be honest. It should not mislead a student intothinking that he had mastered more tilan i"f""t dha;. ,;;;*il;il;;;JlJujo",i" ,ii;"r|.ffi;:;are learning a foreign language and it certainly can', u" r"";ri*irn;"itJ"i,;u,l;; il;;..e of learninga second language, they will regularly produce ufterances in speech and writing which judged by the rulesof the second language are erroneous or ill-informed.
NowI come to the crucial point, how do we check the compositions and what is their purpose? (ple aserefer again to Appendix I 

1nd 
Ir) Broadly they bave ,h*" d;;;es: correction; remediar measure; andin the long run the formulation of syllabi. The need to -ur." iuigements on errors derives from twosources: frstly the need to assess learner's knowledge u.,a *""o.,aty to determine priorities for remedialmeasures' It was in response to the problems of rhe srudents thut l, in 

""il;;;;;; *in , coleagueprepared two audio-cassettes on i) How to use a dictionary and ii) Enhancing your vocabulary.
But to get back to the problem of checking and correction, it has to be a two-pronged approach: aqualitative linguistic classification of errors, and a quantitative statement of the relative frequency of eachtype oferror' we need anevaluation ofthe gravity of eachtypeoferrorandanexplanation of thecause of each rype of error so that we take appropriate *i"airr measures. riough having itslimitations' the traditional classification into errors of omission, addition, substitution , and word order isquite useful' The students were e ncouraged to bring their correet"d ho,,"- assignment sheets or responsesheets' Thiswasofgreathelpinestabishingthe.pattern 

and frequency of variouserrors.
It is important to distinguish between the gravity of different errors. Many red marks courd be dueto careless mistakes indicating sloppy work rather than lack of knowledge or practice -- e.g. forgottenterminal punctuation' capitals, ot *i^iog of tenses. A careful revision of the composition by the stuclentwould do wonders and must be strongly recommended. If the same error is made consistentry, it may bethat elementary as the mistake is, it-has been overlooked or unlearned at an earlier stage of Englishlanguage learning and will have to be treated now as a new pattern to be learnt. Tho mistakes must bestarred' classified' and provided a patterned drill to make the dril homework easier'for the teacher tocheck' The sentences are wtitte" o., a separate sheet of paper head"J*irh,h".orrect pattern. The student

;,"Jil::* 
to write additional l0 sentences of the srar;i;i"irr"rlrri. rvourd enabL him ro masrer rhar
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'1985.
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APPENDIX I

L€Yet BAI ' . il :':it '' 'i';- '':': 
:

Write a brief paragraph introducing yourielf:

My name is Rakesh Goyal. I live in Sector 38. I work in 
1 

office. We have just come to the city beautiful

.o t,h.ul f"* 2 fri"od.. ['am3 also studying by correspondence corse# I'play cricliet and ] tihto ieri films

;;;ft,I;i,t*"i. f"f, for these hobbie. of"mi"". Both my parents are working. Vy'e are a close-nit 
6 family.

I'have a yo,rng 
7 

sister. She is studying in class erghth. I am going to worlt hard and arter o IA.S. That is

my ambition

Ratesh was advised to revise the composition carefully. 'FIe corrected three of the eight numbered

errolq marked above - 3,4, and7.

The Drill pattern for the other errors;

1. 1 and 8 - use of articles a, an, the (Exercise consisting,offilling"rn thefhnks aftgr grvinga sufficient

number of examples). Then another drill, which needs closer app[qqlioaasgiveain Appendix II.

2.2 and 5 - use of few, a few, the few and little, a little, the little.

usage - Five sentences each. The concept can be explained in the class rotiiii iituaiion too- 'few', 'a

few''l,he feu/ students.

3.6 - the concept of 'sleepingl o1 sllent'leuers'- tnir know, knife. 
.i

The teacher can use aoy one of the numerous grammar books. Bsokswhjch I foqld e4remely useful

were i) T.L.H. Smith Pearse, E1glislt. Erors hr Indian Scttoots (Madras; OUP) ii) W. Stagdard Allen,

LivingEnglish Structure (New Delhi; tongman)' : i

APPENDIX.II

A. FiU in the blanks *ith 'A' or 'An' or 'The' as required:-

L. Ink is -- usefirl article. :

2. He was struck bY -- arrow.

3. He was -- African bybirth, not --Ewopean.

4. It was - unique sight.

5. -- lamb is standing in - field.

6. He drives -- motor car at --- uniform speed'

7. Ivanhoe is -- historical novel.

8. -- Gange.s is -- sacred river.

9. Have you read -- RamaYana ?

L0. Yesterday I saw - European fiding on -- elephant.

11. His brother is -- University professor.
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B' Rewrite the following sentences, inseiiing any article that hay be required, or removing ary that isnot required:-

*

;-

r I,qawdeg Go$isgrqv.ryd! rtrE.

2. The jealousy isan evil passion.

3. He gave very wise judgoment.

4. He is Daniel in wisdom.

5..,, He- grdered servaqttro leayE roo.B. ,

6. The honey is midJbv bees-'ina'th"r'"+;,6. The honey is 6ybees, and theye*rict it nonifiaho**.
7. Fllre broke out in ourvillage
8, Fie alwirys practised the justicc
9. 

. 
He was justice.of ihs.'peacein Citcutta'

10. Ganges ;has overflo*,ed its banks.
1L. The Mount Everesr is highee.in the world,,, .:::;;, .:,.

LlHewroteverygood letter. ...,. . . ,

13. Dead man tells no tales.

14.Bay of Bengal separates India from the Burma.
1-5. the ceylon is beautiful island, and it is largest'ofihe islands near India. :

16. The Mounr Abu is in Rajputana
17. Live ass is better th* d;fu il; . ,. :

t 8. you will never be Newton in astronomy : ' : 
'.,., , - .

19. Brutus is honourable man.

20. Bird in hand is worth two in bush.
21. Frier-rdin need is friend indeed.
22.The man is mortal.
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* EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION IN INDIA

D.R.GOEL*
KIRAN TAISWAL'*

Educational Television in india cuts across all the lwels, pre-primary; primary, secondary higher
secondary, under-graduate,,post-graduate, and continuing. Also, it takes various forms, such as; informal,
non-formal and formal Post-SITE (Satellite Instructional Television Experiment) Educational
Television piogrammes for children in the agd ranges (5.8) years and (9-1L) yea,rs developed at Doordar-
shan kendra's UDKs, namely Delhi, Cuttack, and Hyderabad to catff to the requirement of children in
and around Jaipur, Raipur, Muzzafarpur, Sambalpur, Hyderabad and Gulberga.

The ETV programmes for children produced by CIET (NCERT) are relecasr through INSAT-ID
for children belonging to the age group of (5-8) years and (9-11) years from Monday rhrough Friday and
for school teachers on Saturdays. These programmes are telecast in different States namcly, Maharastra,
Andhra Pradesh, Orissa, UP, Bihar, Gujrat and MP. The Ministry of Human Resource Development
through the NCERT is the main agency to co-ordinate the planning and production of the ETV service
under INSAT. Doordarshan,has been producing these tele-teach programmes till now. But in view of
their increased requirements, it has been decided that the Ministry should take over their production. The
Ministry of Human Resource Development and Doordarshan are producing educational films on a 50-50

basis for the INSAT educational television service. Keeping this in view the Ministry of Education at the

Centre is going ahead with the setting up of their own separate TVstudios and other production facilities
in the CIET (NCERT), and in each of the seven States under thq INSAT scheme.

Central Institute of Educational Technologyof theNCERT NewDelhi isproducing MassiveTe acher

Education ETV programme for the orientation of inservice teachers, which are telecast during summer

vacation.

Syllabus based lessons for school students at primary/secondary levels are telecasr by DDK Delhi,

Bombay and Madras under the S-IV programmes for children. The enrichment type of programmes are

also televjsed bythese kendras as well as Srinagar andsixUDKtransmitters -Jaipur, Raipur, Muzzafarpur,
Sambalpur, Hydrabad and Gulberga

DDKSrinagaris telecastingoneprogrammefor the universitystudentsperweek which isenrichment
type. DDK Bombay and DDK Pune are telecasting 'Gyandeep' programme for the adults. The
Countrywide Classroom programme is sponsored by the University Grants Commission. THe aim of the
projecr is to improve the quality of university level education. These programmes are rargerted primarily
at the under-graduate students especiallv studying in small towns located in rurat ancl semi- urban areas.

The programmes also serve the teachers in higher education to enable them to teach more etfectively.

These programmes are produced at the UGC Media Centres, namely, EMRCs located at Ah-
medabad, Hyderabad and Pune, MCRC located at JIVII, New Delhi, AVRCs locate<J a[ Calcutta,
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Hydrabad, Jodhpur, Madras, Madurai, Roorkee, Srinagar, patiala, Imphal .nd Indore. It is under UGC- INSAT TV project underta-ken by the uGC, Newbini. a Mass communication Bureau is alsoestablished at the university Grants commission New oe&i some facilities for TV programme produc-tion have also been developed in the TTTIs. The function or m"."t.titutions are producing Audio-visuarmaterials, researches in Audio-visual materials and Instruction,
The uGChas established about three dozens,curric,lum Development centres (cDCs) related toundergraduate level subjects' These CDCs -;;";;t"frlistributed all over tn" 

"o*oy. 
In fact,abQut three dozens r''iversities were directly iriorvla ;"-.;;;"n the college rever curricurum. EachcDC'has a co- ordinator who i""tl";. ;l;zen or more experts of the subject with a view to modernizethe curriculum for the Indian universities' In continuatioo to trr" scheme of cDCs, the uC has takenanother major step to the production of video-materials related to the subjects of undergraduate lever. Asmaay as sixteen different subjects have been ideutified i" tn" n^t instance. The subjects co-ordihatorsexamine the curricul ,m produced/developed by CDCs, *a iO.otiE, experts and departments in theco,ntry so as to produce subject related'video-r"ript.. d.r;;;;-materiars are rerated to a, the threelevels' i'e'' the Ist year' Znd' year and 3rd year of deglee 

"oor."., 
viaeo- rnaterials for each subject areproduced under this scheme"This production-p;;r#;-'o"" 
", 

the major rhrusts. However, the

;:]}[}::,r"' 'o 
develop e;rperience, 

"rp"',i" ?-Jliril;; * 
^ ,;;;;d*J'"o"r",, quality

The Indira Gandhi National open university has started terecasting its educational t'rogrammes.These programmes aim to suPplement the printed material alffisent to students. The target viewersof these prograrnmes:are, out. of those ;"gr;;;#;;;;** The Universiry,hu. around r.,12,0(nstudents registered fo-t fot various programnes., who receive cl,nselring of 170 study centres, coor-dinated by 16 regional centres, *.'rryie.abad, patna, N"* o"rp Ahmedabad, Ha.yana, shimla,Bangl61s, Cochin, Bhonal, ru"e, strittong, Bhub"*rh*ur, l"ip* nr"dras, Lucknow and calcutta. TheUniversity has a production unit at Tughlaiabad and a post proiuition centre in the campus at rhe MaidanGarhi, both in Delhi.

EFFECTIVENESS OF ETV FOR CHILDREN
Jaiswal' K''(1988) conducted a study of scjence ET-v programmes for children in terms of theirContents' Presentatioq Effectiveness and Reaction. The {indirrg?or trr. rtudy are presented below;i) content presentation of Science ETV program-"rlo. the children was quite suitabre with, , ,: : =,. r'Spect to most of the dimensions. The number of tea.chirorrheprosrammewasadequare.rheindividur,"r"*i*$",ill',1#:Tj::_:::T;:f;"1&:

Thelevel of the programme in rqlation to the il;;; appropriare. The sound and,visuarswere clear throughout during the telecast. rne-ctroice oi"oto*. was thoroughry apprbpiiate.There was necessary coordination between the sound and the visuals. The ipeed of deliveryof the programme was normal and the level of ;;;;"g" used was appropriare. A rargenumber of these programmes were prese.nted well.ii) There was .igrifi"urlg, ;^a aaiof the programmes.iii) 
The children *... forrlrrd lo have posir,r"r";;"; .,rr" Science ETV programmes.

Doneriya, A"(19gg) conduced a srudy 
1t^g:r*ir"arl yoerammes in rerms of their conrenrs,presentation student's reactions aud effectiveness and rouna trrut?e content and presentation of the
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general ETV programmes for children were quite suitable. The gain of the students in general ETV

programmes was significant. The children were found to have positive reactions to the general ETV

programmes.

EFFECTTVENESS OF SCHOOL TELEVISION (ST9 PROGRAMMES

Sudame & Goel, (1984) conducted.a study on t&e Utilisation of School Television Programmes in

five schools of Greater Bombay. It was found that the STV programme viewing facilities in most of the

schook were inadequate. There was a problem of multi- sections in a standard. None of the schools was

found to have more than one TV set. A single TV set could not accommodate alarge number of students.

The school teachers were not trained in using STV programmes for classroom instruction. Pre and Post-

telecast activities were not. carried out by them. The STV programmes otr Science were in Marathi only

which di<t not suit the multi tingual population of cities like Bombay. The STV programmes in English

were found mtch below the levels of Fnglish medium students. Even then the programmes on Science

could be well utilised by the Marathi medium schools. The programmes on English could be utilised by

the non-English media schools. The study made a suggestion to explore why the existing facilities were

not utilised or under--utilised.

EFFECTIVENESS OF COUNTRYWIDE CLASSROOM PROGNAUMNS

Dsneriya, A.,(1988) studied the general ETV programmes. The study concludes that in most of the

programmes rhe post-test scores of both the English and Hindi medium students were signiticantly higher

tlran their pre-test scores. There was no significant difference in the effectiveness of lndian and Imported.:
Programmes.

Jaiswal, K.,(1991) conducted a study of UGC CWCR Science ETV programmes in terms of their

contents, presentation, students' reactions and effectiveness. The pedagogical analysis of the Countrywide

o?tbrbom and reactions of the students reveal that the Countrywide Classrooms programme are quite

useful but there is ampte scope for adaption, correction, and perfection. The b4sic question emerging

is--can the CWCR pro.gramme supply the needs of multilingual, multicultural, multilevei undergraduate

population of India?

The identification of the topics for the CWCR has to be done more meticulously by ascertaining the

needs of undergraduate students and teachers. Due weightagq coutd.be grvcn !o all the Science subjects

which can be mediated through felevision. The programme should be interesting,:Qntertaining and

edqcative. More programm€s are needed at understandi4g and reflective levels. The objectives of the

progfas:lmes should be clearly epunciated. The programme sfould be so motivaling that the, students

curiously wait for a programme to be beamed. The content volumE should be in proportion to. the time

available ancl the level of students. The contents should be well gequenced and the individual teaching

points should be dwelt on adequately. At times some of the teaching points are over treated, whereas,

so*e othe, under treated. Different teaching points could be treated optimally. 
:

The effectiveness of couqtry wide classrooms can be enhancedby the developmeot of audio-

visual clarity. Every atlempt should be made to shoot the natural reality. Elen when the piclures, models,

msck-ups, and diaromas etc. have to be inducted they shoul{ look 4aturql. Audio-visual ratio could be

optimum, say, usually L:3. More attention could be given at times to.thq colour-hue, brighln-ess 
1nd

saturation depending upon the view plot and theme. View composition could be more balanced focusing

on what *u. i"qoi..J rather than bringing in unwanted Visuals or voice or neglecting or less emphasising
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its potency, so that the programme is accepted and integrated with the institutional schedules ? Can the
CWCR programme improve upon its contenls and presentation, so that, it is more suitable, appearing,
and effective ? Could education as a system be more resourceful so as to ufilise the strengths ofed.rcutiorrli
resources like CWCR programmes ?

There is reasonably Iarge hardware expansion in Indiain terms of TV staLions and receive-cum-relay
transmitters but the rate of production of software is comparatively slow. There should be more centres
like EMRC, AVRC and more infrastructural facilities should be provided at the TTTIs, so rhat, the
rate of production, and qualityof the CWCR programmeis improved.Also,the INSAT-TV project centre
JMI, New Delhi--the interface between the producers and target users should be more resourceful so as
to mediate properly.

The basic difficulty in clesigning, development and production is that content experrs, pedagogists,
TV talent, and technical producers usually exist in isolation. A content expert may not be a
pedagogist and vice versa. A TV talent may not be content expert but media specialist. A technical
producer may be merely hardware specialist. Now the.objective is how to have inter disciplinarity, if nor
interdisciplinarity then multidisciplinarity with adequate interaction.

There is a need to enrich and expand the Countrywide Classroom programme , so that it is more
credible and useful.

EFFECTTVENESS OF COUNTRYWIDE CLASSROOM PROGRAMMES IN TALKRACK
AND IIT.ITERACTTVE MODES 

:
It is a rather challenging task to introduce talk back and interactive modes in Counrrywide c'lassroom

programme with respect to mass communication because for that additional network in terms of hardware
and time slots on the limited channel TV transmission is required. It is a very systematic beginning to
introduce talk-back. With the advent of time when education will have to encompass larger population
scattered geographically, the country will have to depend upon mass comrnunication, sizeable. While
introducing the interactive mode one assumes the basic premise that these modes enhance comm unication
through TV as a solo medium , it'is supplemented through research evidence.

Sahoo, Namita, (1991) conducted d study of Countrywide Classroom with and without talk-back. The
findings of the study are presented as follows :

(i) Originwise efl'ectiveness- There was no significant difference between the mean achievement on
Native and Imported programmes. It means the prograa.nres wgre,gqltally effective irrespective o[ their
origin..

(ii) Effectiveness ot'CWCR witlr and without talk-back .The gain in three programmes out of ten was

significant through the'CWCR wit} tatk-back, whereas.there was no significant difference in the achieve-
ment in the rest of the seven programmes with and without talk--back.

(iii),Singh, B.B.(1991) tbund that rhe mean achievement with,talk- back was found significanrly higher
Lhan the mean achievement without talk-back in case of Concept Attainment Model(selecrion strategy)
and Advance Organiser Model. In rest of the models, viz, CAM (Reception straiegy), S-vnectics and
Inquiry Training Model also the mean of, the talk-back: grodp have been found to be higt er than thar of
without talk-back though not significantly. The mean achievement with interaction has beeu found to be
significantly higher than the mean achievement without talk-back in case of Advance Organiser Model,
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what was required. The size aud font of captions should be optimum and in a suitably colour coiltrast so
that it is clearly visible.The contents should be communicated through suitable media.

The programme should be comprehensible and in easy and simple English language or a suitable
mix of languages, or ideally, dubbed and transmitted in regional languages, so that, they are intelligible to
multilingual groups.Separate channels may be allocated for the ETV programrnes. The different speech
elements such as, volume, speed of delivery modulation, intonatior, pause, pitch, fluency, pronunciation
and articulation should be observed very meticulously. The exposure time on the TV screen should be
tuned to the viewing speed of the undergraduate students. The transition from one shof to the progressive
shot should be quite smooth and sharp. Still there could be variety in the formats of the programmes. Many
more formats such as, problem solving project, sensitivity training quiz, laboratory, heulistic, sciantific
inquiry, and interaction etc. could be inducted.

Rather than solo presentation efforts should be made to make it illustrative and interactive because
of the simple reason that the interactive programmes very often result in better reception. Different
teaching maxims could be more carefully identifibd and applied. Skills of probing questioning and
reinforcement could be more thoroughly integrated.

In forry-nine programmes (gSVo) the post-test scores of both the English and Hindi media students
were significantly higher than their pre:test scores. So the Countrywide classroom Science ETV programl
mes on Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Computers and General Scierr"e were found elfective for both rhe
Hindi and English media students.

The nrean gain ofthe English firedium students was not significantly different lrom tire mean gain of
Hindimediurnstudentsinfitieen (30%)Programmesoutoffift!,whereas,therewassignificar,JinSr"r""
in thirty (6AVo)programmesin favour of theEnglishmediumstudents andfive(10%; p.Jg.am*es in t-avour
of the Hindi nredium students.

This shows that rhe higher education Countrywide Science TV programmes are effective for both
the Hindi and English medium students. rn some of th" progru--". tt 

"i" 
was no significant difference

in the achievement of the English and Hindi medium stud#s.'This ,ot b" r; ;;;iliv i, u., audio-
visual medium. The visual stimuli support the audio stimuli or the languag" ;i;;"".y and compensate
for the language lag- otherwise, also TV is more of a video medium and visuals have their ow, larguag"
which is universal. However, in a large number of programmes there was significant difference in t[e
achievement of the English and Hindi medi ,m students.L favour of the Englij mecliunrctrd"nt" f, -ry
be becuuse the telecast is in English language. In some of the program.". Ih" level of the language usecl
rvas quite high, speed of dblivery of thri progiamme was very fast ind the accent and articulation strange.
The mean gain of Hindi rnedium students in some of the programmes was higher rhan that of the Engllsh
medium students. It may be bebause of the low level of previous knowledge oithe Hindi rtreclium students
as compared to tha[' of English medium whereas theie was no signifiJant difl'erence in their post-test
scores.

One of the probtenls is how to ascertain the profiles of undergra,Juate students all over the country
and even if asccrtained how to match the CWCR prograormes to their masses. lt can be realised to a largc
ement by rtesigning such programmes which'cut across a variety of cultures through varied inputs,.such
as, illustrations, languages, and contents at different levels.

. Some of the programmes arc very well designed and produced, but still thby are unclerutilized or nor
utilised. Can the CWCR-prograrnine convince the college and University administrargrs and teachers of
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whereas in the rest o[ the lour Models as presented above the mean achievement rvith interaction

was higher though not significantly. The .mean achievement with interaction group was found sig-

nificantly higher than the mean achievemeirt of talk-back group in Synectics and CAM (Selection strategy)

and just trigher in case of Jurisprudential Inquiry Model when pre-test score was taken as covariate,

whereas, the mean achievement of talk-back groir? was higher in case of the other three Models though

not significantly.

So the various modes like talk-back and interactive deFrnitely add to the strengths of mass media Iike

TV.

EFFECTTVENESS OF IGNOU ETV PROGRAMMES

Goel & Jaiswal (1991), conducted a study-IGNOU ETV; Pedagogical analysis. The findings of

the study are presented as follows :

i) The medium of instruction of 80Vo of the programmes was English, whereas, in ZAVo of the

programmes the medium of instruction was Hindi.

ii) Forty pcrcent of the programmes were on knowledge enrichment,20qo on developing scientific

attitude, 20Vo ot explaining difficult concepts, whereas, 20Vo programmes were on creating awareness

and stimulat ing learning.

iii) 80Eo of the programmes were found to have adequate number of teaching points,

iv) There was an excellent logical presentation in 4()Vo of the programmes, in 50Vo of the programmes

the logical sequencc was satisfactory, whereas,rnlOVo the logical sequence was poor. 
!

v) In 6OVo of the programmes, the individual teachiqg points were discpssed adequately, whereas in

40Vo of the programmes all the teaching points were not discussed adequately.

vi) The transition'from one idea to other inSAVo of ,the programmcs was smooth.

'vii) In all ihe programmes the level of the langtrage used was appropriate.

viii) The sound was clearly audible durr4g the telecast in90% of the programmes.

ix) The IGNOU ETV used music appropriately.

x) Visuals used were adequate in9}Vo of the programmes.

xi) In most of the programmes the sequence of visual presentation and coordination of sound &

visuals was appropriate.

xii) The visuals rvere focussed sharply in aII the programmes,

xiii) In 30Vo ol rheprogrammes the choice of colours was excellent, whereas, in 6o7oit *u, gooi.

xiv) The speed of delivery of the contonts was normal in all the programmes.

xv) The programmelwere appropriatelyproduced indoor or outdoor depending upon thc naturs of

the programrnc.

xvi) All the programmes were at a suitable level with respect to the target viewers.

xvii) Sixty percent of the contents of IGNOU ETV programmes was at fact lcvel, whereas, 40Vt aL

concept level.

xviii) Lecture, clemonstration and explanation methods were frequently used and flound quite

effective.
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xix) Almost all the programmes integrated the skills of introducing lesson, stimulus variation,
explanation, illustration and lesson closure, but the reinforcement and probing questioning skills could be
used more meticulmrsly

lx) All the programmes made use of Graphics, Captions and elperimental aids optimally.

x<i) The formats were well designed in all the prograrnmes.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The studies presented above make it clear that students gain signifisatly throngh the Children ETV
programmes produced by CIRT. The School Television programmes thsrrgh useful could be improved.
The Countrywide Classroom programmes and IGNOU ETV programmes in the direct mode were found
quite effective irrespective of their medium of instruction, and production location (Native or imported).
AIso there is definite gain through talk-back and interactive modes under simulated conditions. The
talk-back experiment whieh is to be conducted in our country would examine the feasibiliry of talk-back
mode with respect to mass communicalion.

It is extremely rlesirabte that TV be employed as a self contained master medium. Efforts have to be
made parLicularly in developing'countries like India to design and develop ETV programmes lnore
meticulously, so that there is no room left for the oiher interactive modes, such as talk-back and intcraction
to supplement.

However, a perfect medium of communication is very often wanting, so an expanded inflastructure
in terms of hardware to facilitate two--way communication is always desirable. There is a dire need to
make ETV more dcveloped in terms of sourcc, message, format, medium and mode by focusing on them
individually and globally.
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* PROSPECTS OF DISTANCE. PDUCATION IN INDIA, A view from paqiab U"io".rl#'

DR.SURINDERK SHT]KLA

The method of imparting education frorn a distance is relatively a newmethod. In India it has evenmore recent brigins' The electronic eighties of the-20 g 
""rtury 

rave made it possibre ro educate rhestudent from a distance' The high-tech'gadgets *at" tr,is .y*-t-J a success. The .computcr 
nineties?,arebound to make it.a greater success by b.irrging within it f;i; l-uig" mdtitude of eager srudenrs.

A combination of an empirical analysis of the system of Dislance Education, and lhe advanccment" 
of 'computer nineties' and technological'm,arvel of chip, make it possible to make futuristic projection .Inthispaper'I havehighlightedthefossibilityofoptim'r-rmu."olri"toologicarmethodstoreachourand
provide education to a large n,mbei of students. i rr*-u""" 

".gred 
that the more distance. educationinitiative is defined and directed by the core distance *.trroaorogi?r, the greater the likelihoo<J of success.one method to make an approximate assessment ofsuccess tr,is fr.t". is to evaluate , the degree to which

ffi 1lj j}; i:H:'i"::T.ITJI;ffi ;1" 
o" done bv p"'i";l; ;;; ii,"** ;;ffi;ilil;.:

i) the teachers and the taught are separated in space or time ?
ii) the course content is carried by a technical medium ?

iii) on explicit two-way communication mechanism ( feedback ) is control to the proposaliv) the course emanates from an institution rather than from an instructor
v) course development is a separate activity from course delivery
vi) the instructions proposed in distance education are the result of an industriarized processindustrialized'here' implies - good quality control and course i-prov"-eot with each revision cycre.If the answer t. all six questions is positive, then the education scenario in India is strongly amenableto distance solutions' states like Japan have made strides in economic development as a resurt of totalliteracy in their social set-up' surely then the long strides or a"rioproent in India can also be made bvtapping the large human resource and educatinglrr"*. Th" .";;; of conventional system of etlucationbeing limited' the answer lies with the all-encompassing Distanle.Education . To quo.e Mrs.IndiraGandhi: Education is a liberation force, and in our age it is also a democ ratizingforce , cutting across thebarriers of caste ancl class, smoothing out inequalitiil;;rJ t, or'r,o and other circumsrances.

Objectives of Education

In a developing country like India, a streamlined education system i, p.o;""i"a as a backbone ofdevelopment ' This assumes special importance wheu the rate of literacy in the largely populated India isconsidered, See Table I that follorv:
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TABLE"I (Total Population, Poputation aged 7 and above, Literates, illiterates and Literacy rate
by sex and Rural Urban Residence, India 1981-1991 )

Total 198r. 1991

Population Rural

Urban Persons Males Females Persons Males l-emales

,,1 ) ? 4 5 6 7 8

Total Ponulafir-rn Iotal 659.30 3N.76 318.54 876_17 423..5(t 392.61

Rural

Urban

502.88

156.42

257. 56

83.20

245.32

73.22

602.89

213.28

310.98

112.58

29r,9L

1m.00

Pooulation ased 536.27 n8.o4 258.t7 670.L',| \48.47 327.70

7 years & above Rural

Urban

406.L9

130.03

203.31

69.73

197.88

Kt.2S

490.13

180.04

253.01

95.,1i)

237.06

84.(5

Literates ases Total 234.L5 157.08 77.07 349.16 223.70 126.06
-l 

years & aborr Rural

Urban

146.60

87.55

103.51

53.57

43.09

33.98

?t8.9.
r31.44

146.38

76].32 t

71.94

54.12

Illiterates ases Total 342.06 QA.96 181.10 320.47 124n7 r95.64

7 yedrs & above Rural

Urban

259.59

42.47

104.80

16.L6

L54.79

26.31

777.81

48.60

106.69

18.08

165.t2

3A.52

Literacv rate Total 47 61 56.50 29.89 52.19 64.20 39-19

among population Rural

Urban

36.09

67.34

4e-6e

76 8i
2L.77

56.37

44.15

73,0L

57.84

81.05

3A39

63.42

-&ludqq 
Assam and&{tqlqu & Kashimir (Census of India 1991, Govt. of Inclia. n.51)

Therc was a large urban-rural differential in literacy rates. Betrveen 1981 and 1991 literacy
increased substantially iu both rural and urbair areas, but by 1991 the urban litcracy rate, at 73.01 per
cent, was quite high compared to the rural literacy rate of M.54 percent. The level of literacy in rural
sector is especially poor. If the democratic India has to makehdvance in the next century, all sections of
society must movc along, In this scenario, Di'stance Education assumes importance becausc of the reach
of this system.

Whereas, classroom teaching can cater to ferv hundreds only, Distance Eclucation mcthocl can be
employed for countless leanrers.

Education fulfils the important targets in society; firstly the human resource can be tapped for
developnrental purposes only if it is educated. Secondly, a well infornred populace is an osslt to th"
successful working of democracy. Thirdly, the populace acquires awareness aborlt its rights and duties --
it tcaches respect for discipliue, it equips the peopleto solve or cope with problems in thier environment
etc. l'ourthly it gives a sense of directiou to development. The method of Distance Educarion tcchnologi-
cal methods can reachout to fultll the educational aspirations of the student/leainers. [t may be poinrecl
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out here that electricity has reached the village level in
this direction by the Satelite which covgers and become
country through television.

India Besides a way has already been paved in
prograrnmes to eyenthe remote corners ofthe

Distance education system may thus be vieuad in the fottowing perspective:
L' on the one hand there is the conventional system of education, it has its uss but a limited

application alone is possible. on the other hand, there is the Distance Education System with aposibility of wide spread aoplication.

2. Present set up of Distance Education

3' Futuristic projectionsinregard to DistanceEducation in ordertoequip usforrhe,ext century,
in which technological revolution is expected to be develop still further. Tie latter two aspects of
education have a direct relevance here and will be taken up io.o*" detail in the following pages.
Present setiup and Projections for the l.uture :

The need for non-conventional method of education in India was realised as early as the sixties.And although some attention has been given to the concept of distance education in the recent past, yet
a lot more needs to be done in this direction.

ManagemenVOrganisation /Structure of Distance Education :

The.Distance Education system progresses efficiently with the team-work of both academic and
non-teaching staff' Unlike the conventional system, distance education depends on non-teaching staff.This a largely because students can be reached through a multi-dimeniional media -- i,e. printed
matter, audio-radio talks, video films etc.

The staff needs to be trained specially and acquianred with the importance of the task undertaken
by them. The efforts of the support services 

"ro 
urd do make , ain"r"lo"" ;;.;";;;; ,;;.r"..

The management/organisation can deliver better goods if the goals(3 ) of the students are kept inview. The goals may be identified as follows :

a) Upgrading or gaining an academic degree

b) Updating or gaining certirlcates in one or more course untis

,c) 
nersolll cultural development i'e. gaining one or more certificates for scientific and cultural

enrrchment oI' the individual.

Course design and preparation:

It involves various stages involving (i) Course Creation (ii) Course production.

The courses are created by acader(ics. [n conventional distance education system, the course
creation is the primary mode of coinmunication berween teacher and the learner. en attempt is made to
produce readi,g material of a high standard which is easily compreherrsible by the ;il;;; is physically
at a dislance

The second stage of course production involves the printing section, the proof-reading section.Efficient well'trained staff-support can see through the assignmentitrr a relative ease.
Alongrvith the conventional courses it is felt that courses and curricula that are sensitive to the

economic and social needs of the society in India should be prepared. Given the mbdern development, a
need is felt to diversifu the 

"ou... "rp""ially 
designed to meeitue industrial and rechnological scenario

for example, courses on computing. other J"greu level courses relevant to industry and commerce can

*
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be started. A wide range of non-degree courses meeting the requirements of professional.and vocational
updating on such subjects as micro processors, data processing electronias marmgement, agriculture,
engineering tourism, hotelling. can help diversi$ the present curricula. Panjab University has started
Master of Finance and Csntrol, Master of Education (M.Ed) for inservice and teachers and for
one-diplomas -- (i) Health, Family Welfare and Population Education (ii) Statisrics from academic
Session L996-91.

Counselling and Personal Contact Programme i -

Counsellini is a'practice adopted towards the learner through different means in the Distance
Education System. Counselling is carried out thrortgh the followingmethods

(a) Personal Contact Programme; During the Personal Contact Programme students attend
classroom lectures which are guidelines towards comprehending the course.

(b) Other media include Printed material, questionnaire, response sheets, Radio Talks and Video
programmes.

In the iater pages, we have discussed the possibility of adopting more modern means for
colnselling and thereby enhancing communication with the student.

Continuing Education : The methods for continuing education are.(a) vocational (b) non-vocational.

The Education Policy adopted in 1968 had a major ofiective i.e. of vocationalisation of higher
secondary education. The Report of Ministry of Education, 1-985 reveals that vocational training-was
limited to a few states only and the original target of covering 50Vo ert f 2 stage remained frrarginal. By
offering vocational courses and training as well as by conducting surrmer camps, the Distance Education
System can help cover the gap. Distance Education facilitates the studeritn with an easy schedule and
provides him the convenience required to undertaks vocational trainitg,

An enchanced role of education implies many,things, both philosophical and practical. Since
technological innovation creates new jobs and destroys qld ones.. Distanie Educalion System must cater
for and'plan a national system for training and retraining. This becomes imporrant in modern Indian
where due to technological advancement some conventional jobs maybe replacedby new high technologSi
ones leading to retrenchment. In 1994 alone , 343 cases were recornmended by Bureau of Industrial and
Financial Recontruction (BIFR) to the concerned High Courts for winding up under the provisions of the
Companies Act' ( Economic Survey, Govt. of India 199495,p.117.) In order to re-equip this human
resources re-training programmes can be started through DE.

Communication Media in a Learning System:

'Media'implies various methods of distributing information. It includes books and teachers.
In the distance education system, the application of meclhanical or electronic media assumes i.po.iu""a.

(i) Use of 'Contputerc:

a) In Teaching and Learning (b) In organisation, support services etc.

At present computers are used to aid the teachingprocess. At tle Panjab University, Department
of Correspondence Studies, the Computers have been employed to supplement and file the reading
material for students. The administ.rii* support services can organise iniormation regarding studentq
bio-data of students fund position, vital information etc. by using the computer. .'
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But much needs to be done' In order that educational action takes place effectively within thetotal framework of state and national policies, the scientifi""ly org^rri*ed base for monitoring andevaluating all programmes' The present system of co[""rhil;;;d storing in frles is terncient. A srronginformation base is necessary fo' manio*er forecastinfi io. *grri.irg consolidation of the existing

Hf:::: 
t;::*:,,9ffiL',T,,ces, human ,".oL"",, 

-no-"iJ."sources) 
and ror mounring

Use of Computerin Future-:

The society is evolving from one whose formal communication channels have, for approximately500 years, been largely based on print on paper to one whose communication (both formal and informal)will largerly by electronic' Socieiy is mouiog f.o- 
1iii"t oo pupo 

"ru 
into an erectronic era. At presentwe are in a transirional stage characterisea uy trr" tottowiog;;;;..

a) computers are used to print on paper which is then disributed manuany

? "'::".-o-"a 
bases exisr along with their machine reachable equivalents.

uognrttve Memory system: can be adopted to facilitate the exchange of information. To promote aneasy flow of information, computer terminals at all distanc"l"Jr""rioo centers, Universities , medicarcenters' industrial research laboratories etc. can be connected with a centally Iocated full-fledgedcognitive memory' This method may be helpful ro. *rrao"tir,g r"."arch on distance education and otherdisciplines' The user can explore the connections put,n r.".""t"u*t data without being frustrated by theneed of crossing the boundaries of disciprines, journals, books anJdepartment.
Such efforts employing the electronic media are likely to pave the way for a 

.paperless, 
society.At the international level, the International center for Distance Learning (ICDL) .has a clocfumen-tation center' spbcialisting in 

. 
cleecting and disdsemination information on distance educationworldrvide 

' The services of education databa'se available with ICDL can be used by the Disrance EducationSystem in India . This information is available by two methods -_

ouity.u) 

()iline by connecting to the open university computer. It is available all twentv four hours

(ii) Electronic Mail (E-mail):- Electronic mail is one of the most frequent applications of compurercommunication in modern times' It detress text, voice and image fu"tug", electronically with the help ofa PC (personal computer)' Electronic mail can be employed to-ril-,,oi"ate a) text-based malerial suchas simple messages, letters etc. 
:'ruru'1lc a/ reK-Dased

b) It can also communicate formatred text (any document prepared and saved as a non-processed document with or without graphics. 
.v'r PruPdrsu aIIU sa\

The advantage of E-mail are particularly important for distance education -

,,",;ii;?::1.ffi1;ffi::::' ie' rerrers do nor have to be printed on paper, praced in enveropes and

* It allows the re- use of text-based material received via E-mail without retyping it into the compurer.
'e It has multi-media capabilities making it possible to transmit data, audio and video material.* it can be transmitted at all hours regardress of time_zone differences. 

-- " 
. 

'
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.*ro"Y"t""lr" 

RADIO AND TELEVISION: The radio and.television provide rudio and audio-visuar

***":x=t+,u***##'"r*ffif*i",ffi :?#:.H::r;:*:
illlll1 

;:':j{o..-,*r"*;il;;.. 
ro motivared to -ur,' 

span orlistene.. t *' ::;;**:;tFl[furrt*i,'jt*Tfr1ffi?Ti:**:;ffirT,
subject taken uF uy *,"*.- a .r,orf 

'r"I- 
poli"y (for each ,";i$^*'s 

for a gr"ut", und"rstanding of theue rormllleo r"' it" q"r#ffiffion 
of audio-vid"r *"f#lfJ'l ".0"r,.r*- rerm poricyneeds ro

wdeo Fitnrc are a powerful medium. They 
".-oil"i"li advantase of _^.:_subsranriar reducrion i" 

""ri"rJii;e q.ogu"tior. ;p"d;"" ur", *"J"#tr;."jffi:i: [,I#.rL:ilH:T::lHffi :';ii:1:t*t*;g:Tig-,gi3:rffi 
:::s:?j"de.nrmshavebeense,ec,edWdco a

im:rses."t-#;HHT,Tolog] com?arison to r*",q". 
."Tr". oo" can s.- : .

on rvreceiver/mon',* n .."'"'JilX*"fl:**i",Tt"li6:f"""ri:::1:*,"#fflllff;.i
puters mavbe used to control.r""i,-r"q*"oce 

and rr*".ro.J""11Lr1'ffrs, 
having buitt-in *i".i-"".-

{u Video disc as a medium of educatior,;"'::_-.""-"'"*:r,l:o".elecrronic ,uaio ul.uol medium *n,"n .'"ut'on 
opens up the possibility of presenting the learner with oncounterpart. -..- 'r'vurunr wul!:n can store a large amount of visuar ,rit*."i.X alongrvith its audioOtherCommuni

work ing, il;';fi*.*,["*;Tt ;: :H:[i::f t;,:h 
as terephone, Fax, s kyradi o, r n r e r-ne r -

;:'::i:.*:H:.::11iru ;il;d;;.ffi ;if;;x;o*", surnce,, * .,, i",""'#;.::
'These 

are

;.jif rffi Titlffi *fu1#L#'$,-.:"J":'ffi :ll::::::,"iilT'J#:I.,"l:;*:Ji;
Teletevt is similar to videotex only in this case, informatir .systern but as a part of the tu u.r"o"*t'r".ui"". on is transmitted not through terephone

:!* J::::';'!:;:::cing 
$v51sn1: can be used for audio, video as werr as compurer data. rhe inrera*ionideas. 

- --"'-i geographically separate groups ,rp"opr"it.orgr, u".ui .*.ffi crropinions and

' Tele-Le*tue Slsteyn.:A.tere-recttre 
system connects a number of snerior,, ^ . 

=' 

. :

,H:'ffi :1;r,' jr.m:*iT*fl 
*:#I::::ffi Ixxj,:""j;ffi:r[T:::ff :.*:.;?.".x,;

,,.r,:.ffL',[:**rff:,"J.n" been successtullv empro;;; rrrs and shourd be used widery ror
Integrated Video-Cornputer 

System :
The use of comnrrrcr in .ri."^---

exciting', *. i,,ffi:illi[","-,,l,I:l*ff 
:;ffi:j"":_1*::'":. what is new is new andmedia is a new technolugv-ru."J;J;-;. 

thinking, redrning 
""'0"'"ro};r;:f,:;r:;""*".i#;;il:
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Futuristic projectiou The above cited are known developments in the field of electronics. Keeping
in view the galloping strides made in the field of electronics, the above cited modes of communication just

may seem outmoded in the nex century.

RecontntendotionslGtidelitres.'The Distance EducationProgramme development requires a percepr

tive planning for the future. The short and long term planning requires monitoring from time to time.

At tlrc natiotrul level, with appropriate planning and adequate findi"g Distance Education can take

over more 50Vo - TAVo of the student/lOarners in higher education in the 21st Century, secondly, Ihere

should be two independent bodies dealing with education - one the University Grants Commission for
conventionalmethod and another for Dibtance Education to cover the exigencies of the system. Thirdly,
a sense of direction may be planncd for the future large number of students that are likely to qualifu by
the method of Distance Education.

Ane5rhanccd role for e<lucation implies manythings, bothphilosophical andpractical 
ll Fo. example,

since technologieal innovation creates new jobs as it destroys old ones, National Body must plan a flational
system for training and retraining. ln the absence of training and retraining both economic productivity
as well as social fabric will suffcr. Training and retraining may be carried out through the Distance

Education System on the lives of Germany's apprenticeship scheme or Sweden's methods of preparing

the discharged workers to learn new skills.

An extensive range of courses needs to be introduced at the Distance Education level. An
impressive effort in this direction has been made in Pakastani Allama Iqbal Open Universityl2 , which

offers courscs such as Electrical Wiring Kitchen Gardening etc.

,4t tha state level, thc statc (iovernments should make adequate provision for strengthening the

Distance Education Systcm oVer and above the assistance given by University Grants Colnmission. The
prevailingnotion that these institutes should be self-supporting, as opposedto conventional system, should

be discarcled. The net relurn from this system maybe far more economical and effective than through the

tbrmal system. At present there are approximately 40 centres.of correspondence studies in rhe country.
The relative strerrgth of these distance education institutes.are indicated in Table IL It is estimared that
tltere is .r".y porribility of increase in thc number of students/learners in the future.

At tltc UGC level, the separate Experts Committee appointed by University Grants Commission

should assess the rcquirernents of the institutes of Distance Education System in the country.

Special efforts should be made to (i) promote research on methodology and comrnunication

technology, which can be produced indigenously and used economically (ii) courses/curricula should be

{esigned to fulfil the social and economic needs of the society.

At the Unit,ersiry Level, special staffing pattern should be adopted. Competent academicians and

educational administrators can be trained for the purpose.

Workshops/summer camps can be organised, which highlight the importance of the task undertailen

by Correspondence Studies, and improvement of professional skills providing motivation to the staff
should be undertaken.

-Special 
summer camps provicling both vocational and non-vocational courses should be organised

for the studeuts/learner. Modern aclministrative buildings and hostels should providecl to accommodate

students attending the summer camps.

To supplement the distance educatiou, special Radio and TV programmes may be preparecl in

consultation rvith experts and after careful planning and forethought.
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Org Rerpousibility towords the Future - how much can Futuistic Proiectiott /relpZ No one can have

readymade answers for the fufura Yet we owe a free, consolidated, politically ald egonomfcally strong

democratic system ro our future generations. The modern high-technologr canriot but take us in the

clesired direction. we'have a responsibility to provide for,'and foresee a planned future. Distance

education can help achieve these.aif's. Taking into cogpizance,the present edueational scenario reach

towar.ds students can be,magni$od in the future through the Distance Education . Wg are at the elose

of 20th Century and taking into.fsgnizance tle present reach towards students by distance education

system, on" 
""n 

predict,-with a little amount of optimism, that the reach tovrards students is likely to

magniff in rhe nexr century.; This seems especially tiue in view of the possibilities projected by Sky Radio,

Teleconferencing etc.

TABLE.2 , LISTS OF CCIS

ffi ffi=-*_:-
Establishment 19E9'90

1. University of Delhi

2. Puniabi UniversilY, Patiala

3- Meerut UniversitY, Meerut

4. Mysore

5. Madurai

6. Chandigarh

7. University of Bombay, Fort Campus

8. Summer Hitl, Shimla

9. Tirupati, Antl\ih Pradesh

10. Anclhra Univeihig

11. Hyderab4cl ,}

13. Tamil Nadu Agri. Uni. Coimbatore

14. Barkatullah Llniversity, Bhopal

15. Urkal Universily, Bhubneshwar

1(r. J, L.N.Krishi Vishrva Vidyalaya, Jabalpur

17. Univcrsity'trf Kerala, Trivandrum 
.

1 8. Kurukshel.ra Universiry, Kurukshetra

19. Kashmir University, Naseem Bagh Campus

20. University t-lf Jammu, Jammu

21. Osrnania U niversity, Hyderabad

22. Allahabad Univorsity, Allahabad

23. Shivaji Univ., Kolhapur (Maharashtra)

24. SNDT Women's Univcrsitv, Bombay

25. Annarnalai

1968 4t773

1!)68 7142

t969 47?CI

L970 2LA?2

197r N2g2

1g7t 6396

197L t5423.

LWl, tn6{J

1972 4213

1972 INA

L973 1108

t974 3194

lNL . INA

1975 21ffi

Lg75 6795

TWs INA

Ly76 .4730

t975 . 473A

1v76 5316

'L976 1145

1977 2525
..+r

T9'18 INA

t979 40

rsTg 1ln]6

1979 t7238

*u.
,:$*t,rr,,' '

+*tr { s

sqi\

*f'
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1981 INA

1981 '71274A

1983 INA

1983 t379

1989,, 3010

1988 INA

L989 108

INA 31

INA NA
I

INA INA

INA 650

INA INA

INA 46I

INA. . Recently ser up.

Havduk, Allan w : "Distance talHflHlno"3i"o" Markets in convenrionar Education,,, openLearning Open University, Longman,Vol.g, Numberl , feU.,ff+,p.+A, : i

Census of lndia 1991, (iovernment ot:India, p.51. ! :

For Details see, piet Henderikx, " Management and promotion of eualityir distance EdlcationPlanning and Administrators", Technical reachers Training Institutes,,Ministsry of Hurnan

Ashok chandra : ELECTRONIC MEDIA IN EDUCATIoN; ElectronicAids for EeducarionalPlanners andAdministrators, Technical Teachers Training rostituq ffiilr;;il]io".uu."".
and Development, Chandigarh p.26
Based on Report to the National Scieace Foundation, Division of Information and Technological(NSF Grant No. DSI 7g-{CdlTlgUniversiryof llliuois,19g0.
ICDL and its Distance Education ouruuu.", ii""5o"rlr*""rsity, U.K.,Jury, 1993.Informarion based on Education Media centre 1euic1, Dcs;t;il uJ#rrrrn*.
rbid.

For details see -ERNET" Spreading its Tentacres, Ecantamics Tintes,4 May,tgg'.. .

Fabia chacon : "At axon{}my of compuier Media in Distaace.Education,,, open Learning Ther<rurnar for open 
",0 ?1.:.:::^t:,:q vol?.,.Ig:I*!urac)f-rslzB. t .

Paul, Kennedy: pREpARINb FOR THETWENTY FIRST Cif.ffUnY (Harper Coltins)1993,p.34{).

Abhimanyu Ski,gh, "Distance Learning from correspondence Institute to open universit"y viaDistancce Education Centre (a paper p.esented at All India conference of vice-chancellors 5-gDec.t984.)

source , university Grants commission. Bahadur shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi.
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26. University of Calicut, Calicut

27. University of Madras, Madras

28. University of ptrona, Ganeshkhind :

29. J.L,N.Technolog5rcal Uni, tr{ydeiabai
30. Tilak Maharashtra Vidyapeeth,.pune.

31. M.D.Universiry, Rohrak

32. Mother Teresa Women,s Univ. Madras

33. Gujrat Vidyapeeth Ashram, Ahmedabad

34. Maraikudi

35. G.B.Pant Uni. Agri. & Teeh. panta Nagar
36. Panjab Agri. Universiry, Ludhian4 ,

37. Jadavpur University, Calcutta

38. Bangalore Univcrsity, Bangalore

39. North Easrern Hill University, Shillong

)
3.

4.

5.

6

7.

8.

9

10.

11.

12.

73.
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DEPARTMENT OF CORRESPONDENCE STUDIES, P.U., CHANDIGAR}I

S. S. Rana

Sodhi Rant

The Correspondence Education in India, has witnessed significant changes both in its concept an4
rstructural frame work since its initation n lg62at Delhi University. Succeeding three decades saw this
new system of education taking strides. Not only did a large number of correspondence courses/Institu-
tions came up in various universities but many of them also provided post graduate courses, diploma
courses and even non-conventional courses such as Post Graduate Diploma in Health, Family Welfare
and Population Education (Panjab Universiry, Chandigarh). The growing importance of this system and

- its emergence as an alternate cost effective system to the education dernands serious thinking and research
so that weaknresses and the problems of rhis syste-m.are identified. While doing so we should Eot over look
the Dynamic nature of the system of correspondence education. In the last three decades this system has
witnessed significant changes not only in the age, sex and employment structure of the students but in
spatial patterns o[ the enrolment also. A persual of available literature reveals that some stu<Jies have
been conducted to look into the growth, status ancl problems of the system as well as the instructional
medium, cost structure and course development(Sujatha, K. 1988): Likewise, attempts have also been
made to study the pattern of students by sex, age, and employment(Ruddar Dutt 1%gj. However, lardly
any study has been caried out, so far, to analyse the changing spatial pattem of the enrolment of stu<lents
over time. Therefore, the attempt is aimed at anal.zing the spatio-tgmporal changes in the pattern of
student enrolled with the Department of Correspondence Studies(DCS) of panjab University, Chan-
digarh' To achieve the objective, data was collected lrom various Annual Reports, Cutlists and enrolment
registers of the Department. Nine sample points in time i.e. sessions, were selected to assess the
changing pattern of enrolment. The data constraints however, remained a major deterant in looking into
all the desired aspects of the study in view of the objectirres. Therefore, intra-regional analysis is based on
the data for undergraduate stud6nts only and for the scssion 1995-96. , 

:,

Since its inception iu 1971 the DCS has growrr over the years from undergraduate to post gra6uatc
level. However, the number of the students enrtllled with DCS has always ranged between 9 to l0
thousands(Fig- 1). ln the year 7976-77 there was an exceptio-nal spurt in enrolment(Fig.I), rvhen the
number increased to more than L2,000, consequent upon the introduction of five ,r"* por, Graduate
Courses and a Certificate Course in library Science. Sirnilarly an exceptional decline in enrolment occurred
in 1988- 8q 1989-90 and 1990-91 as a result of the iutroduction of the new 10 + 2 system of educarion and

By

Dr.
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the reduction in the number of under graduate classes from four to fwo' Since then the number graduadly

increased and touched a new high with more than 15000 students dwing the session 1996-97 . Despite the

fact that six other universities *itn i, aidistance of 300 kilometers started providing instructions through

;*#;J.rr"- a*-s late seventies and early eiglties with almost the same subjects, this increase

in the number finds its explanation in the acceptance of this new system of education by the people on the

;;;;;i",i"i-p*ementof srudents services ani diversificationof the coursetaught bythe DCS

*
TABLE NO. 1

Enrolment ' of Students by State " . (in percent)

Academic

Soscinn*

Punjab Chandigarh Ilaryrana Delhi Other states Total

enrnlment

7.73

(94/-\

17.r

a?nR8)

100
ri

n22n1\
L976-77 34.85

@2s3)

7.t

re("\

33.22

fz!055)

20.t9

on22\

11.95

(1L96)

2L.87

(2189)

100

(10011)
r978-79 32.80

r??a4\

t3.L9

fi320\

1980-81 26.4

(2s03)

25.0

o378\

11.40

(1078)

L5.28

ft444\

20.01

!?n57\

L00

(g46,t

L982-83 26.6

o3L3\

28.42

/r4R5)

10.5

(918)

L7.n

(1510)

t7.35

{1517)

100

(874t\

29.99

os?z\

10.4 lro.Gt 115.22

(817) lrtrrrl lr,t*ui

100
, i.

(7175\'
L984-85 n.7t

rrrl <5\

1986-8f 215?

0450\

35.82

t21 ./.A\

9.19

/ROR)

t7.22

fi512\

t3.n
(1 165)

100

rR781)

n35
finA\

11.83

oL2\

Nii 100'i
(,7:t-19\

1988:89 24.74

11s10)

34.29

o641\

Data not available, ----.---- ,

100 l

(3175)
t992-93

'i; " ,

35.16

os?5\

6.33

r3788)

6.00

(491)

7.&

16?{\

4.M

(396)

1995-%

------- 6'ata ilahle

2,87

(2e8)

2.44

Qn)

100

(10387)
n.16

(4379)

j14.83

(4656)

8.10

(842)

* Sample Sessions

Figures in ParanthesiS are absolute numbers.
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The spatial distribution of the students enrolled with DCS has e4perienced a significant change
during the last two decades. Though the students from the northern states and Union Territories formed
a major part of the total enrolment even during the early seventies yet the DCS continued to attract a fairly
good number of students from other states also(Table-I). But over the years the number of students from
other states witnessed a decline, while, the share q Punjab-aad Chandigarh in the total enrolment went
up considerably. In case sJ Chandigarh the increase was from 7.1 per cent to 44.76 per cent while in punjab

it was from 34.8 per cent to 42.15 pu cent. On the other hand.the number of students from Haryana
recorded a steep decline fuom 33.22 per cent to 8.10 per cent during this period. Likewise, DCS:also
registered a sharp decrease in the number of students from pslhi. gimilar was the case of Himachal
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and other states where the decline varied from steep to moderate (Table !).

During the 1995-96 session L0387 students were enrolled with the DCS out of these 42.L5 per cent t

were froui Puuj ab,44.76per cent from Chandigarh and 8.1 per cent were from Haryana. Thus 95 per ient
of the total students enrolled were from Chandigarh and its adjoini.g areas of punjab and Haryand. This
shows a shift in the enrolment pattern from Macro to Micro level in the last two decades. This is partly
t.he consequence of openingof CCIs, DCCs andDCS in differentparts of the country dpringlate seventies
and early eighties and partly due to the weakeuing and discontinuation of some of the students services
such as personal contact programme and the provision of study centres out side Chaadigarh.

A further artalysis of the enroknent data at undergraduate level for 1995-96 flings forth some
interesting facts. In Punjab, which contributed more than 60 per cent of the total students in this session, --l

six districts accounted for more than 85 per cent of the total enrolment. Ludhiana with 33.3 per cent was :
at the topfollowedbyRopar whichcontributed 17per ceni of the total enrolment. However if S.A.S.Nagar,
a satellite town of Chandigarh, is excluded from it the share of Ropar comes down to 7 per cent only. 

'

Ferozepur(ll.LVo), Faridkot(8.?2 Vo ,Hoshiarptx(6.2Vo) and Jalandhar(5.3Vo) are other districts with
substantial contribution. It would be pertinent to mention that Ludhiana, Floshiarpur and Ferozepur
districts are affiliated with Panjab University and Ropar surrounds Chandigarh on the three sides.

In Haryana, which contributed 5.38 per cent of the total enrolment in 1995-96,Panchkula, another
satellite town of chanctigarh, emerged as the largest contributor. It accounted for 75 per cent of the,total
enrolment from Haryana and 4 percent of the total students enrolled with the department of Correspon-
dence Studies in this session.This analysis exhibits a high concentration of DCS students in Chandigarh
and its adjoining areas. This has important policy implications. This comparative homogeneity of the
students gives a reasonable freedom in redefining curriculum and its further diversification as well. It was

not possible during seventies and eighties because of the distance factor. A further analysis of the data
shows that the number of the students enrolled with DCS falls with increasing distance from the source
i.e. Chandigarh. It seems that theory of urban functions works here with in reasonable limit in terms of
Correspondence education. The study also points out to the fact that correspondence education which is
an open system of education is bounded by geographical contiguity, territorial affiliations and sentimental
intricaries.
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